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FiREINOlp

ii
O behalf of the National Association for

Girls and Women, in Sport, it is- a pleasure t
communicate (even if iddirectly) with you the
Reople who utilize NAGWS Guides. We- are

roud of our Guide publicatibns. Nbw and
hr,ough the long GWS,"herstory:' t e -Guides

ve been the products of indii uals with
sport ,expestise and a ,deep 1 dedie ion to the
good Of those whtt-----Play. This is the timeless
promise orl.WNel_ iftlFbooks. '. s" CAROLE A. OGLESBY 4i

We are very proud of you too. Your efforts NAGWS President
have kept girls and women's spOrt programs

pro-
fastest

enti red
_o the en-
WS is-. inv lye

alive through the lean years ,and are n
viding the energy and direction for
growth of sport programs ever. Your
use of the Guides provides support
tire range of activities in which N
you and gicls and women everywhere._

With corrimitmen
o those who play:

in ur yriknever
change.

on behalf of

Interest and pa icipation ut ports have ebxpanded by Baps and
bounds at all age els,SUch e 'on has re.sluited IR? demand CO
more knowledgbable and beyer qualified treople to work with these
highly interested; n 'v-6ted and -kil individuals1,This Guais de-

signett to as -t instruct r Coaches anti offi
kials in facilitating g the growth of quality.
sport programs at the lentary, secondary
and collniate levels, on-s4hopi
setting), You will find artier covering a

de speettum which e 'b n written
outstanding coache oic.ials, inst4ctors

competitors. In add n, official rules,
_ 'elating tdcliniques, stn questions, tour-

rrament and an updated list of
audiovrsull aids and references are included.

c hope yo will find this. e;Gri'S Guid
a well as othS covering additional sports,
of'-value. Your

erf
input is invited.

PAT SHtRMAN
'PAT ;

,Cuide Coordinator.

'FOREWORD



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS ANCWONIEN IN SPORT

The National Association .gr Girls and Women in Sport is a
nonprofit, educatiopal organization designed to serve the needs- of
participants teachers, coaches, leaders And adrninistratois in sports,
programs for girls and women. It is one of seven associations of the
Ameridan Alliance' for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

Po

..The_purpos rf_thL__NationallAssociatibn for-Girls-andWomen-in,
Sport is to foster the development of sports programsefor the
enrichment of thp, life of the participant,

Reefs
:

NationalThe N Asgociation for Girls and Women in Sport believes
that:

.Sports arp integral part of the culture n which we live.
.Sports ptog

t
ms are a part of the total ducational experience of

.the participaneyhen conflucted in educa nal institutions.
Opporttunkies for instruction and parti ipation in sports apprro- 't

priate to her skill level should be includa the experience of eyerlf
girl.

Sports skills and sports participation are vale file 'social and
recreational tools which may be used to enrich the es of w^ men in °

...-our society. '
Competition and cooperation may be demonstrated In all sports)

programs, although the type and intensity orthe competition acrd
cooperation will vary with the degree or levej of skillv of the .

participants.
Art understandir

cooparatibh and
framework of our Sgidd
participation.

Physical activity is important-4n a maintenance of r general
health of the participant. T x

Participation in sports ,contribu s to the development, of self:
r confidence and too the establish nt ff desirable interpersonal-
relationships. .

Functifie

the relationship between corn
utilization of both within the
y is one of the desqble outcelmes

Lion and
ccepted
f spOrts

The National Association for G all Wornen in Spo
tprornots

desirable sports programs through:
.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION kl:/oR GIRLS A WOM EN IN SPORT
C



.

.1 Formulating and, publicizing uiding principles and standards, fo

the administrator, leader, official, and player
2. Publishing and interPrbting rule? governing sports for girls-and )

Wornem
ila g

3, Providing the ineans for training, evalating, ad-rating officials. 0

4. DisserAinating information on the conduct of girls and women's

sports.
5, S mulalt1 ing.evaluating, and disseminating rgsearch in the field df...,

s and women's sports.- 1

6 ooperating wit allied groups rested in girls and women s
sports in order o formulate poliCies and rules that Ara the
conduct sorts,

1. Providing opportuii -ies for the eve opment-of leadership- among-'
. Aids and women for the conduct of their spotts programs

NAGWS TENNIS -SAD TON- SQUASH GUIDE



STANDARDS IN SPORTS F.013.G4RLS AND WOMEN

Standards in sports activities for &irls and womsEc shbuld be base. ".
upon rhe.fiyllowing:
1. Sports activities for girls and wolgliEn, should be taught, coached, r

and officiated b_ y qualified women whenever and Wherever
possible. = )

2. Programs should . provide every girl with a wide variety. of
activiti4 s. '

3. The results of competition should be judged in terms of benefits%
to the parricipantfratheF than_ by- tlie winning of championships
or_the_ath.leticor_cornmer_cial ddiantapp; to schools or organiza-
tions. t/-

Health and Safety Standards for Piave

,,Careful supervision of the health of all players must be pr v
bY
1, An examination by asqualified physician
2. Written permission by a qualified physician' after serious-illness or

,injury. .`
3. Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or

show sigds of emotional instability
4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary environment for sports activity)
5; Limitation of competition to a geographical area, which will

permit players to return at reasonable hours; provision of sa
transportation.

"")
-,eneral Policies,

)..Select the members of all teams so tethey play against those -of
approximately the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange the sChedule of4 games and practices so as not to place
demands on the (learn or player which would jeopardize the
educat ,ional objectives of the comprehensive sports program.
Discourage any girl from practicing with or playing with a team
for more than one group while :oupeting in that sport during the
same sport season.

4- Promote social events in connection with all forms of com-
petition,

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE ,

All requests for information about Services, sho uld-be addressed
to Executive Secretary, National 'Association for Girls and Women
in Sport (NAGWS), AAHPER, 1201 1 6th Street N.W,, Washington,
D.C. 20036.
STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND %fOMEN



NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Council was formed by the NAGWS to:

provide a channel pf direct communication among coaches
at all educational levels
assist in .(he formulation and dissemination of guiding
principles, standards and Policies for conducting corripeti-
tive sports programs for girls and women
keep members informed of current coaching techniques and

t r eri4
-----(4)5onsor cliffits7arrd-conferences-ia-sporti and--coacliing skills

(5) provide input, rorn coaches to USCSC sports committees:
,and,,representative assembly

(6) promote. efforts4ith other spoits-centeced
organizations 4,

(7) Provide a united ody_ for positive political action in the
realm ofirls and women's athletics.

Academits for 10 sports have been established. (Note the appli-

cation blank for specific listings.) Membership in each Academy is

open to any coach of girls or women's sports or any interested per-

son. Annual dues for AAHPER members arc $5.00 for one Acad-

emy. Non-AAHPER members pay $15.00 annually for member-
ship in onc sport Acadoicay Membership for each additional Acad-

emy isl$2-.00. Mu: $10.14non-rnembership fee i be applied at

any time toward AAHPER membership..

Get involved JOIN NOW.

10

I
NAGWS TENNIS-BAD INTONS ASH GMIO E
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Sports Academies of the NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL
National Association for Girls and Women`in Sport: AMIPER

1201 '16th St.,.N.W., Washington, DE. 20036

fir

ADDRESS
street

city sow zip i;

.AAHPER MEMBER: Membership number as it appears on your journal. label.
F Teaching/Coaching level (Please ,check): College Jr College - High School

Jr. High F,lcmetitaty Other
Please check the academies you wish to join:* D Badminton E Basketball Field Hockey

0 Gymnastics 0.Softball 0 Swimming/Diving D'Synchronized Swimming Tennis
Track & Field D Volleyball

I am willing to serve on an Academy committee: 0

C"AAHPER-members: $5.00 for one Academy and $2.00 for each additional Acacremy.Non-AAHPER

members: $15,00 for one Academy and $2.00 each additional Academy. ($10.00 non-membership

ee may be applied at any time toward AAHPER membership.)

Please send AAIIPFR membership information: yes- no

it



NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST- INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport;;Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden
its base of personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this-form is to offer readers an opportunity to join us in
meeting this need. Please 'complete this form and send it to the
Associate Guide Coofclinator-elect, Mary Beth Cramer, Penn State
University, White Building, University Park, PA 16802.

Name

Professional Addrvs_

City State

1. Check the Sport COmmitte which would he
you: ,

_Aquatics
1en"lg

So crr
_Archery 1:ieldIlockey Softball

= Basketball 5 A
7_Htig ootnall _ _Speedball

_Basketball Sq ugsh

Bowling _Synchronized Ssylmming1;ynititstics
Competitive Swimming Lacrosse _Tenrn Handball
_Cross-country. Track . 7 Orienteering Tennis

Hod
_Diving

Racquetball Track .ca_Cross-country Skiing
'Skiing

Water l'Alo
. Volleyball

2. Would you like to serve as member of a Sports Guide Committee
of your interest?* _Yes No

3. Would you consider. submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? Yes No
Pos,sible topic or title__

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which Sion w
included in future Gull/es' (Please indicate sport.

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible committee members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, it necessary.)

Namti Spor

Professional AddreSs_

City State
Sports Committee Member r reospe

Zip Code
hot ti (('heck one)

you may serve on tinly one Sport Guide Conttnittee at a tune.

NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES INTEREST INDICATOR
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Introduction

This Tennis Guide was developed with the hope that the infor-
ition will be timely and useful for readers in the educational and
aching world of tennis. All authors are active coaches, players or
ichers and have shared the expertise they have developed over a'
ig period of time We extend our sincerest appreciation to the
iited States Tennis Association for providing the most up-dated
of rules..
We hope we have prepared a Guide that will be helpful to you

e readers. We would also like to encourage you to join the ranks
NAGWS volunteers to write or edit for the next Guide.
I would like to thank my committee members for the work and
t Sherman for her continuous support.

Javene Young,.Chairperson
NAGWS Teonis Guide Committee

is NAGWS TENNIS -OA DNIINTQN;SQUASH GUIDE '
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NAGWS TENNIS GUIDE COMMITTEE*
1976-19-78

JAVENE YOUNG, Chairperson, Eaton, NY 13334
BERNICE GOLDSTEIN, Chairpersonrxleet, Bayside, NY 11364
CHARLOTTE PETERSON, Memphis State University, Memphis,,TN

38152
MILDRED WEST, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA

23185
SHARON VAN OTEGHEN, Memphis SState University, Memphis,

TN 38152
PHYLLIS JACOBSON; Marian College, Indianapolis, IN 46234
BONNIE SLATTON, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52240
KATHY CORDES, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame

46556
BARBARA BERNARD, Northwest Missouri State University, Mary-

ville, MO 64468
BARBARA GARRETT, Mississippi University for Women, Colum-

bus, MS 39701
MARY JO WYNN, Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield,

MO 65802 r
JUDY AULD, Southern University, Carbondale, IL 62901

NAGWS TENNIS COMMITTEE
1978-1988'

BERNICE GOLDSTEIN, Chairperson, 5fi -19 Bell Blvd., Bayside NY ,
11364

JAVENE YOUNG, Past Chairperson, Morrisville-Eaton Rd., Eat6h,
NY 13334

DARLENE MN,K0 EN IG University of California, Santa Barbara,
93106

LINDA REISER, Developmental Research School, Tallahassee, FL
KATHY'CORDES, St. Mary's College, Notre Dame, IN 46556
BONNIE SLATTON, University of Iowa, Iowa City 52240
MILDRED WEST, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA

23185
DONNA CLELAND, University of Mississippi, University 38677

The current Guide was prepared by the 1976-78 Committee. The 1980-82
Guide will be prepared by the 1978-80 Committee.
NAGWS TENNIS GUIDE COMMITTEES 17



Judy Auld

'Sharon L Van Oteghen
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Chailotte Peterson Bonnie Slatton

Kathy Cordes
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From Head to Toe Common "Linbommon . 4

Tennis Injuries
HOLLYMILSON

Holly WilTon is ap assistant a'thletic 'trainer at MC .Uni

versity of Iowa, Iowa. City. She received both her 1I.S, and

AI. S. degrees from Indiana State University, Terre Naito, add

in 1970 she was.certified ty the National Athletic Trainers

Association. Currently, Holly is serving as chairperson of the

Athletic Training Council, a NAGWS structure.

Tennis Toed A

With the increasedtpopularit5, of artificial materials as court sur-

faces, friction-type injUries are becoming more prevalent among both.

1-weekend and professibnal athletes. The most co i n frietiomtype

injury is well known to arlyciAe, engaged in at le t: activitythe

blister; however, now almost every sport has a particu ar injury often.

bearing th,e sport's name: If football has its "Astro.ttie,4;k.thdn tennis

can have its- "tennis toe." Both result from hyperpxtension,of the.

metatarsophalangeal (M -P) -joint of .the great toe and consequent

sprain of -the capsular ligament.

Figures 1, 2. M®titarsophalangeal Joint.

Tennis toe occurs most often on, the pushoff qf the serve when

the M-P joint is forced beyald its normal range of motion*into_tx-

treme .hyperextension. l_es frequently, the. great toe joint may be

hyperexterided on sudden stoi3s when the shoe sole is "grabbed" by-

the surface of the court_ ,

It is evident that there are certa ri factors that may predispose the.

player to an injury _of this LV rd surfaces, traction and flexible

shoes. All-weather courts appear t be the greatest offenders.
Although there is little anyone can do to change the court sur-

face, one can easily change the structure of shoes. To provide maxi-

mum support for th,e M-P joint and the foot in general, the player

should, wear a stiffer soled shoe. The shoe should fit properly, for

most foot problems arise because' the shoe has been fitted incor--,

rectly.
Shoes shouhlcbe fitted to the length of the arch, not the foot. If

the shoe fits the arch, the width will be correct and there will also be

20 NACWS TENN15.0ADmiNTON-SQUASH GUIDE
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tadequa e space for the toes. Measurement can be expedited busing
a BrannoCk device; simply measure the Icrigth of the foot front -the
heel to the M-P joint. This device is available from root -Joy in
Brockton, Massachusetts. Shde fit.-can easily be chbcked-the great
toe Joint should' be directly over the Wfdest part of the' shoe. If
fall, in front, the shoe is too short.

athlete localized that becomes
Regardlessef the precautions taken, if tilie M-P joint-is hyper -

ext'end' d, fhthlete will complain o
worse with the passage of time. Ability to push off wip be impaired.
There will be extreme point tenderness over the first metatarsal head

lua] the athlete will experience pain on both passive flexion and ex-
tension of the joint. After approximately "44 'hours, sigps of ocute ip.
flarrimation will he 'evident-.swelling redness and local increase in
temperature.

gImmediate treatment consists of ice application in the irirm ,of, lee
packs for 10 tO 15 minutes pr ice immersion until the part is numb.'
Instruct the athlete to change to a_ stiffer soled shoe than the tennis
shoe, make a rigid insert from Johnson and Johnson OrthopTast, or
tape a wooden block (approximately 3/8" x 3/8" x 3/4-) across the

"widest part- of the, shoe. Regardless of the technique usefl=stifferRegardless
Sole, rigid insert or wooJen block, the purpose is to lynit hyper-ex-
tension (pushoff) of the M-P joint when walking.

Cohtinue ice applications, if possible, thGee'timek_a day, until
swelling is controlled. Then low heat may be ,applied perhapi-in the
fprm of a whirlpool,,Start with tepid water (8O -93` F) and over a pe,-"
rind of a few days increase the water temperature. Do not go above
IOLIQF, The ,athlete 'cab work on range of motion, flexion and exten-_
sion, while receiving the whirlpool treatment. Use pain and swellipg
as guidelines for the intensity of the rehabilit-apion workout. If either
increases, the athlete. has done too much and should cut 6'

It may be necessary to restrict the athlete's activity several
days because pain interferes with the player's movement. e. ectally
the pushoff.

When the.athlere is able to resume activity with no tuned nal dis-
ability, it may be necessary to protect the joint against addi tonal re-
peated stress. This can be accomplished with an arch pad ph hyper-
extension strapping and shoes with stiffer soles. A daily regimen of
physical therapy treatment consisting of heat before act#ity and ice
after, coupled with the strapping and change in shoes, should allevi--
ate any future ,problems..

The arch pad which is made from 1/4-inch adhesive foam displaces
pressure from the M4' joint. Both the inner and outer longitudinal
arches are covered, although the ball of tl e great toe remains uncov-,.
ered. The edge of the pad slightly ovcrljips onto the inside of the
toot.

FROM-HEAD TO TOE COMMON "UNCOMMON" TENNI IN RIES 21



L

The materials nee_ he hy erexterrsion straiping,ate tape

adherent, 1-inch while a etic ppe, 1'/ inch whi athletic tape, 1/4-

inchgadhesive foam, If am, strapping does.not vent hyperexten-

sion of the M-P joint it has not been properiy app red,
. _ ,

. .

Preparption far Stfiapp ing _

1 . \nstztt the o hold the injured foot at a right angle

out a trapping process, The M-P joint tfjreat toe

shy be sl '4. . .
J.

2. Spr y or pa with toe adherent/andAllow
i . I,

Strapping

. Apply an arc strip of 1-inch tape _around the gr-6a

2. Start a strip of -I inch t4pe on the side,-of the great-toe at the,an-

' chor. .Go along 'the side of the foot'. across the-NT joint.'and

around the heel. End on the outs* edge of the heel (Figure 3). '24.

3. Start a second strip on the side of the great toe, overlapping -thV '-

first by one-half. its.whlth. It should- follow the game course as.

- the first (Figure 4), :, " ' - , .-
, - t

4'. A third strip should oVerla the second It Should run alongerfie

inner edge of the foot, a-c/o-Ss the M-r joint and sole of theloot.

End on the hiel (Figure 541 ..

0

5, Continue applying stripg.Of kineh Aape, overlapping by 'one-half,

-until the entire M-P jointjs'cci.yered, The strips on'the sole bf the

foot should 41 the Brat, toe info-slight flexion (-Figures 62nd 7).

6, Apply the arch pad and hold it in place with an X arch . strapping

(Figure 8).

Figure 3. Figure 4.

Figur

Figure 5,

Figure B. Arch Pad.
§

NAGW5 TENNIS.BADMIPAON-SQUASH AIDE



a. AfTI an anchor s rip of l' inch tape loosely mound the..foot.
Remeirnber the will spread out when weigbt is borne.

)). Start' at the anchor on the sok of the foot. Rom the little toe
side, angle the tape across the sole, around the heel and along
the outside of the foot as close to the sold as possible. Ind on
the anchor strip.

c. Start at the anchor en the sole of the foot. From the great toe
-sideangle the tape across the sole, around the heel and along
the iriside of the foot as close to the sole as possible, End on
the anchor. r,

d. Apply two or three lo4 strips loosely around sthe foot_ 6tort
at the ,.inchor andlwork [(Sward the heel. Overla0 by ono-half.
Remember tstiefo: t will sprea,d out when weight is borne.

Retinal' Detachments
The possibility .of reztinal cittachments exists in any sport involvs

in moving implement however, the chances increase as the diarri-
et.of the ball becomes4smallor'aritl the ball becomes an aerial mis-

s in tennis,
The player niosuscepstible to an eye inkury is the net player.

The ball is traveling faster and with greater rcrrc---e- as it crosses the
net than when it starts itteceleration in the back court. The%net

-.fdayer also- has less time to react than a.hack court player. Chances
are increased if the player has certain existing eye conditions such
as high myopia (extreme nearsightedness). This would predispose on
athlete to retinal problems!

To decrease the possibility of any eye injury, infruct the player
how to hold the racket lace or protection especially When rushing
the net High risk athletes-, those susceptible to retinal detavbments,
should wear-an eye protector of some .4pe- a handball eye protec-
tor or spurts glasses with shatterproof laws. Glasses should be held
securely in place with an eilastic strap a4atlable at most sportu g
goods stores.

If the athlete should 'reciii4u bloW to the eye, stop imme-
- diately so the eye can be-sthoroughly examined, Ask the'itItlete if

flashes ,of light Or floaliingparlicles were seen upon impact or imme-
diately(following impact. Circa. to see if the visual field is affected.

Have the athlete focus on your index finger as yo.i.e?nd-ve..your
,tither index linter in an arc ,tom the side of the head toward the
athlete's nose. Flick your finger as you slowly move it Switcp hand
positions to check the other eye. The athlete should-iirriirm you
when th,,e finger enters the visual field.. There should not bo a great
discreNhey in the visual fields of the two eyes unless the athlete has
a detkched retina-or a previously existing eyesight problem.
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Frequently following a detachment the athlete will coWplain of

the visual field being reduced as if it were blocked off. Other impor-

tant signs are blurring of vision and double vision.

Don't forget to queition the athldto abouta possible head injury.

The cardinal signs\re headache, nausea and dizziness. Check the

eyes for dilated pupils. Do not give any medication, not even aspirin

for pain. Apply an ice ila4 tote area for 10, to 15 miriutes Keep

the athlete quiet. All-eye injurie should be thoroughly examined two*

an ophthalmologist.

Seelenfreund
detachnidn.
no. 25:'1

Reference

h, D.B. Rushing the net add retinal
Amarican Medical Association 235,
2 26.- '
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Effective Receiving Positions in Doubles

-rr
BERNICE`J. G.9 LOSTEIN

Bernice Goldstein is the Women's Varsity Tennis Coach at
Nassau Conimunity CO-liege, Garden' City, New York. She has
taught tennis in groups as well as private lessons, Silo, re-
ceived her B.A. from C. W. Post College in 1971 and her M.A.
from New York University in Februaky 1972.

In any dotibles game, one of the first decisions one must make il
winch side of the court a player will play. Often people choose a
side by announcing, "My forehand is my best shot." With this pro-
nouncement the choice stems definitive. Thor have opted for the
deuce or right,court. How should the coach ate this problem? -

The problem is, how ,can I use my prayers most effectively once
I have designated the doubles pairings? Teams should be made up of
a big hitter and a consistent hitter. A good team consists of a fine
blending of talent and temperament_ The problem then is where caq
each player be most effective: 1 m the deuce court (right side) or
the ad court (left court)' The d '':n becomes all the more impor-
tant when one realizes that you n n exercise your option only at
the beginning of each set. Once a d.etermination is made, receiving
positions cannot be altered until a-set is completed. When you have
made the decision as to which side a person viii play, it is highly un-
likely that a change in midstream would be wise. Many coaches.
maintain the saTne teams and receiving positions for the entire sea-
son. With this and the realization that a team must break serve at
least once (if you are not playing a tiebreaker) to win the set, this ...
delkision is a crucial one

With all of one's coaching cunning, ultimately each player must
feel secure and confident about her or his ability to fulfill the role
in-a designated position. A poor mental set by-the players may be as
damaging as poor stroking, tactics and strategy. For in fact, a lack of
confidence may lead to any and all of the above. Co .ort and confi-
dence go hand in hand.

Combining Right- and Left-Handers

Right- or -left-handedness usually plays a part in the determina-,
tion of alignments. If both members of a team are right-handed or if
both are left-handed, then hand dominance is not a factor in posi
tiorung. Traditional tennis theory would suggest that the _steadier
EFYECTIVE 'RECEIVING POSITIONS IN DOUBLES
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more consistent person play the ad court. The rationale is that ,this
player will be receiving on the decisive game points. When the Orien-

tation II one right and one left the advantages of each should be con-
sidered.

,
First consider the implications of the right-hander playirig the

deuce court and the left-hander. playing the ad court. The merits of I

the situation are:
1. passing shots may be, hit with the forehand.

411gled shots are covered with forehands too.
wide angled serve to the ad viat will be received on the

forehlnel, not the backhand as usually 'afiticipated.
4. The doubles alley is covered by the forehand volley.
AsSliming the forehands are the stronger shots this alignment has

the disadvantages of:
1/ leaving the center oAthe cOurt defendV by backhands alone_
2_- poaching with a ckhand volley; thereby iinhibfling one's

-r6acii alai effectiveness.
3-posittOning players so that their overhead smashes will be most

vulnerable in the center of the court.
With these points idmind the left-hander would be well-advised

to play the deuce court and-the right-hander to play the ad court.
Inherent advantages in this system include:

1. Forehands are defending the center of the playing area -;;The
forehand angle of return on service can be an aggressiVe and pene-
trating shot. The shot is a high percentage one because it is crossing

over the lowest part of the'inet. The shot's value is further enhanced
because it isolates play by forcing the server to piiy the ball.

2. Overheads are taken easily by either player and can be smashed

down the center. Right-handers can angle the overhead to their right,
and left-handers can hit to their left without having to hit the shot

across the tiody.
3. When poaching, either player will be moving, anticipating a

forehand volley.
4. The illusion created is that all returns wilhbe made crosscourt;

When the opposing net person is teased toward the center of the
court, 1 down-the-line backhand is a winnimreturry At this point,
even a feeble and late hit baciphand will catch the \opponents tin-

aware.
Still proceeding on the assumption that most people would prefer

to.hit a forehand should they be given a choice. one must examine
when and where the backhands will be vulne'rable in this formation,
Ttie left-hander's backhand will be exposed to widely angled serves
as well as- crosscourt returns from the-server. Should the opponents'
net player make a volley down the line, one may have to hit the
backhand and hope for the best.
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The right- hander's backhand will be exposed M the same waysthat is widely angled serves; crosscourt returns and volleys down-
the - line. r

When determining which side of the court players will cover, one
hopes to be able to play their strengths the majority of the time and
limit or protect their weaknesses. One wishes to pressure psycholog-
ically .avid tactically the opposition, and in turn capitalize on errors,

1
1

The Right-Handers

When both, players on a team arright-lianded, how should' the
players be Positioned? Again, comfort is important as is the idea of
capitalizing on strengths and limiting liabilities.

The person'playing the ad court must, be the steady and reliable
player. This holds true in all team -situations in doubles. Nothing is
more disheartening than to have a break point blown into the fence,
or hearing the snap of the net cord and seeing the ball fall back onto.
your own court " As disquieting,as this, may be to you it is likewise_
uplifting fcfr your opponents. Therefore, consistency-is a prerequisite
for the ad court player.

Should thi ad court player have the better of the two baCkhands?
Assuredly_ , that would be nece, There are several skills that are even-
more important. The most important is that this person should be
th tronger and more consistent player. Qu.ickneSs and the ability to
anticipate play are definite assets. These two factors combined can
coMpensate for a somewhat weaker backhand by giving one the op-
portunity to run around the backhand.

Assets to look for in the ad court' player include the ability to hit
the widely angled forehand, a sound overhead and good volleys, es-
pecially the forehand.

The player of the deuce court should have thj stronger forehand.
The forehand should he accurate on the crosscourt and the down-
the-line..The lob is an aggressive shot that should herin this player's
arsenal. The lob is used to blunt the serve and force the server to re-
trieve the lob with a backhand.

The Left-Handers

Chances of having a pairing of two left-handers is slight but one
should he aware of some of the possibilities and requisite skills. As
is the case with right-handers, the person playing the ad court must
be a steady player, Here too, good anticipation and quickness are till=
portant. A good repertoire of shots should include a widely angled
forehand, a good overhead and firm crisp volleys,.

The player ot the deuce court should have an ac.curate, sizzling
crosscourt. The ability to place the ball doWn-the-line is also ex-
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tremely important, This shot, though not a high percentage shot,

will keep the opposition honest. The deuce court player should also

possess a fine lob. The lob, when well executed, places enormous.

*pressure on the server.

Conclusion
As a coach, the.positioning of receiving players is a weighty de-

cision. Decisions regarding which court one will play should be based

n comfort, steadiness and strength of the strokes indicated and

hand dominance ©_ tre---playersinvcilvecl_Choose the team align-

ment' to maximize strengths and increase the team's, c anges of
winning.
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Teaching theSe-
KATHY ROWLETT

Kathy Rowlett is active in tennis as'a -competitor and teach-
er. She has taught tennis at the high school and college levels
and has spent five summers coaching at a private tennis camp.
She received her B.S. degree Iron Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, and her M.S. from th University of Arizona, Tuc-
sonSheteaZhical_educatiamand_coaches volley_balLat_
Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri.

When preparing to teach the serve to a beginning tennis,class, in-
experienced instructors may be overwhelmed by rriaferial written
about the serve. They must struggle with contradictions in the lit-
erature and select the essential techniques. that should be taught to
the group. This article suggests one methbd of teaching the serve to
beginners en masse and gives additional information needed by the

-Instructor in the analysis of individual errors.

Essentials for the Group
When hit ng the service torthe group, the instructor should

briefly de h Croke, relate the serve to a long distance throw,
and emphasize the n ssity of learning to serve correctly. Right and
left service court areas hould be shown to the group, and desired
placement areas should be mentioned. Serving from both courts
should be denionstrated to the group. Between demonstrated serves
is an excellent time to call the group's attention to the importance
of a consistent toss and the manner in which both arms are smoothly
coordinated. Legal and preferred positioning behind the baseline and
to the right or left of the center mark for singles play should be ex-

,plained to the group.
All pupils should then be positioned on one side of the court with

ample space to swing the racket_ Each pupil is given one ball; how-
ever, no actual serving will be done. Students should not be looking
into the sun. The service consistsof several parts, and the majority
of students

to
be able to perform each part correctly before

progressing to the next.

Starting the Service

(Note: Instructions for the serve are written in the manner of an in-
structor teaching the class. All instructions are for right-handers.)

Hold the ball near the fingertips of the left handnot in the palm.
Use the forehand grip. Select an imaginary target and assume a side
to net position with the left shoulder pointing to the target. The feet
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V
are abouteshoulder width apart with the knees relaxed and weigh
the forward foot. The racket is tiltigd at a slightly upward angle w
the throat testing in the fingertips of the left hand.

Achieving the Arras-in-We Position

1. Weight Shift-Without moving the arms, ship the weight to the
hack foot. The back knee is relaxed and the left heel is off the
ground.

2. lti Arm Action As the weight shifts back, relax the right arm
ow e rac e o pa 1r-ireross-the-lcileest-this

tune the racket makes a half-turn. The racket reachet shoulder
height and is pointing directly at the back fence.

3, Left Arm Action-At the same time the weight shifts back, the
left arm moves straight down until the hand almost touches the
side of the thigh nearer the net The arm then smoothly and con,
tinuously returns upward in the same path. Combine the weight
shift and the action of the left arm.

4,, Union of Three Actions,-Combine the weight shift and the action
of the arms. Arms Move down together and then up together at
the same rate- are at shoulder height and in a straight line
at the conclusion of this phaii.

e Teaching Suggestion. The instructor might use the cue words
-)

"down and up" while the group performs this sequence of actions.
Coordination of the arms, not speed, is important.

Ruching the Cocked Position

From the arms-in-line position, bend the right elbow and drop the
racket down the back into the backscratching position. Keep the,el-
bow up. Continue to raise the left arm upward so that the arm
points diagonallY to the sky. Begin from the starting position and
combine the movements of the two arms to the cocked position.

Teaching Suggestion. The instructor might aid the students by us-
ing the cue words, "down and up behind the back." Check that stu-
dents have hyperextended the wrist in the cocked positions

Tossing the Bel

Release fingers from the ball when the left hand reaches ap-

proximately level and allow the ball to float into the air. Check
.,to see that t t of the toss is as high 'as you can reach with

our racket, exte ed overhead. Allow the tossed ball to land on the
court and Check To see that the ball lands. approximately 8 to 12 in-
ches in front of the forward foot toward the net.
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Teaching Suggestion. For puptis having problems with the heigfit
of the toss, the teacher should place them in front of a fence post
and ask them to, toss the ball to apecified height on the post.

Begin frqm the starting position and execute the service motion
to the cocleed position'with the ball toss included. Be sure to keep
the head up and the left arm pointing to the sky.

Teaching Suggestion. Students should remain in the group forma-
tiod, but continue to practice this portion of the serve indepen-
dently. Correct coordination and a proper ball toss are essential.

Contacting theBall and Following Through

(Note: Students no loriger need a balL)
From the cocked position simultaneously,Tpush the body weight

upward and throw the racket upward and forward to meet the ball.
The racket reaches forward in an attempt to follow the flight of the
ball_ arms fall naturally to the left side' of the body. Thtright
foot steps directly into court after contact for maintenance of body
balance.

Teaghing Suggestion. Trhe teacher should isolate the wrist action.
This can be done by haying the students hold the racket along the
outside of the left leg wIth the back of the racket hand facing for-
ward. Show the students how to hypetextend and then flex the wrist
quickly_ Explain that the wrist is hyperextended in the cocked-posi-
tion; the wrist quickly extends immediately prior to contact; after
contact, the wrist flexes on the follow-through_ Students should
then repeat the contact And follow-through portion of the stroke. If
proper wrist action, is being used the air can be heard passing
through the racket strings.

Combining the Parts

Beginning- from the starting, position, practice the uninterrupted'
ing but Omit the ball toss_
Teaching Suggestion. The students will be aided in their learning

if the instructor again demonstrates the coordinated service swing.
Students will feel more comfortable it they can go through theser-
vice motion with the instructor several times.

When the instructor believes the students are ready, they should
be instructed to begin serving into the fence or on the court.

Specifies for the Instructor
The following information will enhance beginning_ instructor's

understanding of the service motion =and aid them in the analysis
of individual errors.
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a side to net starting position, correct rotation wlll occur for most.though- this is a necessary component of the serve. If students takeNo Mention of body rotation should be made to the group even,
4Body Rotstion

As the racket starts back, he hips and spine and shoulders will first

rotate back; the hips, spine, and shoulders will then rotate forward

just ahead of the racket moving.up and forward for contact. On oc-

casion a student may have coordination problems because of -exag-

gliifrdrottrflortofthe-----ba
ssive rotation should be dis-

couraged until`the server becomes more s 1 e : COrthe--6ther-handy ----____

some students may lock the hips and freeze the shoulders causing

jnsufficient bOdy rotation. Stress shoulder relakation to thege stu-

dents and tell them the right side of'thir body should be facing the

net on completion of the follow-through. This backdoor method of

,''overcompensation will usually produce the correct amount of body

rotation.'

Weight Shift

The instructions given to the group in the contact stagePwere to

thrust the body weight upward as the racket moved upward to hit

the ball. Although thisis not-absolutely correct, this idea seems to

produce the desired results. In actuality, body weight and body ro-

tation start forward before the player reaches the cocked position.

No mention is made of the body weight moving forward because the

weight must imove in that direction. Stress is placed on moving the

weight upward to encourage students to reach and extend for the

ball and to prevent the common fault of shiltilig the weight- forward

.too soon. A player who shifts the weight too early will usually step

into the..court with the right foot before contacting the ball. The stu-

dent can learn to delay the weight shift by serving without moving

_ __ the feet.

Firmness of Gip

In the initial portions of the service, the ser needs a relaxed

grip to allow for hyperextension of the wrist in t cocked position.

As the racket is lifted upward to contact the ball, the grip tightens so

that the grip is firm at contact. A firm grip makes it possible to

transfer the momentum of the body to the racket and frorn the rac-

ket to the ball.

Angle of Project°

Ball velocity after contact and the height at which the ball is

struck determine the angle at which the ball can be projected to

clear the net Of course, by Contacting the ball higher and impartMg
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greater velocity-to the ball, one can project the ball at a more down-
ward angle. Because beginners lack sufficient ball Velocity, they
should project the ball horizontally, not down.' Only after students
can correctly and consistently lit the ball with 'ample velocity
should they begin to project the serve at a slightly downward angle.

If all else fails and that one student never serves the ball over the
net have that student serve over the fence from Outside the court.
This is quite an exaggeration and forces a large upward projectidn
of the ball. However, serving success after this is amazing!

tr.

'John. M. Cooper and Ruth B. Glassow, Kinesialogy (St. Louis: C.V. Mosby
Co., 1976), p. 148.
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Surfaces' and How They
irlflifence Style of-Play

SHARON MATHIS

SharonMathis received her RS. Gard M.S. degrees from Cen-
tral Missouri State University in Warrensburg, 'Missouri. She is

et' and is currently an assistant professor ©f

physical eductstio and the $47,6M0.9erro-achcrtBenedie------
tine College in A 'son, Kansas.

Most of us do not belong to tha pro" category of tennis players
who are so accomplished that they can easily adjust and win on any
type of playing surface. However, with background knowledge and a

little extra concentration, the varied surfaces should not present,too
great an adjustment problem. , r

There is no doubt that the surface does make a differen in the

play A new court may throw off one's timing and foot- Extra

time should always be allotted for practice and for getti g adjusted
to the bounce of the ball and the speed of play.-

Probably, a player will compete on at least two or three different
surfaces a year These surfaces may be grass, clay, cushioned courts,
hard courts or indoor synthetics. Although Mostplay will take place

on some type of concrete or asphalt surface or indoor courts, the

playing characteristics on each of the above surfaces will be explored.
When tennis first carn t° the United States, it was played ex-

clusively on grass. As the gaMe increased in popularity and gradUally
moved from the East Coast .westward, other types of courts began
to be developedessentially, it is believed, as a means of reducing

the cost and time involved in proper maintenance. There are,very
few_ grasi courts, left in this country; some may still be found in
country clubs and private estates of the East.

Basically, the style of play on grass will favor an aggressive game.

a strong serve and a good net game. Usually, the bounce is uneven,
fast and very low.'Drop shots can be effective at times on grass since
a player may have difficulty starting or stopping quickly because of

footing problems. The individual's footing, as well as the ball
bounce, may be affected by the grass court conditions. Those con-
ditions are dependent on the dampness of the grass and the court's

care and maintenance.
Clay courts, which have succeeded many grass courts, algo require

considerable maintenance, so they are generally .found only at pri-

vate courts or country clubs. The clay court plays very slowly, as

the ball bites into the gritty surface, slows doWn and waits to be hit.
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fth top players the clay court produces lag rallies because out-
iit winnerS are diffidult to obtain. Since- the ball takes a slower

bounce, hard serves and volleys lose part of their effectiveness, The
surface blunts the Speed of the serve and the high bounce gives ade
quate retrieving time for the opponent. So, most players stay back
on these surfaces, trading ground strokes from the baseline and wa-t-
ing for the opponent to make errors. Usually_ , the best players
clay try(th oursteady their opponents. To play well one needs an all-
court g4ne, a game which consists of solid'ground strokes and deep
serves, preferably with spin. Often, drop shots, chop shots, topspin
shots an0- slice or twist serves are very effective because the spin
takes hold so well.-

Cushioned courts are constructed with an extra layer of resilient
material on top of a concrete or asphalt base. These are expensive to
install, but are durable and of low maintenance. Since they are ex-
pensive, they usually are found at, affluent private clubs or indoor
tennis facilities. On a cushioned court, the speed of the play is slow
because of the resiliency of the surface. The style of play will be.
quite similar to that used on flay, Rallies tend to be, long and the ad-
vantage of the powerful serve and volley game is reduced,

Hard courts of concrete or asphalt ate the ones to which most
players have access. These are ideal for public and school use since
they demandjittli maintenance. The concrete surface may be rough
or slick. The rough surface creates friction and results in a slower
game. The slicker surface plays fast and usually has a higher ball
bounce. The recommended style of play for the fast concrete sur-
face was popularized long ago by Jack Kramera hard serve, fol-
lowed by a quick put-away volley. If a player changes from clay to
hard courts, reflexes must be sharpened. A little faster swing of the
racket is required to catch the faster moving ball. Shortening the
backswing may also aid in better timing.

If a player elects to stay in the back court instead of utilizing
the serve and volley game, it is essential to keep the ground strokes
deep, so that the opponent does not get the short ball and an oppor-
tunity to approach the net.

Indoor surfaces have been developed and popularized in recent
yearsmostly, textile or plastic carpets. The textile carpets, such as
Boltex or Sport -Eze, are synthetic fibers and quite slow because of
the resilience of the fibers, So, an all-court, clay-style game is best.
The plastic carpets, such as Uni Turf and Supreme Court offer a
wider 'choice of playing speeds. Some are quite slow and others are
very fast. However, all of the platic carpets have a consistent bounce
and give excellent traction. With this traction, the clay-court player
will have difficulty moving unless the feet are really picked up.

A -less common group of indoor surfacek are plastic decks and ar-
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cial turfs. Their playing characteristics vary greatly, ranging from
clay-like slowness to the speed of grass.

The speed of the playing surface is of considerable concern 'to the
competitive tennis player, since the surface affects the, style of play.,
Basically, the serve and volley game goes well with the fast surface,
while steady ground strokes!, drop shots, Chop shots and spins work
well on the slower surfaces. The ability to read the surfaces and to
make the necessary skill adjustments; could provide the tennis cotn-

-petitoromit. n'- ed e" essential for success.

,
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Psydhological Aspects of Coaching Tennis,

CHARLOTTE E. PETERSON

Charlotte Peterson received her B.S. and MEd. degrees
from Memphis State University. She is an instructor in the
Department of Health/ Physical Education, and Recreation

wand the coach of the omen's varsity . - tennis team at Mewhis.
State. She piayed on the tennis team at Memphis State Urn
versity and has held a state and regional ranking in doubles.

"If a group of people are subjected to the same practice condi-
tions, influenced_ by the personality of the same coach, and encour-
aged to persist in their efforts by the same kinds of motivating
conditions, their final performance will differ widely.-1 e

Each person on a team is an individualan individual because of
backgriound, physical makeup and psychological aspects such as .

arousal levels aspiration levels, reaction to stress and pressure etc.2
Each one of these aspects contributes to. the total parson, and as a
coach works with the athletes, it is necessary to become aware of
how these athletes function as individuals.

Amateur psythology is -an integral part' of the coaching, profes-
sion.sion. By knowing the emotional status of an athlete, the coach can
better predict and react to certain situations which may affect the
performance of the athlete. The behavior- of the athlete can best be
controlled when the coach understands the different psychological
approaches available for coaching individual members of the team.

A coach is constantly oblerving the diffepences of each athlete in
each one's performance abilities. The coach is aware of the strengths
and weaknesses of each individual. However, to have a successful "
team, this is not enough.'The coach must be able to recognize when
the athlete's attitude and behavior have changed and, what caused
the .change. For example, the athlete may suddenly lack the self
confidence normally display_ed.

The simple fact that tennis coaches often deal with smaller
groups °Athletes is an important advantage in allowing for iridivid:
ual differences."3 From this standpoint, the coach has a -better op-

e

' Bryant J. Cratty, Psychological and Physecal. Activity (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p. 115.

2166 Walsh, P chology of tennis coaching, T /ic Athletic Journal 52: 54,
Oct. 1974.

'Walsh, Psycho ogy of tennis coaching, p. 54.
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portunity to assess the personalities of all athletes on the team, not

simply The personalities of the starters or first string players.

Motivation
When one speaks of individual differwes, motivationis certainly

a very important psychological aspect toOpinsider. "The urge to push
toward a specific goal 'has been termed motivation." Basically, a

team's goal is to play the best possible and have a winning season.
e he team is made up of individuals, each one has a

personal goat, immediate or ong-range--wnterr may-ne-totattyAittera
ent from any goal of the other team members.

A coach may want to employ some type of player profile sheet

Pas a guide in choosing the proper motivational technique for each

team member. it,js extremely impbrtant for'the coach to understand

the motivational forces guiding the athlete's partie'pation in the

sport.
An athlete may be motivated from an internal or e ernal source,

If it is ala internal origin, the athlete is intrinsically motivated. An in-

trinsically motivated athlete performs in the sport for a personal

satisfaction, enjoyment of the sport ,;desire for beneficial physical

activity, or for some other self-satisfying reason.
MotivatiOn by an external source would exemplify an extrin-

sically -motivated athlete. This person performs in an activity or

sport for tangible rewards, recognition and praise by peers, boy-

friends, girlfriends, parents and other people concerned with the

athlete, and many other material attractions. The extrinsically moti-

vated athlete generally has little concern for team success and this

individual gals are primarily conceived for personal gain.
These are some of the differences the coach must be aware of

when planning motivational
techniques. Even though the coach

`would rather have all athletes intrinsically motivated, the extrin-

sically motivated athlete must also be coached_ it motivation from

within is the primary source of the .athlete's endeavors, ha will be

more likely to continue participating after the days of fanfare, hero

worship and excitement are over." Furthermore, an intrinsically

motivated athlete will generally practice harder, be a student of the

sport and probably be more successful in the final analysis.

Level of Aspiration

Level of aspiration is another significant psychological aspect to

consider as a coach. One definition for level of asp ation refers to

"a :person's feelings or how he will4be greatly inn(' net by prior

Robert N. Singer, Motor Learning and Unman Performance (New York:

Macmillan: 1968), p. 173.
Singer, Motor' Learning and Human Performance. tr. 178.
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successes or failures in similar -situations." Another definition re-
fers to "a standard by which a person judges his own performance es
ti success or failure, '7 and finally,- level of aipiration,has been de#
fined simply as "a setting of a goal. nty

The role of the coach is very emphatically to help each member
.

The coach emphatically
of the team set realistic goals, those which can be achieved. In set-
ting goals, the athlete must have an understanding of the purpose
and direction of each specific goal. The coach must be able to ex-

.1plain the reason415r.guidli_ig the Athlete toward ecertain goal, and
onW through observation of each individual can the coach find the
proper goal for each athlete.

Often- tennis- players set goals which are unattainable. These play-
ers believe they can play in One of the top three positions, when in

. reality, playLrIg a lower position may be very difficult to achieve.
Players of this type may do well againstthe better members of their
team but,, in competition, they are unsuccessful against players in
the lower positions. In this case, the coach should help the players
understand_ that 4hey,cannot play a higher position until they learn
how to handle pressure in competition. Later in the season the ath-
letes canIty for higher positions.

As stated earlier, immediate and long-range goals should be set.
A player needs to experience success in early ende-avors, soAe level
of aspiration will be raised to achieve long-range goals. `Writhe level
of aspiration is high enough, it acts as an incentive, something.for
which to strive. "9 Therefore, from the coaching standpoint, the
athlete should be guided toward an achievable goal and encouraged
to strive for better as success is attained. Thp athlete continues to
work harder on the total game, adding to the overall success of the
team.
Anxiety and SUM

The concept of anxiety and stressis another area which is differ-
ent for each individual. If the anxiety and stress level, also called

- arousal level, is not high enough the athlete's performance may be
well below the normal rate of performance. Usually the best Per-
formance is .seen when the arousal level is neither too high nor too
low. The in&liurn level of stress and auxiety appears to be the best
condition under which most tennis players perforrri, while athletes
°Robert N. Singer, Physical Education: An Thierdisciplinary Approach
(New York-.Macmillan, 1972), p. 121.

'Ma Ray Loree, Psychology of Education (New York: Ronald Press Co.,
1970), p. 260.
Bernice E. Waggoner, Motivation in physical education and recreation for
emotionally handicapped children. Journal of Health. Physical Education.
Recreation 44: 74,1973.

9 Sinn:, Motor Learning and Human Performance, p. 119.
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in other sports may perform best at a lower or hi er arousal level

because of their psychological structure.
Because these levels are different for each individual, the coach

must be aware of how the members of the team differ. Some team

members may have to be "psyched more than others before a

match, while others may have to be calmed down.`; knowing each

athlete personally, the coach can evaluate the situation, dete.rmine

the best conditions for the athlete, and take necessary actions to
eeds of t player for a successful experience.

There are many o er area hietrstiould-be-corisidererf-by_the
coach when studying the members of the learn. Motivation, level of

aspiration, and arousal level are some of the important ones, but the

kipportarice &AN change with each team or each individual.

individual relationships between the coach and athlete have an

important effect on personal achievements of the athlete and on the

overall level of the team. . .. There is no doubt that it is easier to

deal with groups and to train people collectively than to address one-

self to individual problems', but the psychological iterature on the

nature of individual differences strimigly suggests individual consider-

ations in individual or group efforts.'°
Trying to know each athlete as an individual and trying to pre-

pare each player before a ,performance on in individual basis both

in the psychological and physical aspects of the gme'mO.seem too

idealistit and impossible in most situations for most coaches. &low-

ever,- the importance phis method of coaching js made clear by

Arnold Beisser. in his book, The. Madness in 'Sports, Beisser states:

The capacity of the2turnan animal to perform in any sport's event

is obviously limited "by his physical structure. But beyond these

broad limits, psychological factors play the decisive role.""

Reference

Pucci, Torn. Coaching the advanced tennis player. Scholastic coach 43: 70,

March 1974,

I °Robert N. SLriger, Coaching,
Athletics and Psychology (New York: McGr4w-.

Hill, 1972), p. 3571
Arnold R.`Beisser, The Madness in Sports (New York: Appleton-CentuTY

Crofts, 19672, p, 153.
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VideOtaping ---'far Teaching
and Coaching Tennis

ANN' E M dONNELL

Ann McConnelf, received her ..B.S.; degr'ee from e State,
Univeriity, Kent, Ohio., and her M.S.P.E. delueeli cmi-;

Caroliggaiv-Greensbora,.ffer-letiiiii .experi
.ences include competing, instructing, directing'. prilidte!?ertnis.-

pcamps,and -coachinat the secondary-and Collegiate She
is an 'instructor of physical education and tennis' coach` at
Agnes4cott College, Decatur;,Georgia and serves as pre$Ident.
of .the Georgia Association for Intercollegiate Athletics; fcir
Women. '

Reach more for the ball! Transfer your weight loward.the net as
you contact thebain Watch the ball'until it hits your.Strin&s! TOSs
the ball higher.on your serve! . =

We are guilty of isaying such things to Our students in the hop
that they hear what we are saying; .thank about our statement in
transfer that verbal knowledge to their nervous' system which
in tUrn, program their muscles to respond accordingly It is. the au-
(hoes contention that generally students have not been given earlY:
training in kinesthetic awareness and thefefore, are unsuccessful
transferring verbiage into correct tennis technique.

HoWever, if students are able to see themselves petform,theskill,'
compare what they see themselves doing with what they have seen as
proper technique, then the transference of visual infut becomei.,
more valuable than the verbal-input.. They are able to see how then:
bodies are forced to.compensake,when they contact a ball.froni (op'
close a distance; They are ablepAlsee whyahey have na,contrOIever.
a ball that is hit with a hyperekfinded wrist.

It is not:.mY, piirpose to dwell on specific= techniques particular to
tennis. It is hoped, however, that the reader will realize that video-
taping can be of tremendous, alue for the enhancement of each as
pect of skill involved in the game.

Videotaping is valuable for beginning, intermediate and,ad,ianced
players. Every physical aspect of the game can be effectively video-
taped: each of the skills specific to the sport, strategies of 'the singles
and doubles -gaines, interaction betwer `doubles partners, and the
actual playing of a game or set:

The, secret of valuable videotaping lies in the instructor's ability
tp farniarize herself or himself with t e equipment to be used and
to OoliduEt the filming with utmost effiL
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Guidelines for Videotapirig

I. Prepare the students psycholbgically for the taping session.'
Many people hate never performed in front of a camera and

will automatically become quite tense, during the initial taping
session. The tenseness Will diminish as the student becomes in-
volved in, the specific skill being filmed.

2. Film in a realistic setting. .

The filming of tennis skills should always be carried out on
the tennis court with the skills being performed as they would in
a game situation'
Film as efficiently as possible.

A tremendous amount of class time can be saved if you ef-
--:ienrIV plan your filming sessions. Explain the procedure to

c entire class at the beginning of the session'.
A most workable procedure is to use one court I'M- filming

and allow the students to practice on the remaining_ courts. Call
on two students at one time so that you will al-Ways have a per-
son waiting to be filmed. At the conclusion of each individual's
session the student picks up all loose balls on the court and re-
turns them to an appropriately placed basket.

This procedure provides for continuous physical activity, an
easy transition from one student to the next, and a constant sup-
ply of balls. .

4. Play back the tape for analysis at the-next class meeting or th6
next tennis practice.

5. Have a positive approach to the analysis_
The analysis should- be based on constructive criticism. Ca

mend the performer for proper technique when appropriate an
suggest means for correcting improper technique.

Student Analysis
Involve the entire cglasr in the analysis. Students will disover

that certain errors are on within the class and that they are
not alone in their strug to improve_ their levOl of skill_ It is also
possible that a studerittluay. be more adept at 'spotting errors than
the instructor. '

To help in your evaluation of each student's progress through-
out the course, you can videotape specific skills -early in the
course, midway' through. the coarse, and near the end of the
course. Both you and your students will be able to make a valid
evaluation of the progress that has been made and you may find
that your students are motivated in a way you have never experi-
enced.

. .
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Team Analysis

A marvelous cohesiveness can develop n your entire tennis
team sits down to analyze the play of eae _ individual member. A
sense of caring sharing and reinforcement will our quite natu-
rally if the analysis is approached positively. Self-confidence and
confidence between doubles partners are two valuable aspects of
competitive tennis that can result from videotaping. As people see
themselves improve on film they automatically feel better about
themselves and strive ever more earnestly to achieve higher goals.

Efficient and sensitive videotaping can add the much needed
motivational factor to many tennis classes and tennis teams in
our high schools and colleges. That.motivatiorial factor is bringing
students and student athletes in closer touch with themselves,
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Van der Meer Warm-up Drill
BONNIE SLATTON

Bonnie,Slatton, assistant professor of physical education at,
the University of Iowa, Iowa City received her B.S. degree
from Middle Tennessee State College, Murfieesboro, M.S. from

the University of Worth Carolina. at Greensboro and Ph.D.

from The University of Iowa. She has taught and .coached ten-
nis at high school and college letiels and conducted numerous
workshopi and clinics. She has also completed a 10-day tennis
teachers' course with Dennis Van der Meer.

With the possible exception of golf, tennis is the most written
about sport in the world. Books range from the how-to_cookbook
variety to the psychological inner game approaches, with each au-

thor presenting his or her key to success. In roost instance's, however,

the analyses and suggestions are highly personalized and stylistic. In

other words, they represent what Van der Meer fifers to as "per-
sonality strokes: Van der Meer has taken away the flair and con-

centrated on the basic core of each stroke, providing a solid founda-

tion upon which each. individual can build a personal style of play.

The key phrase i'S'keep it simple. Paralysis by analysis is often the

outcome of much instruction. If we focus on the start and finish of

each stroke, it soon becomes apparent that the actual stroke is amaz-

ingly simple. Proper execution of basic strokes is best learned if prat:,

tice is controlled. Van der Meer has developed a I 0-minute warm-up

drill which develops control for players at all levels of ability. Be-

cause the warm-up focuses on proper execution of each stroke and

control it is excellent for beginning to advanced students as well as

comparative players. Since the drill utilizes five strokes, the follow-

ing brief analysis is presented in order to identify key points in each

of the strokes.
Forehand

turn shoulders turned toward racket side

racket hack 7 forearm parallel to court surface, elbow close to

side, racket head above wrist

step weight transferred to non-racket side foot

finish racket on edge, just past eye level, thumb of racket hand

directly in frontal non-racket side eye.

Backhand
turn shoulders and hips turned toward non-racket side

racket back thumb of racket hand on hip; racket head slightly

down
NAGW5 TgNNIS- UA@MINTON-SQW H GUIDE



step weight transferred to racket side foot
hit ball contacted slightly above knee
finish racket on edge just past eye level pointing skyward,

thumb of racket hand directly in front of racket side eye.

Key Points of Difference
grip forehand, handshake; backhand, with racket head pointing

toward non-racket side, grip racket with thumb facing body
turn forehand, primarily shoulder turn, with slight hip turn;

backhand, shoulder and hip turn
finish forehand, hips and shoulders rotate so that belt buckle

faces net backhand_ and shoulders still slightly sideways,
KEY CONCEPTS,: No body transfer when you hit the ball. All

done before -contacL Power comes from hip and shoulder ro-
tation. Racket be/ow ball,,finish high.

Volley
waiting position facing net, knees bent, body low and "sitting"

so that eyes are fairly close to net body ready to spring.
Weight evenly distributed and frward

racket position held in front of body at an up"ward angle, rac-
ket butt points toward non-racket side toot (FH)_ side
foot (B1-1) at contact

no backswing ball hit in front of body on racket side (FH),
non-racket side (DH) with a punching or jabbing, motion which
stops shortly after contact,

no follow-through keep a firm wrist.

Overhead Smash
grip = should resemble forehand with slight tendency toward

backhand (service grip)
waiting and racket position same as for volley
turn racket side foot steps behind other foot (turning body

sideways), non-racket side hand reaches toward sky "sighting"
the ball, racket behind back on edge, move under ball with
small adjusting steps and stop when ball is directly overhead,
reach toward sky, transferring weight onto front foot.

contact follow through to non-racket side.
After learning each of these strokes with controlled practice sit-

uations, the iollowing IQ minute warm up or practice drillshould be
used by pla is at all levels of ability each time they begin play.

Note: Always start by hitting easy and on a shortened court.

'MINUTE 1: Forehand Polley partner hits controlled fo
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hand and bdckhand ground strokes to your volley
"target." Do not hit hard, object is to keep ball in
play.

MINUTE Switch you now hit ground strokes and partner
hits forehand volleys.

MINUTE Backhand volley partner hits ground strokes to
backhand volley "target."

MINUTE 4: Switch
MINUTE 5: Alternate forehand /backhand volleYs partner

hits shots so that you can alternately play predic-
table forehand and backhand volleys. Partner
should say, "forehandbackhand." Target should
be ready before ball gets there.

MINUTE 6: Switch
MINUTE 7: Overhead smash partner lobs* and you practice

easy and controlled smashes. At first, stop at point
of contact, adding slow motion follow-through
after a few hits.

MINUTE 8: Switch
MINUTE 9: Forehand volley, backhand volley, overhead = pre-

dictable volleys and overheads. Partner should say,
forehand volleybackhand volley=overhead" as
phe or he hits ball to you.

MINUTE 10: Switch

Note: The ball is always introduced by the ground stroker, initially
as well as after an error has occurred. The ground stroker
should always say what is being introduced,after an error has
occurred so that the volleyer will know what to get ready for
The ground stroker should always have space balls on hand in
order not to break the rhythm in case the ball goes into the
net or cannot be returned.

The writer wishes to thank Dennis Van der Meer for permission
to present materials from the Tennis University. Although many of
the ideas and drills presented at Tejinis University have not been
published, Vat der Meer has published one work which contains the
essence of his approach: Van der Meer, Dennis and Olderman, Mur

ray. Tennis Clinic. New York: Hawthorn Books, 1974.

*Lob executed by tilting_ racket face upward, stroke same as fore-
hand.
46
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The Left-Handed. Opponent
KATHLEEN A. CORDES

JANE P. LAMMERS

Kathleen A. Cordes received her B.S. degree from Indiana
University, Bloomington, when she played on the tennis team
for three years. Her M.A. degree was earned at Ball State Uni-
versity, Muncie, Indiana. She has taught at Ramey Tennis
School and was associate head professional at Fern Valley Ten-
nis Club, Louisville, Kentucky. She coaches tennis at the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana and is chair-
person of the Indiana Women's Intercollegiate Sports Organi-
zation Tennis Advisory Board.

Jane Lammers received her B.A. degree from the University
of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana, where she played on
the tennis team for four years. She is an excellent competitor,
has taught at Frank Brennan Tennis Academy and tennis
clubs.

Ordinary strategies of tennis are challenged by the left-handed
opponent. Established tactics must be modified; new tactics must
be introduced.

In competition the lett-handers' notable advantage is that they
are accustomed to the right-handers' game. The opponent's strategy
is not designed for the left-hander; therefore, intense concentration
is required on adapting old tactics and utilizing new ones. The rig_ ht-
hander must exploit the left-handed player's weaknesses, while the
right-hander's own strengths must become competent habits per-
formed automatically.- Many strategic actions must be reversed and
knowledge of the left-handed player's game formulated.

The left-hander tends to develop a stronger forehand and a weak-
er backhand. The forehand is usually stronger since right-handers
often forget who they are playing. Intending to pummel the back-
hand, the right-hander unwittingly delights the opponent by hitting
to the favored side. As a result, the backhand is underdeveloped_
particularly weak, and typically sliced. Women are especially in-
clined to undercut.'

The left-hander's advantage is an ingrained awareness of the right-
hander's backhand; a maintenance of this same awareness by the
right-hander can neutralize this advantage. This awareness makes a

' Rod Layer and Jack Pollard, How T o P l o y Champions* n is (New York:
Maernillan Co., 1972), p. 41.
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more exciting game A constant battle to assume the dominant,fore-

hand in the = imbalanced crosscourt _exchange requires frequent

down-the-line shots.
The most difficult shot seems to be the return of service. The

left-hander's unfamiliar spin produces a devastating slice to the

advantage court. This drawi!`the player off the court for a weak

backhand return. To help *Viate:t he lack of reach caused by cross-

ing over the body on this,1111,'the receiver should stand nearer to

the sideline. This serve should be returned with a short and low

crosscourt or even better, down-the-line to the left-hander's back-

hand. Beware of the occasional flat serve or the slice to middle

corner. Both are used by the left-hander as surprise tactics.

A serve to the deuce court is not as devastating, therefore, major

efforts to make points should be made. To avoid the cramping curve

for the forehand, one should stand closer to the canter of the court

and return the ball"on the rise" to the opponent's backhand.
Another reason to stand more toward the center of the court is the

possibility of a slice, serve to the middle corner. Although the ball

will be returned With the backhand, the stroke is uncramped for an

easier return.
henever returning the serve with the forehand, the ball should

be aimed toward the center of the court. The left-hander's spin on

the ball will cause the return to pull to the backhand side.

Many left-handers do not utilize the slice. If they learned to serve

from the right-hand court (a disadvantage) rather than the left-hand

court, they may be inclined to pull the serve to the off-side or to the

right-hander's forehand. Thus, they have lost the most devastating

shot.
The right-hander's slice can be just as deadly to the left-hander.

While the left-hander has become somewhat adjusted to the right-

hander's slice, the slate weaknesses in return can be exploited. A
severe- slice . to the left-hander's backhand can be delivered in the

deuce court by moving farther right of the center line. In order to

deliver an effective serve to the backhand in the advantage court,

move nearer to the center line.
The left-hander tends to become a specialist in forehand service

returns. Again, this is due to opponents playing the grooved side of

the courtthe forehand side. Left-handers are usually placed in the

left court when playing doubles; with a right-handed partner the left-

havidercan then return serves with the forehand.
If possible, the left-hander avoids ,the backhand return. The grip

is frequently behind the racquet requiring a large transfer when

there is a quick serve to the backhand. An inadequate transfer will

be compensated for by raising the elbow, therefore, hitting inside

the ball. This prevents a solid return.
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Whenever left-handers approach the net, the ball should be placed
.theirs backhand side. Weak shots will result, giving the opponent

the opportunity to approach and volley. A more successful apprdach
is made possible by hitting to the backhand.

The left-hander at the net requires anticipation of unpredictable
volleys. in general, the forehand volley is deep and Crosscourt; the
backhand volley is straight and shallow. The overhead, a carry-over
from the serve, is likely to be pulled to the off-side or the forehand.

The advantage of the left-hander is that she or he can rely upon
familiar reflexes. Right-handers and left-handers who are accus-
tomed to playing right-handers must maintain unbroken concen-
tration in placing the ball strategically to .the left-handed player.
This will require placement to the right side of the court provided
the backhand has proved to be weaker (the two-handed backhandis usually not weaker).

Playing the left-hander requires intensified concentration, mod-ification of established tactics, and introduction of new tactics,
leading to an exciting and challenging duel.
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Power and Control in a Tennis Skills Test

LARK BIRDSONG

Lark Birdsong received her B.A. degree from the University

of Northern Colorado, Greeley, where she played on-the ten-

nis team. Her M_L'd. was earned at the University of North

Carolina, Greensboro. She has coached tennis at the University.

of Northern Colorado's Laboratory High Sch i taught pri-

vate tennis lessons, conducted workshops on coaching of

tennis, and has played in tournaments in various regions of the

country graduating from college.

Tennis is a !combination of power and control. However, many

skills are designed to test only one aspect of the game. The talent -n-

timing tennis test is designed to examine both control and power in

tennis strokes. Peter Schwed' presents a discussion of the original

test. The following are adaptations the author made for an inter-

mediate level of tennis. Intermediate is defined as the ability to rally

deep, eight times consecutively and place the serve in either corner

of both service boxes.
The individual administering the test stands in the middle of the

court and halfway between the net and the service line with a mini-

mum of 10 balls. On the tester's side of the court, two ropes are

parallel to the side lines and each rope is 100" from the singles side

lines. Another rope is placed parallel and 4' back from the original

baseline. These are the control lines.
The power line is placed parallel to the end of the court so that

the middle is 15' from the baseline. The ends arc then pulled in

toward the net so that they are 13' from the baseline. Figure 1

shows the court layout.
The player is allowed two practice balls before beginnipg the

test. Once the test begins, the individual can let any number of balls

go by that are not suktabje. The player starts behind the baseline at

mid-point, but can cross over the baseline when stroking the ball.

Scoring is as follows;
The first bounce lands in the control areatwo
The first bounce lands in the playing but not the control area-one

The second bounce lands beyond the power linetwo
The second bounce lands in between the original baseline and power

' Peter Sc.
24-29.
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All other hits are scored zero. If a zero is scored for c ntrol, power
is automatically scored zero. .Lines receive the higher p int, value.

Player x

Figure 1. Court layout.

The test begins with the tester drop-hitting to the player. The test
is divided into 12 different shots.

1. The tester drop-hits to the player who strokes seven balls fore-
hand crosscourt. If the person is right-handed and the ball lands
between the singles side tine and the control line, two is scored
for control. If the ball lands in the playing area one is scored for
control. All other balls are scored zero (see Figure 2). If the sec-
and bounce lands beyond the power line, two is scored for
power. If it bounces between the original baseline and the pow-
er line, one is scored for All other bounces are scored
zero (see Figure 3).

POWER AND CONTROL IN A TENNIS SKILLS TE -



Figure 2. Control: If a crosscourt forehand is being tested and the

ball lands between the singles sideline and the control line, two is

scored. If the ball lands in the playing area, one is scared. All

other balls are scored zero.

Figure 3. Power: if thesecond bounce lands beyond the power line,

two is scored. If it bounces between the original baseline and the power

line, one is scored. All other balls landing before the original baseline

on the second bounce are zero.
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2. Seven balls are stroked forehand down-the-line.
3. Seven balls are stroked backhand Crosscourt.
4. Seven balls are stroked backhand down-the-line.
5. The tester moves back to the serVice line and drop-hits seven

balls volley forehand Crosscourt
6. Seven balls are stroked volley fotebend down the line.'
71 Seven balls are stroked volley backhancrcrdssCoilit.
S. Seven balls are stroked volley backhand down-the-line.
9. Five balls are served wide to the deuce court. A double fault is

scored zero. One half of the service box is the control area the
other half the playing area. If the ball lands anywhere else, zero
is scored .Power is scored as previously measured.

10. Five balls, ar,e served tight to the deuce court_
11. Five- tia11s are -served wide to the ad court.
12. Five balls are served tight to the deuce court.

Wit'folif to a court, the test can be completed in approximately
15 minutes,if all is organized. As with all testing, there are certain
advantaies"al,nd disadvantages. The advantages of this test are the
number df-!balls contacted and its testing of power and control. The
disadvantagt, is the length of time fort testing in a large class. NQ
doubt ;them;" are other advantages apd;_disadvantages. The test also
caters to topspin while snubbing the'sbapp-angle short volleyer.

The Use-of this test may or may not be feasible in certain settings.
However,,tt is worthy of attention and possibly can be modified to
your envitonment.
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Contract Teaching
PHYL6S ACOBSON

Phyllis Jacobson received the B.S.E. and 311.g, degrees, at' .

Central Missouri Stpte University, Warrensburg;and the P.E.D

.lit, Indiana University, Bloomington. She,-es'currently assistant"

pridfessor of physical education and,-wornen's athletic director

44t- Marian College, Indianapolis,jndiand. Sheformerly coached

.7en.nis at Lindenwood College' in St. Charles, Missouri'and has

:kight tennis in summer recreational' programs.

The:tertnis program has, in many instances, consisted of a hit or

miss type ,of` approach to teaching the necessary concepts for learn-

ing the sport.. As teachers of tennis, we have often been remiss in as-

certaining whether or not our pupils have really learned what they.

11a4 lidyted for Perhaps we unconsciously neglected this aspect of

our teaching, or maybe we haven't been concerned abbut pupil in-

yutrOr. maybe we have not examined pupil input fo fear oPseeing

!.clit.r, own failures. For whatever reasons, we could \and shotild'Ae

dtling more in a positive direction in regard to pupil oriented learn:-

ing of tennis skills.

. ,.

In the past, our programs have often consisted of a regimented

approach or traditional approach- to teaching tennis. The attitude has

been one of the teacher determining pupil needs arbitrarily with lit-

tle regard for individual physiological and psychological differences.

Every pupil has learned each skill in the same way. Often such an ap-

proach has been teacher oriented rather than pupil oriented_ That is

we may teach that which is comfortable for us and not what is

alway's best for our pupds. This traditional approach has left a void

where pupil self-nlotivation should be How difficult it must be to

remain enthusiastic tdward learning when one can see little ,or no

progressinV -hoWAlisappointing, if one-entered the tenniprogram

out pf a sint9I-Ctiesire toilearu the sperk. in such programs our goals

have Ofteh:becil geared toward, Lhe '"avera ability pupil and have

atitorhatically neglected the
y skilled players_ Small

wonder therr that .we often stiffer from lack at teacher, as well as

pupil.enthiisiism in our tennis classes,. -', ''. , _

Is there an alternative to traditional'leaching which will improve

our effectiveness? One possibility is contract teaching. This alterna-

tive allows both the teacher and the pupil a degree of freedoni which

cannot be a part of traditional teaching methods. The interests,

needs and abilities of the individual pupil can be more fully realized

in such a method. This student oriented
individualization of instruc-

tion can lead to a more fulfilling experience and therefore a more

lasting desire to participate in tennis; Because the program Is geared
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'toward the individual's.',:abr pupil is not penalized in regard
to skill ability. And bet, he teacher and the pupil plan the con-
tract together, thre itfiy. be positive relationship developed,
while at the same time establishing realistic but challenging goals.

It must be rernembered-,1-toWetier, that regardless of the method
adopted, the most important factor in effective teaching and learn-
irig is the teacher's enthusiast. Before any method can be a success,
the teacher must motivate tlieStudents to want to take part in the
activity. Without a high;degreeilf `self desire" to learn and prac-

'tire the skills necessary .in4sp-oit.tlike tennis, any method will be
valueless.'

In the contract Mettiod'Alfetriative; while sonic. written work may
be of valite,;,-tiioSt. of the tirn6'slioutd he spent on aetivity. The writ-
ten :,,Ojtvshotild-reitinsist .ora'4ide Variety of activities from which
the ittipil:=may. choose,-j.ust as in the activity portion of the contract.

A Ods'onable grace period allowing the pupil to withdraw from
the class' without penalty may he the most significant factor in ac-
cepting the prbgtarn. Pupils must feel, the class is geared to them and,
as such they must' feel completely'free to change their minds with
in a reasonable time period' for some reason, they desire to tici 'so.
The length of this period may vary according to school policy,
blocks of time per 'activity, and the amount of actual class time
spent on an activity. Regardless of what period of time is selected,
the pupil must feel free .to withdraw from the class and to reelect
to take the class at a later -date.

Because of the many 'decisions which pupils must make in this
-system, they should be more :filature individuals 'who are_ able to
work independently and accept their own limitations: Without such
maturity the pupil probably would be'unable to cope with the con-
tract method of teaching.

The,following is a proposal for a contract teaching program:
The grades pupils receive are equal to the number of points
they have earned. There are 265 points possible Thel?raOes
would be broken down so that A= 85' .:100 percerit or a mini .

' mum of -225' points, B= 70-84 percent or a minimum of 185
'points, C= 55-69 percent or a minimum of 145 points, D=
40-54 percent or a minimum otI 06 points, and Incomplete=
less than 40 percent.

Forehand'arivetutitritpt
Return 20 consecutive

.points)
'_Return 'TO-cons ath/lit. -hall
points)

'James Culling's, Teacher
1976, pp. 10-13.
CONTRACT TEACHIN

machin.

nd teaching

_shots across 10

shots across the net (5

beds. The Education Digeit' April



-01.-Rolly 50 times conSecutively against the wall (20 points)

Playa. match (10 points)
Write a descriptive analysis -of the forehand drive (5 points)

Make -a series of clravVings illustrating the logehand drive (

points)
ad IFIVI'Colltract

20. consecutive machine. shots across the net (10

chine shlit3 across the net (5

Rally 50 times consecutively
Against the*all (V) Points),

-Play a match (10 points)
Write a descriptive analysis of the backhand driVe (5 points)

Make a series of drawings_ illustrating the backhand driv

points)
Mee cOntract

-=,finCeessfully'serve 29 out of 25 from the rfght and 20 out of 25

from the left-hand service courts (25 points)
Serve a -match.(15 poinf'sr'
Audiovisual presentation -or-varisity team e ben' serves (5

points)
Volley

Successfully return 25 net volleys off 30 drive sho s (20 poin.is)?-

Successfully volley' 30 times, consecutively ,against the wall (10

points) .-

Report the various uses of the volley (10 points)

Lab
Succeisfully lob to designated areas in opponent's back court

from own baseline (20 pointd).
Successfully return 15; out of 20 lob shots (10 points)
Successfnlly return 5. out of 8 lob shots (5 points)
Describe the uses of the lob shot in-a match (5 points)

u.

Written Examination
A written examination (15 points)

Oral Examination
An oral examination (15 points)
The emphasis placed on lifetime sports such as tennis may be the

greatest challenge to .physical education and 'physical educators in

our century. If we art to meet this challenge we must present activ-

ities in ways which are challenging and interesting to:our pupils. The

individualization of an effective contract teaching may make

the difference in meeting this challenge. Contract tom,ching may be

the means of fulfilling our,obligation as tennis teach

. NAGWS TENNIS-BADMINTON-SQUASHGUIDE
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Tennis Visual Aids

Revised by MILDRED B. WEST

College of William and Mary
`WilliamshOrg, Virginia

AAI-IPER, 1201 16t as ng on 0003
ennts Groupanithietion. 15 tnin,, 64 frames (filmstrip, includes

guide aildrript with 33 103 _record), Color, sound, sale $11 .50.

Applying Forehai' and Backhand Strokes. 1976, 20 min., 16rnm,

sale $190, sup .x 8 cassette sale $,144
Forehand SnarBackhand Fundenentals. 1976, 22.7 min., 16mm,

sale 1190, supir ffedssede sale $140.
Tyle 1erve. 4.4 mm., 16mm, sale $190, super 8 cassette sale

ANI HeairDivision,..04jelef Sales Department, 4801 N. 63rd St.,

di, Boulder, CO A.0301-.
Vic Brafiten: Go for a Wi er. 106, a7 114., color, sound, sale

$1215, rental $10, St egyf doubles, pgrticularly mixed doubles.

harnpions on Film, 7 State Circle, Ann Arbor, M148104.

Tennis.1976
*Pair Backhan 'hand and Serve. 16mm, sale $79,

videocassette alle $57.
Part II: Volleys, ,kobs, Smashes and Footwork. 16mm, sale

$79, vicieocassetteliale
$57. Chet Murphy demonstrates.

Chevrdn U.S A., Inc., Asphalt Division, 5175 Market St., San Fran-

clic°, CA 94105. 11#

Van Der Meer-Clinic at ForestMills. 1976, 14 min., color, sound,

sale $400. Discussion and- dqmosetration of errors typical of the

club player with suggested' corrections.
Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Tennis Basic; with Dennis alston. The forehand, backhand,

serve Ind volley. 8-1,0 each, sound, color, 'sile $130 each,

rental $15 ,each.
Cloud 9 Films, P.O. Box 24818, Minneapolis, MN 55424.

Forehand, Backhand,.Voliey, Serve, LOblOverhead. Super 8 color

-films, sale $10.95 per film. Jack Roach gives step-by-step action

demonstrations.
Coca. -Cola Export Co., 515 Madison- Ave., N.Y., NY 10022:

Ti for Tennis. 1976, Color, sound, free loan. A series of three

Mute instructional films on the ground strokes, net play, and

the serve.
NAGWS TENNIS-BADMINTON-SQUASH
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Converse, Marketing Serifices, Fordham Rd., Wilmington, MA
01887. 4
Practice with the Pros. 1976, 28 min:, color, sound, free loan.
Vic Braden gives teaching tips covering ground strokes and spec-
ialty strokes.

Eye Gate Media; 146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica, NY 11435.
Basic Tennis Skills in Action. 1976, 35rnm, color, sound, 45
frames (6 min.), captioned, sale $15.90 complete. Part of the
aeries Garnea4trisl Activities in Physical Education Curriculum IL

Forest Hills Productions, Box A619, Madison Square Station, N.Y.,
NY 10010.
Tennis._ 1976, 16mm, four puts, 5 min, each sale $129.95 for 4
parts or $39.95 each Super 8mm, silent, $10.95 each or $39.95
per set of four. Super 8mm, sound, $14.95 each or $54.95 per
set. Videocassettes,. 3/4 ", sound, $139.95 for the entire 20 min-,

-Wes. Four-part instructional film covering forehand, backhand,
volley and serve. Features USPTA Professional Christofer Busa.

(Golden Door Productions, 2748 9th St., Berkeley, CA 94710.
The Winning Serve. 1974, 16mm, color, 15 min., sale $195.

`Features Allie Ritzenberg the outstanding Washington, D.C. pro.'
Let's Start with the Forehand. 1974, 16mm, color, 23 min., sale
$27WIlle Ritzenberg divides the instruction into four sections
the (and, backhand, serve and net game.

MacMillan Filnis, 34 MacQuesten Parkway South, Mt Vernon, NY
10550, or-Assbciation Films, Inc. 866 Third Ave., N.Y., NY
10023.
Billie Jean King's .. . Tennis for Everyone 1975, series of 13 10-

, minute segments, color, sale individual films $130 each, entire
series $1,500, rental $12 per film. Films: The Serve, The Fore-
hand, The Volley, Strategy in Singles Play, Doubles Is a Partner-
ship, Special Shots, Some Goad Practice Drills, Do's ki Don'ts,
Don't Practice Your Mistakes, More on Serves, A Stud}, in Mo-
tion, Getting in Shape.

Modern Talking Picture Service, 2323 New Hyde Park Rd., New
pyde Park, NY 11040.

The Grouncistrokes. 1976, 16mm, 22 min., color, sound, free
loan,

Professional International, Inc., 346 Sunset Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33301.
The Laver-Emerson Method Tennis Tutor 1976, four cartridges
on reels, 21/2 min. each, color, silent, sale $39.95. Forehand, Back-
hand, Volley, and Serve.

Scope Productions, P.O. Box 5515, Fresno, CA 93755.
Tennis 8mm, or super 8mm cartridges, color, program 103-0100,
sale 7 films $88. Films: Forehand Grip and Swing, Backhand Grip
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and Swing, Volley Progression, Service Progression, Footwork-

Running Approach, Footwork-Step Away Pattern, Self-Drop.

Seamco, 1567 Forrest Ave.,.La Grange., GA-30249.
Ken Rosewall. 16mrn, color, 26 min., Sale $200, rental $35.

Sports Films and Talents, Inc., 7625 Bush Lake Rd., Minneapolis,

MN 55435,
Playing Better Tennis. 1976, 16mm, color, sound, 25 min., sale

$250, rental $75, An instructional film, developed to familiar-

ize -beignners and intermediates with teaching and playing tech-

niques of the top rnaleand femme Arcs
West Glen Films, 565 Fiftl Ave..,N.Y., NY 10017,

What You Should Know About Tennis. 1976, 16mm, color,

sound, 30 min., free loan. Rod Laver gives helpful hints on warm-

up and conditioning, language of tennis, playitig different. SW= It

faces, and analyzing the opponent's game.

Entertainment Films
Association Films, Inc., 866 Third Ave., N.Y., NY 10022.

Arthur Claims the Gold.i4min, color, 26.1/2 min., sale $250,

rental $30, Fifth WCT wit she and Borg.
65,4,0 Miles to Dallas. 1974, 16mm, color, 261/2 min., sale $250,

rental $30. Fourth WCT with Newcombe and Borg.
WCT-The New Era. 16mm, color, 261/4 min., sale $250,,rental

$30. Ashe vs. Smith.
The Greatest Tennis Match of All Time 16mm, color, 261/2 min.,

sale $250, rental $30. 2nd World Championship with Laver and

Rosewall.
Modern Talking Picture ,SerOce, 2323 New Hyde Park Rd., New

Hyde Park, NY 11040.
The Kemp_er International Desert Tennis Classic, 1974, 16mm,

color, 25 min., free loan. Features tournament tennis with Rod

Laver winning the tournament.
Rolex Watch U.S.A., Rolex Bldg., 665 Fifth Ave., N.Y., NY 10022.

James Mason at Wimbledon. 1976, 16mm, color, 52 min., free

Loan.
Sports World Cinema, Plaza 23, Suite 203, Box 17022, Salt Lake

City, UT 84117.
You 're Playing at Wimbledon. 16mm or super 8 videotape, color,

27 min., rental $25.
U.S. Open-1975. 16mm, color, sound, 24 min., sale $192, rental

$30. Narrated by Chris Schenkel featuring Orantes' win over

Vilas in the semis and Connors in the finals. Also includes Evert

and Goolagong doubles match.
Winners All 16mm, color, sound, 27 min sale $175, rental $25.

A visual trip to the AAU Junior Olym ics.
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US. Open-1976. 16mm, color, sound, 30 min., sale $216, rental
$30. An overview of the 1976 Forest Hills Championships high-
lighting the major men's and women's matches.

For Further Information, Consult:

AAHPER, Educational Media Services, 1201 16th St., N.W., Wash-
ington, DC 20036.

Previous NAGWS Tennis Guides, AAHPER, 1201 16th St., .N.W.,
Washington 111036.

USIA Publications, 71 University PL, Princeton, NJ 08540.
USTA 1977 Tennis Film List. An updated, comprehensive list
of tennis films, and a list of USIA Sectional Film Libraries.
47 pages, sale $1.50.

USTA Regional Libraries. Twenty-three film libraries have been
established by the USTA sectional and district tennis associations.
The libraries are available to members in the geographic areas
served by the respective associations, Consult your section to
obtain the list of films and rental fees.

6'u
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Annotated Tennis Bibl6gralihy
Regised by BERNICE GOLDSTEIN

Baysidejlew York

Books for Beginners

Bedingfield, Sherry.
Programmed -fermis.

Dubuque, IA: Kendall/

Hunt Publishing Co., 1976. Supplies tennis information, pictutes

and programmed quizzes.

oor-CTb1r-Ct
'nner in Tennis. New York: William Mor-

row & Co., 1975, Aimed at e
r-high-sehooLpla er the

book serves as an
introduction to the game.

Faulkner, Edwin J. and Meymuller, Fred. Ed Faulkner's Tennis:

How To Play It and How to Teach It. New York: Dial Press,

1970. Excellent for all-teachers, players and coaches-because

of sequential
photographs on all strokes.

Gould, Dick. Tennis Anyone? 2nd ed.. Palo Alto, CA: Mayfield

Publishing Co., 1971. Good for players, teachers and coaches.

The book describes techniques and common faults. Succinct,

complete instructional
manual with pictures, diagrams and

illustrations.
Hines, Henry with Carol Morgenstern, Quick Tennis. New York:

E.P. Dutton, 1977. Stresses the importance of good stride posi-

tion, correct ready position, and efficient footwork.

Johnson, Joari and Xanthos, Paul. Tennis. Dubuque, IA: William

C. BrOwn; 1972. Good for beginners. Fine attention given to

the 'Official and unwritten
rules of the game.

Kraft, Eve ... The Tennis Workbook, Unit I, For Beginning and Ad-

'.van4ed,Beginrier
Players, Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Scholastic Coach

130k Series, 1976. GoOd classroom and court instruction, start-

ing witlfbasie ban*.eyeatordidation
exercises,

i Ion; Hard.!,Juhigr-Tennis,'New
York: Sterling Publishing Co.,

1974:,klepetitive sy,$terh for teaching the beginner:

LaiKiere, -Cornell- and the -Editoid of World Tennis. The Book of

Tennis-Ilzw rt, Pay the Game. New York, 1976. Casual, humor-

ous aPproatit;topeuissernittaiTon
of tennis fundamentals.

Metzler, Paut.,:adrtjneStarreg.,in
Tennis. New York: Sterling Pub-

lishing Co,,
etiortnqns, amount of information is clearly

presented and restated 14 :te sure that the ,basics have been

absorbed.

.
7. cf., -

'Madre, Ballard J. Beginning
Tennis Jar the "Love" of Tennis.

Dubuque, IA Kendall/Hunt Publishing C6.,:1975. Tennis text,

tests and drills.
Newcombe, John and Newcombe, Angie; The Family Tennis Book.

New York: Dell, 1975. Simplified instruction best fed as a sup-

plemental text.
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Snyder, Dave. Tennis. Chicago: Ath
pictute book description of the, beginn

Willis, DeWitt. Learn To Play Tennis.at N
F1i 11, 1976.- RhytImietonics allow,9 forlaige-gto
within a limited space. Supposedly imPile:Vati,p,
graphs and learn tennis before getting'oritoaeO

Books For Players, Teachers and Coaches

Barnahy;,Jeek.41.cfraittagaZenois..ltaak
Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1975. Very, o_
tennis. Good as advanced text to --turther rdini.00the
sport for physical education majors.takipg alcourst

Chase, Edward.T,C9Sering the CourtfrGa tyiPity;
1976. Gives factual information -nee, &le 40'1 to t_o
learn or 'improve 'one's court cover

Conroy, John J. and Kraft, :Eve F.
for intermediate and Advanced PlaY,
Cosch Athletic Services, 1976. A Apr
level players. .

Haynes, Connie. with Eve Kraft and Jblin' coroy
and Stamina: Conditioning for Tennik:iqjauto*Vfili,Iilii:Vpuble.
day, 1975. The exercises inchicled'fixel imoyo*o.,.:;:4#00:4sgibed
and well-illustrated. _

Kenfield, John .C. Teaching- and -eggeli Pubuctu6, IA:
William C. Brown, 1976. InstruCta4 acheritqw.to teach in-
cliyiduaLs and group lessons as. coach a tennis
team.

King, Billie Jean and Chapin, . 'n New. York:
Harper & Row, 1970. Most ap 1.-Cooftlinated in-
dividuals learning to play tennis..,

Kraft, Eve F. and Conroy, JohnJ;:rehnis acheicis Guide to Group
Instruction and Team CoaelyllgiNeVi. y ik ,,Schiarastic Coach
Athletic Seivices, 1976. A guide for the, terms teacher with em-
phasis on the details of class Orgaiiiiatiou and, sUpplernentary.
tennis games.

Lardrier, Rex. Tactics in -Wornen.:i-&inilki, and Mixed..
Doubles. garden City, NY: -DOilbiellay,105.: Quick, easy read-
ingi- about simple strategiesyinehriliug-:i hrief',review'.,of strokes
via ilefinitiona of tennis terriis

aver; .Rod and Emerson Roy, Tennis for .ilte Bloody; Fun of
Chicago: Ouadrangle FreSs:19.10:..Writte,n in. casual .conveis47,.
tional tones of the Ausiiesyfristrii6tional.:bisies'ore accompanied
by -pictures of the right=bariderAnierson;.;and the lefty,'Laver.'

Leighton, Jim. Inside Tennis' 'TeeliniqUer.of Winning. Englewood.
Cliffs, NJ: ,,Parker- PublishIng.-Ccii01969 Excellent, technical;- in-.
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depth book that progresses from sk.iple cues and corrections to

surface strategies for advanced players..

.ord, 'Sterling. Returning the Serve Inulligently. Garden City, NY:

Doubleday,.1976. Good
observbtions on service spins and how to

cope with them.
Hetzler, Paul. Advanced-Tennis. New York: Sterling Publishing Co.,

1972. Good discussion of the fine points of the gaMe with em-

phasis on analyzing an opponent's game as well as one's own.

Metzler ennis Doubles: Tactics and Formations. New York:

Sterling : Publishing o.,
alvsis of rela-

live advantages of doubles formations and how to deal wrrn atom

makes this book an essential for the coach eager to have winning

doubles teams,
Metzler, Paul. Tennis: Weaknesses and Remedies. New York: Sterl-

ing Publishing Co., 1974. Diagnosis and corrective prescriptions

for tennis stroke maladies.
Murphy, Chet Advanced Tennis, Dubuque, IA: William C. Brown,

1976. Primarily directed at the intermediate level player, the

book contains good chapters on singles strategy and play situa-

tions.
Murphy, Chet and Murphy, Bill. Tennis for the Player, Teacher and

Coach. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1975, It is exactly as stated

in the title, a tennis book for the player, teacher and coach.

Okker, Tom. Tennis in Pictures, New York: Sterling Publishing Co.,

1975. A book wiltrseguential pictures of the strokes.

Schwed, POO.-The Serve and Overhead Smash. Garden City, NY:

Doubleday; 1976. Dramatically explains how the intermediate

player can best execute the big shots.

Schwed, Peter. Sinister Tennis, Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1975.

How to cope with the left-handed tennis player whether as part-

ner or opponent.
Segura, Peach°. Panch,Segilea'fs:Charnpipnship

Strategy. New York

McGraw-Hill,
19764:Aearihislete; tarinis book that should be read

in parts, according to one's own:kids.
Sheehan, Larry. Mastering- Your Tennis Strokes. New York: Athen-

eum, 1976. The 'top touring men professionals' instruction guide.

Tennis Strokes and Strategies. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1975.

An anthology in which each stroke is described by several authors

in a series of short articles. The book is a good review for the

knowledgeable coach and player.
Tilmanis,, Gundars A, Advanced 'Tennis for Coaches, Teachers and

: Players: Philadelphia Lea Febiger, 1975. Written by a physi-

cal educator, ',the .book is most 'vSlUable when used for coaching

and teachinge'dvance,d`q3layerk.
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Magazinas
Tennis,. Magazine of the Racquet Sports. 495 Westport, Nr.o

CT 06856.
Tennis U.S,A. Chilton Way, Radnor, PA 19089.
World Tennis. 383 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
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RULES OF LAWN TENNIS
and

CASES AND DECISIONS

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The appended Code of Rules, and Cases and Decisions is the

Official Code of the Inter tional Lawn Tennis Federation, of which

the United States Tenni ssociation is a inember1Note that shaded

content reflects additional wording from the 1976-78 NAGWS

Guide A check (0, indicates rewording or clarification:

,:, t

Italicized EXPLANATIONS, EXAMPLES and COMMENTS have

been `prepared by the USTA ffillnefilftrgeftrgyvapiiimitfee to
amplify and facilitate interpretation of the formal code,

THE SINGLES GAME
RULE, I

Dimensions and Equipment

The court shall be a rectangle 78 feet (23.77m) long and 27 feet

(8:23m) wide, It shall -be divided across the middle by a net sus-

perfded from a cord or metal cable of a maximum diameter of one-

third of an inch (0.8cm), the ends of which shall be attached to or

pass over, the tops of two posts, 3 feet 6 inches (1.07m) high, and

not more than 6 inches (15cm) in diameter, the criters of which

shall be 3 feet (0.91m) outside the court on each sidf. The net shall

be extended fully so that it fills complaely the space between the

two posts and shall be of sufficiently small mesh to prevent the ball's

passing through. The height of the net shall be 3 feet (0.914m) at

the 'center, where it shall be held4own'taut by a strap not more than

. 2 inches (5cm) wide and white in Olor, There shall be a band cover-

ing the cord or metal cable and the top.of the net( or not less than 2

inches (5ern) nor snore than 2V; inelie-S (6.3cm) in depth on each side

and w,hite in colon There shalltie.nci advertisement on the net straci,'

bandbr, singles sticks. The lines:bqunding the ends andsides'of the

Court shall be called respectively. .the- Baselines and the SidelineS._

On each side of the, net, at a distance of21 feet (6.40m) from it and..

parallel with it shall be drawn, the Service lines, The space, on each,..

side of the net between theService line and the sidelines shall be

vided into two equal parts, called the service courts, by the center
service line which must be .2 inches (5cm) in width, drawn half-way

between and parallel With the sidelines. Each baseline shall be bi-

seeted by an imaginary continuation of the center service line to a

$6 6 r
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Rule 1. The Singles Game

line 4 in hes (tOcm) in length arkd 2 inches (5cm) in width called the
center _k, drawn inside the Court at right angles to anchin contact
with su baselines. All other lines shall be not -less than 1 inch
(2.5cm) nor more than 2 inches (5cm) in width, except the base-

, line, which may be 4 inches (10cm)~ in width, and all measurements
shall be made to the outside of the lines.

NoteIn the case of the International Lawn Tenais Champion-
ship Daviseur0ororia Offleial ChampionshipsoftheIn er-
national Federation, there shall be a space behind each baseline of
not less thajn 21 feet (6.4m), and at the sides of not less than 12 feet

1/4
z

(3.66m).

AGRANI AMO

27 IAC
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36 'Ertl
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EXPLANATION OF RULE

The center of the posts in doubles should be 3 feet outside the

doubles court:
The net should be 33 feet in the clear for a Singles court:and

42 feet wide for a doubles court. It shou'ld touch the ground

along its entire length and come flush to the posts at all points.

It-isz,,tarit-to-have-a-stickafget,
6 inches long, with a.

notch cut in at the 3 foot mark for the purii6reform-easuring-the---
hflght or the net at the posts and in the center. These measure-,

merits, as well as the measurements ofL Me court itself,: always..

should be made before starting to play an impOrtant match.

Permanent Fixtures
y.

The permanent fixtures of the Court shall include not only`the

net, posts, cord or metal cable, strap and band, but also, where there

are any such the back and side stops, the stands, fixed or movable

seats and chairs around the Court, and their oceupants, all other

fixtures around and above the Court, and the Umpire, Nej-cord

Judge: Foot-fault Judge, Linesman and Ball Boys when in their

respective places.

RULE 2

RULE 3

Ball-Size, Weight and Bound

Thee balLshall have a uniform outer surface and shall be white or

yellow in Oolor. If there are any seams theysAhall be titchless. The

ball Shall be more than two and a half inche (6.35cm nd less than

two:arid Live-eighths inches (6.67cm) in diameter, an ore than

two ,ounces (56.7 grams) and less than two and one-sixte ti ounces

(58,5 grams). in weight. The ball shall have a boundof more than 53

inches (135c1i) and less than 58 ,inches (147cm) when dropped 100

inches (254cm) upon a concrete base. The ball shall have a forward

deformation of more than 220 of an inch (.56cm) and less than

.290 of an inch (.74cm) and a return deformation of morelhanWei

of an inch (.89crn).and less than .4Z5 of an inch (1.08cM) at 18 lbs.

(8.1654) load. The two deformation figures shall be the averages of

three individual readings along three axes of the ball and no two in-

i.d victual readings
shall differ by more than .030 of an inch (.08cm)

N
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Rule 5. Choice of Ends and Service

act) Case. Ali tests for bound, size and deformation shall be'rria'tle
in aceordinee With the regulatiOns in the Appendix hereto.

Note. At the Annual General Meeting of the 1.L.T.F. held 'on
_) 7th July,. 1967, it was agreed that for the time. being non-pressur-
ized balls anelow-pressure, balls may not be used in the International
Tenn ChantriiOnstiip (Davis Cup); unless mutually agreed by the

4fsVO-nationS-taking:part-in-any-nartieular event

NOTE

-How often may the player have new balls?
Generally the ball-change pattern is sPecifie4 by tha Regrec
before the match is started,, According to Tournament Regulution

'the: ympire,- subject to the approval of the Referee, may decide
when new balls are required 'to insure fairness of pliying condi-
tions. In Matches where there is no Umpire, the players should
agree beforehand on this matter.

RULE 4

Server and Fie

The Players shall stand on opposite sides of the net; the play=er
Who first delivers, the ball shall be eallvd the Server: and the other

.

the.Receiver. _ 4

Case 1. Does. a player, attempting a stroke, lose the point if-he
lasses an imaginary line in the extension of the net (a) befcite
liking the, ball (b) after striking the ball?

Decision. He does not lose the point in either case by Crossing the
imaginary tine provided he does not enter the lines bodnding his
opponent's court: (Rule 18 (c.) In regard to hindrance, his
opponent may ask for the decision of the umpir'e- under Rule,s, 19
and 23. ,.

Case 2. The" Server claims.:that the Recersr must stand within
the lines:lioundirif his court. Is thigneceisary?::,

.:-Decision:-No. The .Receiver may stand wherever he pleases on his
own side of the net

Choice of .Ends.and Service

The choice of ends allid e.right to be Server or Receiver in the
irst 'game-shall be decided:by toss. The player winning the-toss may

RULES OF LAWN TENNIS-ANQ CASES AND DEPSIONS
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Rule 7. Foot fault

choose, or require his opponent to choose:
(a) The right to be Server or Receiver, in which case the other

player shall choose the end; or
(b) The end, in which case the other player shall choose the

right to be Server or Receiver.

RULE 6

Delivery of Service

The service shall be delivead in the folloWing manner. Imnfedi-
ately before commencing to serve, the Server shall stand with both
feet at rest behind (i.e. farther from the net than) the base-line", and
within the imaginary continuations of the center-mark and side-lirie.
The Server shall then project the ball by hand into the air in any
direction arrd before it hits the ground strike it with his racket, and
the delivery shall be deemed to have been completed at the moment
of the impact of the racket and the balle A player with the use of
only one arm may utilize his racket for the projection.

Case I. May the Server in a singleF) game take his stand behind
the portion of the base-line between the'sidelineS of the singles- court
and the doubles court?

Decision. No.
Case 2. If a player, when serving, throws up two or more balls

instead of one does he lose that service?
Decision. No A let should be called, but if the umpfre regards the
action as deliberate he may take action under Rule 19.
Case 3. May a player serve underhand-?
Decision. Yes. There is no ratriction regarding the kind of service
which may be used; that is, the player may use an underhand or
overhand service at his discretion.

'RULE 7

Foot Fault

The Server shall throughout the delivery of the service:
(a) Not change his position by walking or running.
(b) Not touch, with either foot, any area other than that be-

hind the base-line within the imaginary extension of the
center-mark and side-line.

Note. The following interpretation cif Rule 7 was approved by
the International Federation on 9th July 1958:

(a) The Server shall not, by slight movements of the feet which
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Rule 9. Faults

do not materially affect the location origilly taken up by !Vim, be
deemed "tolchange his position by walking or running::

(b) The word "foot" means the extremity of the leg below the
ankle. .

COMMENT.: This rule covers the 'most decisive stroke in the
game, and there is no justiJica ?zhri for its not being obeyed
by players and enforced by officials. No tiournament official

1-has the right to request or attempt to instruct linesmen
and/or uMpires .to disrekard violations of it.

RULE 8

From Alternate Courts

.4*

In delivering The service, the Server shall stand allernately
behind the rig a and left Courts; beginning from the tight in
every gaujo. If service from a' wrong half of the Court occurs-
and is undetected, all play resulting from such wrong ser-
vice,ar services shall 'stand, but the ipaccuracy of the 'cation
shall be correctechmmediately after it is discovered.4
The ball served shall pass Oyer the net and hit' the ground
within the Service Court which is diagonally opposite, or
upon any line bouu intsuch Court, befoe the Receiver re-
turns it.
COMMENT: The Receiver is not allowed to voile a served
ball she must allow it to strike in his court firstt. (See
Rule I6(a)).
EXPLANATION: In matches pLayed witho niipirc Or lines- ,

men, it is customary for the Receiver to determine Whether
the service is good or a faul4; indeed, each player makes the
ca o all balls hit to his side pf the net. (In douNgs, the
Receiv partrie fir Makes the calls with respect to theleevice
line.)

RULE 9

Fault;
The Service is a fault:
(a) If the Server commits any breach of Rules 6, 7 or
(b) If he misses, the bill in attempting to strike it. "'
(c) If the ball serve ouches a permanent fixture (other than the

net, strap or band) before itjiits the ground.
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0. Service After a Fault

0 4

. Cast 1. After thcoWing a ball up preparatory to se-'ving, the Server

decides not to strike at it and catches it instead.ls it a fault?

Decision. No. -?1 .)A

Case 2. In servinein a singles game played on A doubles court

with Ambles and sinks net :tosts, the ball hits ii. single's post :

then hits the ground within the lines of the correct service court. Is

this a fasuoit or a lc.t? .
14-

Deci n. In serving it is a,, fault, because the singles post, the

doubles post, and that portion of the net, strap or band between

them are ptittmanent fixtures. (Miles 2 and 9, and note to Rule

22)
EXPONA-741,2&,:74 ignificant tot governing Case 2 is,

that*the p art th et and band outside" flit singles stinks

is rrbt pRi of the fret over which tik,v singles match 1,kbeing

played. Thus su*a serve is a fault under the.provisidns of

article (c) above . tfre same tokon, this maid be a fault

also t it Were a singt ante played iNtli permanent mists in

the° singles position. (Sec Case 1 under Rale 22 for differenue

between "ser.v(ce" and " "gar aturn" with respect to a ball's

hitting a .ne t_pos t.)

COMMENT: In doubles ees deify( hits his

partner, the serve is a faiiEt
ly loss of point). Sire

Rule

RULE 10

Service After a Fault
sr

After .a atilt (if it be the first
fault).the.Server hall serve again

Nin bOind the same half of the Coat from whiih he served that

fault, unlos the service was from the wrong halt, when in accor-

dance with Rule,8, lithe Serveroshall lie etpitletl to one service only

from te the other half, A fault may not be claimed aftcr the

neat se has been delivered.
Case . A player serves from a wrong court. If the point

and then claim it w's a fault because of his Arong s i

The point stands. rplayed and the net service should

behlrom the correct station according to the score.

Case 2. DM point score heir-100,15 411, the Server b mistakY° i. ' ,

Werves [roil the left-hand court. 111119wins the pain`'. I!,. then serves

again fronktICE- right-hand court, deliyering a fauliV't he mistake in
....

le
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Rule 12 A Let

stati n is then discovered. Is he entitled to the previents point. From
which court should be next serge?

Decision. The previous point stands. The next service should be
from the left-hand court, the scortheing 30/15, and the Server
has served one fault..

RULE I I

Receiver Must Be Ready

The Server shall not serve until the Receiver is ready. It the latter
attempts to return the service, he shall be deemed ready. If, how-
ever, the Receiver ig.xifies that he is not ready, he may not claim a
fault because the ball does not hit the ground within the limits lixed
for the service.

EXPLANATION OE RULE I I
The Server must wait until the' Receiver is ready forthe second

service as well as-the first, and if the Receiver claims to be not ready
and does not make any effort to return a service, the Server may not
claim the point, even though the service was good,

RULE 12

A Let

Note: A service that tou,ches the nef in passing yet
a

alls into the
proper court la let Thia word is used also when, be use 13f an La-
terruption"-while'the big is in play, or for any othet reason, point Is
to be replayed.

lrr a1 cases where a let has to be called under therules, or to pro-
vide for an interruption to play, it shall have the following inter-
pretations:

(a) When called, solely in respect of a serviceone seice
only sh5f1 be replayed,

(b) When called under any other circumstance, the point shall
be replayed_

Case I_ A service is interrupted by some cause outside those de-
fined in Rule 13. Should the service only be re-played?

Decision_ No, the whole point must be replayed.
EXPLAN_ N: The phrase in respect of a service a
means a let ecause a served ball iias touched the nerbefore
landing proper court, OR becausle the Receiver was
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Rule 14. When Receiver Becomes Server.
t.;

'not ready . , Case j refers to a second serve, and the de-

cision, meant that, If .the interruption occurs.during delivery

of the second service, the Server gets two serves,

EXAMI'LE-On a second service a,Linesman calls "fault-

and immediately corrects it (the Receiver meanwhile having

let the ball go by). The Server is entitled to two serves, oni

this ground; The corrected call means that the Server had

put the ball into play with a good service, and once the ball

is in play and a let is called, the point must be replayed. .

Note, however, that if the serve were an unmistakable ace

that is, the Umpire was sure the erroneous call had no part

in the Receiver's inability to play the ball the point should

be declared for the Server.
Case q,

n'If a ball in play becomes broken a let be called?

Decision. yes.
Note: A ball shall be regarded as having become "broken" if in

the opinion of the Urttpire, it is Sound to have lost coMpression to

the point of being unfit for further a- or unfit for, any reasortisha
play on thespro:

RULE

The Service Is a Let

The service is a let:
(a) If the ball served touches the net, strap or band, and is other-

wise good, or, atter touching the net, strap or band, touches ,

the Receiver or any_ thing which he wears or carries before

hitting the ground.
(b) If a service or a fault be delivered when the Receiver is not

ready (see Rule 11).
COMMENT: A "let" called for the reason the Receive): had

indicated he is not ready, if called on second service, does

not annul a fault on first serve.

RULE 14

When Receiver Becomes Server

At the end of the first game the Receiver shall become the Server,

and the Server Receiver; and so on alternately in all the subsequent

games of a match. If a player serves out of turn, the player who
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Rule 17 Receiver Wins Point

ought to have served shall serve as soon as the mistake is discovered,
but all points scored before such discovery shall be reckoined. If a
game- shall have been completed before such discovery, the order of
service remains as altered. A fault served before such discovery shall
not be' reckoned.

RULE 15

Bell in Play Till Point Decided

A ball is in play from the moment at Which it is delivered in
service. Unless a fault or a let he called, it remains in play until the
point is decided.

COMMENT: A point is not "decided" supply vvhen
cause, a good shot has clearly passed et player, nor /lean an
apparently bad shot passes over a baseline or sideline. An
outgoing ball is:still definitely in play" until it actually
strikes the ground, backstop or other fixture. The same ap-
plies to a good ball, bounding after it has landed in-the prop-
er court, A ball that becomes imbedded in the net ,is out of

I. A ball is played into the net the player on the other side,
thinking that the ball is coming over strikes at it and hits the net
Who loses the point?

Decision. If the player touched the net while the ball was still in
play, he loses the point.

RULE 16

Server Wins Point

The Server wins the point:
(a) If the ball served, not being a let under Rule 13, touches the

Receiver or arlything which he wears or carries, beffire it
hits the ground;

(b) If the receiver otherwise loses the point as provided by Rule
18,

RULE 17

Recent Wins Paint

The Receiver wins the point:
(a) if the Server serves two consecutive faults;
(b) If the Server otherwise loses the point as provided by Rule

18
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Rule Player L.c.ises Point

RULE 18

Player Loses Point

A player loses the point it
(a) He fails,

to :return it directly over e net (exceptthe ball in play has hit he -ground twice
as

consecutively,

(b) He returns the ball in play go that it hits ground, a perman-

ent

in Rule 22(a) or (c)); or

fixture, or other object, outside any of the lines which

bound his "opponent's Court (except' as provided in Rule

22(a) and (c)); or
(c) Hevedleys the ball and fails to make a goocl return even when

standing.outside the Court; or
(d) lie touches or strikes the ball in play with his racket more

than once in making a stroke; or
E.XPLANATIQN: A player nagy,`-be ?teemed ta have 'touched-

the ball more,Oisprpnee Vibe ball tines an obvious ;second

trajectory's it comet offlkeracketLibr comesoff the racket

in such a way-that,the effect "throw ".

rather than that of a "hit.- $upit strokes are informally. 4.-;

ettoraetiossiskApe_07_carrk.D.-,74Perieneeci
umpires

ive the-player "the benifift of thedoubt.Unleii-011.kia
a second trajectory or a' definite"`second

(e ) He or his racket (in his hand or otherwise) or anything which

he wears or carries touches 'the net, posts, cord or metal

cable, strap or band, or the grourid within his opponent's

Court at any time while the ball is in play; or

(f) lie volleys the ball before it hasA'passed the het; or

(g) The ball in play touches him or anything that he wears or

carries, except his racket in his hand or hands; or

Note that this kiss of point occurs regardless of whether the play-

er is inside or outside the bounds of his court when the ball touches

him. A player Is aiitinted-ro be "wearingtof carry-WC-44044,
that he was wearing or carrying at the -beginning of the point during

which the touch occurred.
(h) He throws his racket at and hits the hall.

EXAMPLE: Player has let racket-go outout'Qf his Rend clearly

before -racket hits ball, but the ball rebounds from his rac-

ket into proper court.' This is not a good'return; playertont
Point. .

Case 1. In delivering a first service which falls outside the' tiroper

court, the Server's racket, slips out of his hand anti. files into the net:

Does he lose the point?
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Rule 18. Player Loses Point

Decision. If his racket touches the net while the is in play,
the Server loses the point. (Rule 18 (e).)
Case ,2. In serving, the racket flies from the S r _r s hand and

touches the net before the ball has touched the ground. Is this a
fault, or does the player lose the point?

Decision. The Seaver loses the point because his racket touches
the net while the ball is in play (Rule -1.8 (e).)
Case 3. A and B are playing against C and 9 A is serving to D. C

touches the net before the ball touches the grOund. A fault is then
called because the service falls outside the service court. Do C and D
lose the point?

Decision, The call "fault" is an erroneous one C and D have
already lost the point before "fault" could be called because C
touched the net while the ball is in ,play. (Rule 18 (e).)
Case 4. May a player jump over the net into his opponent's court

while the ball is in play and not suffer penalty?
Decision. No he loses the point (Rule 18 (e).)
Case 5. A cuts the ball just over the net, and it returns to A's

side. B, unable to reach the ball, throws his racket and hits the ball.
Both racket and ball fall over the net on A's court. A returns the ball
outside of:Vs:court, Does B win or lose the point?

B loses the point. (Rule 184e) and (h).)
. Case 6,.. A player standing outside the service court is struck by

the service ball before it has touched the ground. Does he win or lose
die point?'

Decision. The player struck loses the point (Rule 18(g), except as-
provided under'Rure 13 (a).)

EXPLANATION: The exception referred to is that of a
rha$4,has touched-the net en route into 'the-Re-

cciver-!s court,- in that circumstance it is a let service, notioss
ofrpdint. Such a kt does riot annul a previous (first servicej

therefore; if it occurs on -second service,. Elie
ariF serve coming.

Case '7. tA player standing outside the court volleys 'the ball or
catches it in his hand and cbrims the point because the ball
certainly going out of court..

ecisiori:In- no circumstance, 51p-he claim the point;
(1) If he catches the ball uses the point under Rule 18 (g).
(2Y If, he votteyo it,-5and makes a bad return he' loses the point

under 1,011e1S (c).f,`
hvvolleys, it and mamvs .a good return, 'the rally contin-,
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Rule 21. Ball Touching Permanent Fixture

RULE 19

Player Hinders Opponent

if a player commits any act either deliberate or involuntary

which, in the opinion of the Umpire, hinders his opponent in mak-

ing a stroke, the Umpire shall in that first case award the point to

the opponent, and in the second case order the point to be replayed,

. Case 1, Is a player liable to a penalty if in making a stroke he

touches his opponent?
Decision. No unless the Umpire deems it necessary to take act'

under Rule 19.
Case 2. When a ball bounds back over the net, the player con -

cerned may reach over the net in order to play the ball. What is the

ruling if the player is hindered from doing, this by his opponent?

Decision, In accordance with Rule 19, the Umpire may either

award the point to the player hindered, or order the point to'be

replayed. (See also Rule 23.)
USTA Interpretation: Upon appeal by u competitor that an

opponent's action in discarding a "second ball" after a rally has

started constitutes a distraction (hindrance), the Umpire, if he deems

the claim valid, shall require the opponent to make some other, and

satisfactory, disposition of the ball that i not in play on a given

point,

RULE 20

Ball Falling on LineGood
A ball falling on a line is regarded as falling in ourt bounded

by that line,
COMMENT: In matches played without officials, it is cus-

tomary for each playe to make the calls on all halls hit lo

his side of the net,
RULE _1

Ball Touching Permanent Fixture

If the ball in play touches a permanent fixture (other than the
net, posts, cord or metal cable, strap or band) alter it has hit the
ground, the player who struck it wins the point; if before it hits the
ground his opponent wins the point,

Case I. A return hits the Umpire ,or his chair 01 stand. The player
claims that the ball was going into curt.

Decision. He loses the 'point.

7
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Rule 22. Good Return

RULE 22

- Geed Return

It is a good return:
'(a) If the ball touches the net posts, cord or metal cable, strap

or band, provided that it passes over any of them and hits
the ground within the Court; or

(b) If the ball, served or returned, hits the ground within the
proper Court and rebounds or is blown back Over the net,
and player whose turn it is to strike reaches over the net and
plays the ball, provided that neither he nor any part of his
clothes or racket touch the net, posts, cord or metal cable,
strap or band or the ground within his opponent's Court.,
and that the stroke be otherwise good; or
If the ball be returned outside the post, either above or
below the level of the top of the net, even though it touches
the post,'provided that it hits the grouhd within the pioper
Court; or

(d)' If a player's racket passes over the net afty- he has returned
the ball, provided the ball passes the net before being played
and-isproperly-retorned-; or

(e) If a player succeeded in returning the ball, served or in play,
which strikes a ball lying in the Court.

Note. If, for the sake of convenience, a doubles court is
equipped with _single posts for the purpose,pf singles game, then the
doubles posts and those portions of the net, cord or metal cable and
band outside such singles posts shall be regarded as "permanent
fixtures other than net post, strap or band," and therefore nut posts'
or parts of the net of that singles game.

A return that passes under the net cord between the singles and
adjacent doubles post without touching either net Lord, net or
doiibles post and falls within the area of play, is a good return. (But
in doubles this would be a "through" loss of 'point.)

Case I, A ball going out of court hits a net post and falls within
the lines of the opponent's court. Is the stroke good?

Decision. If a service; no under Rule 9 (0_ If other than a service;
yes, under Rule 22 (a).
Case 2: Is it a good return it a player returns the ball holding his

racket in both hands?
Decision. Yes.
Case 3, The Service, or ball in play, strikes a ball lying in the

court, Is the point won or lost thereby?
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Rule 23. Interferon
4

Decision. No. Flay must continuo, If it is not clear to the Umpire

that the right ball is returned a let should be called_

Case 4. May a player use. more than one racket at any time during

Play?
Decision. No the whole implication of the rules is singular,

,N/Case 5. Mint a player's request for the removal of a ball or balls

lying in the opponent's court be honored?
Decision.

Interference
In case a player is hi clered in making a stroke by anything not

within his control exc t
except as provided for in ule 19 the point shall be replayed.

a permanent fixture of the Court, or

Case 1. A spectator sets into the way of a player, who fails to

return the ball. May the player then claim a let? .

Decision. Yes, if in the Umpire's decision he was obstructed by
circumstances beyond his control, but not if due to permanent
fixtures of the Court at the arrangements of the ground.
Case 2. A player is interfered with as in Case 1, and the Umpire

calls a let. The Server had previously served a fault. Hashe the right.
,..

to two services?
Decision.. Yes: as the ball:is in play, the point, not merely the

stroke, must be replayed as the rule provides.
Case 3. May a player claim a let under Rule .23 because he

thought his opponent was being hindered, and consequently did not
.expect the ball to-be returned?

Decision. No.
Case 4 Is a stroke good when tiall in play hits another ball in

the air?
: Decision. A let should be vlled unless the other ball is in the air

by the act of one of the players, in which case the Umpire will

decide under Rule 19.
Case 5. If an Umpire or other judge erroneously =calls "fault" or

"out" and then corrects himself, which of the calls shall prevail?
Decision. A let must be called; unless, in the opinion of the
Umpire, neither player is hindered in his game, in which case the

corrected call shall prevail.
Case 6. If the first ball served a faillt rebounds, interfering with

the Receiver at the time of the second service, may the Receiver

claim a let?
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Rule 25. The Set

Decision. Yes. But if he had an opportunity to remove the ball
from the court and negligently tailed to do so, he may not claim a
let.
Case 7. Is it a good stroke if the ball touches a stationary or mov-

ing object on the court?
De'cision, It is a good stroke unless the stationary object came
into court after the ball was put into play in which case a "let"'
must be called. If the ball in play strikes an object moving along
or above the surface of the court a "let" must be called.
Case 8. What is the ruling if the first service is a fault, the second

service -correct, and it becomes necessary to call a let under the
provisions of Rule 23 or it the Umpire is unable to decide the point?

Decision, The fault shall be annulled And the whole point re-
played,

COMMENT: See Rule 12 and _rplanutiur..
RULE 24

The Game

It a player wins leis first point, the score is called )5 forAhat
player; on winning his second point, the score is called 30 for that
player; on-winning his third point, the score is called. 40 for fiat
player; and the fourth point won by a player is scored game for that
player except as below:
,,/If both players have won three points, the score is called deuce;

and the next point won by a player is called advantage for that play-
er, If the same player wins the next point, he wins' the game; if the
other player wins the next point the score is again called deuce; and
so on until a player win's the two points immediately following-the
score' at deuce, when the game is scored for that player,

COMMENT: In matches played without an umpire tin Semler
should announce'- in a voice audible to his, opponent and
spectators, the set score at the beginning of each game, and
(audible at least to his opponent) point scores as the game
goes on. Misunderstandings will he averted if this practice is
followed,

RULE 25

The Set

A player (or players) first wins six games wins a set; except
that he must win by a margin of two games over his opponent and
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Rule 29. Decisions of Umpire and

where necessary a set shall be extended until this margin be
achieved. NOTE: See tiebreaker.

e eree

fi RULE 26

Whim Players Change Ends

The players shall change ends at the end of the first, third and
every subsequent alternative game of each set, and at the end of each

set unless the total number of games in such set be even, in which
case the change is not made until the end of the first game of the
next set.

RULE'27
fi

Meximnrn Number of Sets
The maximum number of sets in a match shall be 5, or, where

women take part, 3.
a

Rules Apply to Both Sexes

Except where otherwis
the masculine includes the

RULE 28

stated, every rel
inine gender.

RUSE 29

ence in these Rules to ,

Decisions of Umpire and Referee

in matches where a ChAir Umpire is appointed, the decision of

the Chair Umpire shall be final; but where a Referee is appointed an

appeal shall lie to the Referee from the decision of a Chair Umpire

on a question of law, and in all such cases the decision of the Ref-

eree shall be final. the Chair Umpire are appointed
r 'Judge) their decisions shall
in assistant is unable to give
InediatelY. talky Chair:1)4-

%4s' the Chair:bumble de,

on a qua_ e/She shall order a let to be called
In Davis Cup and Wightman Cup and Bonne Bel) Cup matches'

only, the decision of an Assistant to the Chair LImpire, or the Chair
Umpire if the assistant is unable to make' a decision, can be changed
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Rule 30.

by the Referee, who may also authorize the Chair Une ire to change
the decision of an assistant or order a let to be called.

The Referee, in his/her discretion, may any time postpone a
match on account of darkness or the condition of ttie ground or the
weather. In any case of postponement the previous score and pre-
vious occupancy of courts shall hold good,. unless the Referee and
the player unanimously agree otherwise.

RULE 30

Play shall be continuous from the first service till 0 eh be
concluded; provided that after the third set or when women take
part, the second set, liper player is entitled to a rest, which shall
not exceed 10 nutes, or in countries situated between Latitude 15
degrees North -nd Latitude 15 degrees South, 45 minutes, and
provided furthe _-hat_when necessitated by .ircumstances not within
the control of the players, the Umpire may suspend play for such.a
period as he may consider necessary, If play be suspended' and be
not resumed until a later day the rest may be taken only after the
third set (or when women take part in the second set)- of play-on -.

-such later day, completion of an unfinished set being counted as one-,
set.- These provisions shall be strictly construed, and play shall never
be suspended, delayed or interfered with for the-purpose:of enabling
a player, to recover his strength or his wind, or to receive instruction.
ar dvice. The Chair Umpire shall be the sold judge of such suspen7
s n, delay or interference, and after giving due warning lie may dis .
qualify the offender. C

(a),Any nation is at liberty, to modify the first provision of Rule
lt), or. omit it from its;regulations governing tournaments,Inatthes,
or competitions held in its own country, other than the Interna-
tional LaWn Tennis Championships(DavisCup and Federation Cup).

(h) When changing sides 'a maximum of of minute shall elapse
from the cessation of the previous game to the time players are,
ready to begin the next game, (This provision became, operative
1968.)

Should a player, on account of
Me accident, not within his control, be unable to cpritinue play

.it he defaulted.
If an Umpire decides that a player is deliberately stalliv to gain

time or unfairly disconcert his opponent he should! warn tre player .

once, and if the practice continues the Umpire should default him.

jltness or an unavoid-
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Rule 3b.

%/USIA Rulernaprding Rust Periods In Ag. Limited Compiles: .s:

lar MEN'S apd WOMEN'S, and MEN'S 21 and WOMEN'S

21The first paragraph of Rule 30 applies, except that a tourna-

ment .using tie-breaker's may eliminaie rest periOds provided advance

notice is given,
, ,

,..

BOYS' 18All matches in this division shall be best of three sets

with NO REST PERIOD, except that,in interscholastic, state,'sec-

tional and national championships the,FINAL ROUND they be best-_

pf-five. If such a final requires mote;ttian three sets to decide it a

rest of 10 minutes after the, third set is mandatory. SpeeialNote: Iii

severe temperature humidity conditions a Referee may rule that a

1- 0- lninut i be taken in a Boy's! 18 best of- three. However,

to be valid this must be one e ore ai ictils-startedTand-as-a

mattejeof the Referees independent judgement,
- BOYS' 16. 14 and_12. and GIRLS' 18. 16;14 and 12Al1 match'-

in these categories shall be best of .three sets. A 10-miqute rest

before the third set is MANDATORY in Girls' 12, 14 and 16 and in

Boys'. 1.2 and 14. The rest period is OPTIONAL in Girls' 18 and

Boy's' 16. (Optional means at the option of 34y competitor.)
All SENIOR divisions (35's, 40 s, 45'S, 50's and up), and Father-

and:Son: Under conventiOnal scoring, all matches best-of-three, with

period optional, ..
.

....

WHEN 'NO-AD' SCORING IS USED IN A TOURNAMENT . , .A

7rournament committee may stipulate. that there will be no rest pe

riods, even in some age divisions where rest periods would be op.`

tional under conventional'scoring, These divisions are regular Men's

(best-ol.five) and Women's . . Men's 21 (best-of-five) and Women's

21 , . . Men s 35 ., .. Senio Jr (men 45 and over) ... Father-and-Son.

N.B. Two conditions stipulation are: (l) Advance notice

must be given on entry blanks for the event, and (2) The Referee_

is empowered to reinstate the normal rest, periods for matches

played under unusually .severe temperaturehumidity conditions .-to

be valid, such reinstatement must be announced, before a given-

match or series of matches is started, and be a matter of the gef-

._- eree's independent judgement.
COMMENT: When a player competes in an event designated

as for players of a bracket whose rules as to intermissions
and length of match are geared to a different physical status,

the player cannat ask for allAance's based on his or her, age,

or her,, sex. For 'example,''b female competing in an inter-

collegiate (men:s) varsity team _match would not be entitled

to clairn,a testperiod in a best-of-three-sets match, unless that

NAGWS TENNIS-BADMINTON-SQUASH
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ilule 30.

the condition under which petition was-
normally held. .

Case I. A player's clothing, footwea becomes:out
of adjusthient in such t' ay that it is desirable for
him to play on. May play be suspended djtistmenn.
rectified? 4

4/I
,

Decision. If this occurs in circumstances not in the control of
the player, of which circtighstances the Umpire is the sole judge 'a
suspension may be allowed.. ,: 41i.

Case 2. If, owing to an accident, a player is continue
,,, immediately, is there any limit to the time ikuring which play may be

siiiipen'deLg 4',
w-- DietSitilt. ND allow-ancr! may he made for natural rb-weirfthysral.. ..

condition.- Consideration may be given by the Umpire for acci-
dental idss,of physical ability or condition.

CkIIIMEN7'. Case 2 refers to an. important distinction that
should ba made between a temporary disability caused by an
ccident during play, and disaMity caused by fatigue

(cramps or muscle pull, for example). Not cyeri morneroary
loss physt

re:i th
I arge.is to b ed.-

xlc Referee do
_ lb e other member _ th T ourntrinent 'Committito,

Case- 3. During a .double) game, may one of the partners leave the
1:,ourt while the remaining partner keeps the ball in play?

rein, Yes, so long as the Umpire is satisfied that play is
rums within the meaning of the rules. and that thore is no

conflict with Rules 33 and 34. (Sec Case 1 pf Rule 33.)
NOTE: When a =WI is resumed following an interruption
necessitated- bx weatlyr conditions, it is allokable for the
players to engage in a "r-warm-up- period,(4. may be of
the same duration, as the warm-up allowed at the start of
the match; may be done using the balls that were in play at
the time of the interruption, and the time for the next bgll
change shall not be affected by this.

C
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Rule 33. Order

The
below;

THE DOUBLES GAME
RULE 31

above Rules shall's apply to the DoublesDoubles,Game except as

RULE 32,

10iminsions of Court .

Fa 'the Ddubles Game, the Court shall, e 36 feet (10.97m) in

width, i.e., gM feet (1.37m) wider o each side than the Court for

1BeSiTreetrearteT-and-those_
rtioni of the singles side lines which

:lie between the two service-lines t e called-the-servicelide:_.

Lines. In other respects, the Court shall be similar to that described

in Rule -1; but the portions of the singles side-11nd 4tween the base-

4ine and service-line on each side of the net mt.,. be omitted if

desired.

V

Case '1. ih doubles' the Server claims the right to stand at the

corner of the court as marked by the doubles side line'. Is the fore- '

going correct or is it necessary that the Server stand within the

limits of the center mark and th,e singles side line?

Decision. The Server has the right to stand anywhere befween the

;venter mark and the doubles side lines.

Order of Service.

The order o
as follows:

The, pair who have
decide which partner shal

RULE 33

be decided at the beginning of each set

in the first, game Of each set shall
so and the opposing pair shall decide,

similarly for the second gam . The partner of the,playor who served

in the -first game shall serve in the third; the partner of the player

who served in theiecorid-gante shall serve in the fourth, and so on in

the same order in- the subsequent games of a set.

EXPLANA 10N: It is not required that the order of service,

as tetween partners, carry over from one set to the next.

Each team is allowed to decide which partner shall serve first

for it," in each set, This same option applies with respect to

the order of receiving service.
KO.
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Rule 3h. Service Out of Turn

Case I. In doubles, one player does not,ppear. in time tb play,
and hisepartner claims to be allowed to play single-handed against
the opposing players. May he do so?,

Decision. No,

Order of Receiving

The orddr of, the service shall i cided at the begin-
ning of.each set as follows:

The pair who have to eceive the servie n first game shall
decide-which-partner-shalFreceive--the-first-Frvi ; and that-partner
'Wall continue to receive the first service it every -odd game through-
out that set,.7he opposing pair shall likewise decide which partner
shall receive the first service in the second game anll that partner
shall continueto receive the first service in every even game through-
out that set. Partners shall receive the service alternately throughout
each game. ti

RULE 34

EXPLANATION OF RULE 34
ceiving formation of a doubles team may not be. changed

; only at the start of a new set. Partners must receive
thr' t each set on the same sides of the cburt ,which they orig-
ina eiccted when the set began. The first Server is not required to
receiiiirld the rig n court; he may select either side,-but must hold
this tbihe end of the set,

Ciga II. Is it allowable in doubles for the Server's partner to stand
in a position that obstructs the view of the Receiver?

'Decision; Yes. the Server's partner' may take any position on his
side of the net in or out of the court that ho wishes. (Thilketliitiii

i,,,Riketver's'liortocr).

RULE 3

service Out of Turn

If a partner serves out of hi turn,
served shall Om as soon as th rn
scored, and 1.13, faults s- ed
oned. If o game shall hay
order of service reintins as al d.

RULES F LAWN TENNIA&D CASES ANd DECI
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Error in Order.of Receiving
If during a game the order of receiving the service is changed by

the receivers it shall remakras altered until the end of the game in

which the mistake is discoVered,6but the partners shall resume tlteir

original order of receiving in the next game of that set in which they

are receivers of the service.

RULE 37

0111-Touchin Ks Partnatisfsult _____

The service is a fault as provided for by Rule 9, or if tliTFilr-:-

served touches the Server's partner or anything he wears or carries;

but if the ball served touches the partner of the Receiver or anything

which he wear; or carries, not, being a let under Rule. 13 (a), .before it

'hits the 'ground, the Server wins -the point.

RULE 38

Ball Struck Alternately.
The ball "shall be struck alternately by one or other player of the

opposing pairs, and if a player touches the ball in play -with his

racket in contravention of this Rule, his opponents win the point.

Should any point arise upon which you find it difficult to give a

decision or on which you are in doubt as to the limper ruling, imme-

diately write, giving full details, to Jo'lzrz Stater, U,S.T.A. Rtaeriinrur:'

prelatic* 7Committee,63 Briar Cliff Rd., Larchniont, N.Y.. 10538,

and full instructions and explanations will be serif you.

p
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How to Ley.duti Tennis Court

Most accurate results are obtained if a tenniacourt 'd out by acivil engineer ortompetent surveyor using proper4u
ments. -FlOwever, if such services Are not readiry available, .adequate
accuracy can be obtained with the proper use of two good 50 foot
tapes as indicated below.

All couvts should be laid out for singles and doubles play.
Howe,ver Once the same linesexcept for the sideline extertsions fort
.doutiles piayare required for each it is best to first lay out the'
singles court, establishing the lines shown in the diagram on this
page. (Note that this sketch shows enly one half of such a court, the
other half is exa'ctly'the same.) Courts should be laid, out with the
long wayporth and south. First establish=the net or center line. This
is done.by driving a peg at Point A, then a second peg-T7 fert_from
A--=-at--goint B. (See sketch), Then take the two fifty.fobt tapes and
attach their respective ends to the pegs A and.B. On the first which
will determine the side line A-E, measure 'off 31) feet and sin the
second, which will determine the diagonal B-E, measure off -47 fee
5,4 inches; pull taut in such directions that at these distances they
meet at point E. Drive a peg At E. Then establish point D in a similar
manner. (Note that the distance from E to D should be 2.7 feetthe
same as from A to B.)'.

Check this for accuracy' before drivingpeg at D. (21 feet
from A) and point C (21 feet from 9) should then be rid'e pegs dr 9eNth

points T
(or soui
the eau' ThN
(or north) one
Oletermined in a
manner. This comp
the boundaries for
singles court.

=doubles court bout
ries are established!
prolong[, the b
lines (from points E:
D on lowe,r4 half I
stnttlarly fdr rye ylpper ;'

etch chr) an and join-`
hall) 4 n in

\ a-G-
w

'\ 'I, :I
\ w\ P=

\ Z
IA..

5ERVICIL

"4-3'6'

t I
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NI

I

/°'' \
\

.

"01
I-

el
\ 1

is, rrttel6, the Rules of Law* Tennis and Ca-. Decisions (pages
66-88) and the USTA Tournament Regulations, (p 1 109)_tre reptinld
with tk'permistion of the USTA.
HOW TO LAY OUT A TENNIS COURT



,:.

ing-the-: ii new n e- side for the doubles

cOntt.,:l(Ndte that t e. ddu d ckolly . feet wider thy

Sitigleisourt-With lIdelinettiarall
those ortkthe;singles court.)' -,

See`'diagrarn aecpritfanYjng;-gule fopsketch of 'doubles court,

. Witkidcation of net poits in-dicatkd (i feel outside doubles side line)

and other details gixen, F Oakpionship play, the space behind the

.basei.,linei.e.- beween t. oaselineg and'" fence (or Wire 'netting) ..

..7-- s ti a u I .11 be not leSi,thaii,' .feer,and the space between the sidelines

and the fence nptleSAILaff12 feet.

..,',. 460' , 804aage bqb1s1fc."Tennis Court Manual" on construction,-

maintenance and ,equiernetiL 'Can he obtained for 55;00 from II: ().:

Zaninan, Inc., Publishers, 156 -Broad- St., Lynn, Mass. or-the 1J,STA,

5,1.E:: 42nd 'St., Nev.) yok:N.Y. 10017.



Tournament Regulations
. .

A licatibil. The Tournament 'Regulations herein _contained and
ationalfules ol tasien-Tennis shall be observed throughout

,
Tennis -.

ainettraield by 'clubs; associations or organizations belong -:®'

-tlyw,britedireetlyA-0 the 'USTA. In any match conducted
th offici the principles and guidelines set fOrth in the.official
ST 'public The Code shall apply (The Code is available from

4 Ptiblica O 71 University Place, Princeton, N.J. 13854o .)
t'neiirentitommittee, The gpverning body.of a club-, asScicia-

organi;atior coriducting a tournament will appOint at an
title before he start Of the tournament a' Tournament.

at least two persok.indieating which member- is to be -r

airman ('who ma41,..aiso be referred to -aSiournament
Referee will -by an additional member' -of -the.iii_Corturiikteew '''''

vise all administrate details of the tournament,. includ- ..
.ing4ceaping order on the.grounds and obtaining any require

US7X-Sarietion. .. "4# -, :'
point a_ referee, preferably a USTA-certified- chair umpire,':

,,,,liall be a member of the committee. The Tournament
aiiniari is not authorized to take over the prei-ogatives of the

etqie. :

'dr a circular specifying the events, the dates of play,
.axinItim number of:sets in matches, and other pertinent .

,details such as type of ball 'to he used, type' of surface .or
;surfaces, etc.

d. issue invitations and accept entries,
e-i Furnish the Referee a complete list of etitrants (including

,, alternates in priority) for all events,' ando:42 .conjunction with
the Referee, determine the seedings,
Act as an appeal body in cases ir.;which a Referee has
unilaterally disqualified a player; its decision on such in appeal
shall be final.

g. Within 10 days after the completion of a tournament submit
to the USIA- a complete report of all matches played (proper
blanks are obtainable from the USTA or the Section),
indicating where practicable each player's . full ,'name and

-addresi; and within 30 days afier the completion file such ai
reports as are reqiiired by USTA Standing Orders. Fadure to
submit these reports may bring about disciplinary action by
the USTA Executive Committee,

3. Referee. The Referee will.
a. Serve as a member of the Tournament Committee.
b. Assisted by preferably two. Committee members but at least

one, make the draw publicly at the time and place specified by
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the Carrirnittee; preferably assisted by a Cortimittee member,

make substitutions in the draw when appropriate.
Exercise general supervision over all aspects of plat, including,
but not limited to the conduct and actions of players,

umpires ball boys, groundskeepers and the administrative
crew, He is ,empowered to use his best judgment in all
situations not specifitially covered by the rules. .

d. Appoint a deputy to act in his stead Whenever he will be away

from his normal post and out of "touch with it for any reason

whatsoever, including his participation in a match as a player

or as an umpire, Either the eferee or his deputy must be

present at all times when play is i progress.
e- Default a player for cause, which ncludes, but is not limited

to tardiness, misconduct, or failur_ to follow his instructionsa

or those of the Chair Umpire.
f. Consider an appeal from a player whd lias'been defaulted byl

the -Cair Urnpii-the----de-eislorr-of--the-Referee-on_such_ar
appeal shall. be inaL

g. Schedule'matches, assign courts (including moving a match in

progress to ,another court), postpone or suspend play when

weather-, light,- surface conditions or vather circumstances

Justify so doing_ (Suspension of a match because of darkness ---
should be done only at the end of an even number of games in

the set.)
h. Appoint and replace or re assign . when necessary, chair

umpires, line umpires, and net umpires. The appointing of
these officials (but not their replacement) may be delegated. to

the Chief Umpire, if there is one-.
When he deems it appropriate, before the start of a tourna-
ment, or before the start of any rouad, or before the start, of

any match, order the use of the Point Penalty System.

j. Decide any point of law that a:chair umpire is unable to decide

or which is referred to him as an appeal by a player, When the

matter under consideration affects the scoring of the match,

the Chair Umpire will immediately bring it to the Referee's

attention, suspending_ play during the decision; in all other

cases of appeal play should be continued while the matter is

being considered. The Referee's decision in such cases shall be

final. -

k. Within three days biter the end of a tournament, report, either

orally or in writing, to the sectional or higher grievance

committee, any violations of Article 7 especially Paragraphs e,

f, or g, or any other conduct violations,
4. Chair Umpire. The Chair Umpire will:

a. Conduct the match in accordance with the Rules of Lawn
Tennis and these Tournament Regulations.
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b In the absence of any of- his line or net umpires,,as.sume
himself all their except those which he may delegate to
the players.

e. When the Referee or Chief' Umpire has not given specific
assignments to the various line umpires assigned to his match,-
make these assignments himself in the way best to utilize their
services. (If he deems it advisable he may rearrange these
assignments after the match has begun.)

d..,pnly if he deems it advisable, in response to a request froth a
player or for other reasons, requelt the Referee to replace one
or more of his unipires. If a layer requests that the Chair
Umpire himself be removed the Chpir will reldy the request to
the Referee. In any of these cases play should continue
pending the. Referee s decisiOn.

e. Call the points, games and sets at the end of each respectively,
and wheri_he_is_asked to call_them,andtecord_them
scorecard;

f. See that the players change ends in accordance with the rules
(allowing them no delay or rest during a tiebreak changeover),
see that they resume play promptly at the end of an
authorized rest period, and see that play is continuous

g. Sign the scoreboard at the end of the .match and deliver it
without delay to the Chief Umpire or the Referee. (Should the
Chair Umpire fail to do so, such an omission will not invalidate
the _Match.)

h. When Ime of his umpires is unable to make a call, make the
call himself if he can, availing himself of his own opinion., of
the opine of another official (including the Referee's) in a.
position t see the shot, o of an agreement between the
player While a replay is to be avoided if at all possible,he will
order a point replayed if a. valid call cannot be made.

i. When in his opinion playing conditions justify suspension of
the match, advise the Referee.rand, when practicable, obtain
his approval before suspending play. (See 3g.)

. Make the final decision on every question of fact in the match
other than those within the authority Of the_Net Umpire or
the Line Umpires. -

k. Decide all points of law, subject to an appeal by a player, on
such a point,- to the Referee. (See 3j.)

I. Permit no coaching in junior matches except as provided in
Article 9. 4

m.Default a Plaier for cause, which includes, but is not limited
to tardinesS, misconduct, or failure liy the player to comply
with instrUclicns,

5. Net Umpire. The Net Umpire, in the absence of other arrange-
ments with the Chair'Umpire, will

.
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a. By signal or by a call 'of "net," make sure the Chair Umpire
knows any time a served ball touches the net in passing.,

.b. Call all violations during .play in which: (I) a ball in play
touches a player; (2) a player touches the -net; (3) a _player
invades his opponent's court; (4) a player strikes hit oppo-
nent's -return before it has passed the net (5) a not-up
(dOuble-bounce).occurs; (6) a carry, double-hit or other illegal
stroke is mad- The. Net Umpire's decision on any of these
violations is fin 1. He may be overruled only in the same
circumstances u der which a line umpire may be overruled.
(See 6-al ...

c See, that balls are changed at the proper times, and check each

new ball for suitability.
d. Adjust the net to the proper height before play begins, on

changeover games at the start of each succeeding set, and at

suetrothertimes-as-the-Chair-Umpire-Ma,y_desire_.
e. Keep an alternate scorecard as a check for the Chair Umpire.

6. Line Umpire. A Line Umpire will:.
.

a. Call all shots relating to the lines to which he is assigned: Otis
decisions shall be final:, (A line umpire may not be overruled

on a question of fact except in Davis Cup, Wightman Cup and

Bonne Bell Cup competition see Rule 29; he may be

overruled when a decision is based on an incorrect interpreta-
tion of a rule.)

b. Promptly indicate to the Chair empire by an unsighted signal
when he is .,- unable to make a call within his area of
responsibility.

c. On the Chair Umpire's request, provide an opinion, when he

has a firth one on a shot that is outside his area of

responsibility.
,

d. When assigned' to a baseline, a sideline or a center line, call

foot fanIts that, pertain to his line.
7. Player. A player may:

a. If otherwise eligible, enter a regular men's or women's
tournament without restriction as to age.

b. If otherwise eligible, enter a tournament in any of the
minimum-age categories (Men's 35, Seniors 50, 55, etc.) if the
player will have reached such minimum age by October 31 of q
the twelve =months period ending October 31 during which the

tournament starts. ..,

c. If otherwise eligible, enter a tournament, in any of the
maximum-age categories (112-, 14-, 16, 18- and 21-and-under)
if the player is an amateur whb has not reached such
maximum age prior to October 1 of the twelve-month period

beginning October 1 during which 'the tournament starts..
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d..lf otherwise: eligible,- enter a parentrchild too namen .without
restriction as to age;rovided that the Pare t and child are
blood relatives or that the child, has been le ally adopted by
the parent.
N.B. The ranking car for till divisions ex ept senior* and
women is October 1 through September 30 for Senior men,
senior women and women the ranking year is November 1
through October. 31. The eligibility year for any division
coincides with the ranking year for that division.

e Not enter aqournament he knows he Will be unable to finish;
nor kransfer his entry in a tournament to another player.

f. Not enter more than one tOuynarnent-'scheduled for any part
of the .same period unlet1 ;eat* tournament committee
involved understands the situ4tidW and concurs with such
arrangemeritg'as are made.

g After the draw has been Ade, not withdraw from the
totirna me rt f:e-xveptfor---illness--Apersona eme rgencyor- otherLbona fide reason.

h Not wear other than flat-soled shoes without heels at any
except when playing on grass and the Referee has authorized
the use of spikes (ma'ximum length: three, ights of an inch).

i. Not depart from the grounds until he has obtained from the
Referee either the time of his next mate or a clearance to
depart. Unless specifically- authorized Ry the Referee,
schedules of play carried in newspapers or other media are not
official and a player utilizes themeat his own Tisk.

j. Be defaulted for cause, which includes, but is not limited to
tardiness, misconduct, eq- failure to comply.with the Referee's
or the Chair Umpire's instructions.

8. Betting: Neither the Referee, nor the Chief Umpire, nor any
Umpire, nor any member of the Tournament Committee shall bet

on any match in the tournament, It an infraction of this rule occurs,
the Tournament Committee shall immediately remove the offender
from any further connection with the tournament.
9. Coaching During adult matches coaching is permissible provided

it does not bring about a violation of Rule 30 or of.the canons of
sportsmanship. During individual competition in juilior matches no
coaching of any kind is permitted except during an authorized
intermission (the one-minute odd-garlic chang,eoyer is not an
authorized intermission): The same rules apply, by junior team
competitions unless they haVe been modified in advance by an
agreement between the teamsi., Violation of this regUlation renders
the player and his adviser liable to disLi.plinary action, which may
include disqualification of the player.
10. Seeding. While there is no requirement that every tournament

have seedings, most tournaments of the elimination-type as
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distinguished from round-robin ebmpetitions do use seedingi, as a

means cif insuring that players of recognize' utstandintability are

kept from having to confront etc other in tke early rounds.

a. The-Tournament Committ= is emp"Pviqtred to seed players at a

Maximum ratio of one s d for every" four players or major

fraction 'thereof (i.e., tw or,, three players more than an even

multiple of four does lyr do additional seed, one player

more does not). The preferied pattern is to seed one for

each eight Competit he draw sheet sholigid list the seeded,

players, preferably irx bered order:::
b In determining seed

Corrimiliee should bear in mind

that seedings merely represent its §ibjective of the
various 'players' than es of Grinning, the tournam,These ,

ratings cannot be bas d on caprice, or `huh es ", but

instead must be justified by a reasonable amount of factual-

evidence, The Committee should considers all aVailable evi-

dence, including; butnorlimited-toTrankkigs, current_recorda._
type of surface, and particularly head -to -head encounters.
Illustrative of some common errors in seeding are "He's

ranked #1, so he must the 'seeded #1 ;" won the
tournament last year so he must be 'seeded #1 this year;"
'Since this is his first year as a senior and he has no record in

senior play, he can't be seeded or he can be seeded no higher

than I, . Consideration of the factual data mentioned in the

preceding paragraph will obviously eliminate these errors.

Also two outstanding doubles players playing together for the

first time shoyjd detinitaily be considered for a place on the

seeded list.
d. An even more common error, for example, is where- the

Cornmittee in a I6-draw event see& four and "places-- four.

Legally, there is no such thing as "placing." In the example

cited%se of the term is an attempt to hide the fact that in

reality eight players have been seeded instead of the permissi-

ble: maximum of four. The - rule of one in four" was
established to provide some matches between strong players in

the first round, to increase the variety of a player's opponents,

and to get away from the ''strong-weak-strong-weak" pattern'
in the draw, thereby giving players who are, usually'first-round
losers an, occasional opportunity to meet each other and
advance to the second or third'round. No matter how sure the

Committee is of its own omniscience, this is a role that should

nia,(Fe violated.
I I . Where Thg Seeds GO-

a. Every seeded position is determined by lot, When there are

Just two seeds, they,are drawn for the top line and botjom

line. The same principle is followed for the remainder of
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the seeds, with each seeded player in t e top: half of the
draw being placed on the top line of hiSsegment, and each-
seeded player. in the lower half being placed on the bot,t9m
line of his segment. See sfrOpie drawsheet that follows.
The principle of driveliv-id place the seed's will be followed
eiien.tho hit may' result in one half of the draw having
rri ore see s than the other half. For example' a 32 -draw
with six's ds the luck of the draw might properly reSult in
one half having four seeds and the other having two
Specifically: . ....,.

1. For a T6-draw With two seeds Seeds I and 2 are
draWn for Lines I and 16. If theie are to be Seeds 3 and 4,
they are drawn for Lihes 5 and" 12.

I_ For a 32-draw, with four seeds: Seeds 1 and 2 are
drawn- for Lines 1 and 32; Seeds 3 and 4 are drawn for
Lines 9-an11-24,1-f-eight-are-to-be-seeded, Seeds 5 ( ,-1-,-arrd----
8 are drawn for Lines 5, 13, 20 and 28.

3. For a 64-draw, with eight seeds: Seeds I and 2 are
-drawn for "Lines 1 and 64; Seeds 3 and 4 are drawn for
Lines 17 and 48; S ds 5, 6, 7, and 8 are drawn for Lines 9,-
25,`40 and 56. If

E

are 10 be seeded.? Seeds 9 through 16
t) are drawn for Line 5, 13, 21, 29, 36, 44, 52, and 60.

4. For a 12 raw, with 1 fi seeds: Seeds 1 4rid.2n arerawn for lines and 128; Seeds 3 and 4 are draWri for
ines 33 and 96 Seeds 5, 6, 7, and S are drawn for-Lines

17, 49, 80 and I 1 2; Seeds 9 through 16 are drawn for Lines
9 2-'5 41,f 57, 72, 88; 104 and 12C). (It is ,,virtually
unheard-010r tournaments of this size to be seeded- more
liberally than the one-in-eight pattern)

12. How To-Make The Draw ,
. d

a. When the mjmber of,p1Sfers is 4, 8,, 16, 32, 64,128 or any
higher poWer of 2 they shall Meet in even pairs ii
progressive 'elimination in accordance with -The. following
pattern:

A
1

2

'Winner



When the number bf players if not a power of 2 the first
round will have byes for the purpose of _bringing to the

second round a full bracket of players' - i.e., a pbwer of 2

- so. that there can bean orderly progression down to two
finalists. For eicample, with 27 players five of the Ifnes on a .

32 -draw sheet- would be marked -hye" aid the five players

drawn opposifethose lines would .move right into 'Hie

second round Wifhoutplaying a match, to 'be, jailed theresecond _ . . _

bythe'eleven winnera of first round thatches to make up an
.even sixteen. see sample draw sheet that follows,- :

es in:the draw..s.tart at the extremes and
war r_ towar l the. m_ e, irs rr-the-Frne-next-

ehbve the bottom line,:the second on the line nekt below
the kip fine, and the third on the second line above' -the fWit,
bye, the fourth on the second line below g the vcond'bye.
and so on in alternation. Obviously, if there is an odd
number -of byes the lower half will have one more bye than
the upper half. This pattern` of distribution,, of byes is
mandatory for all sanctioned tournaments ate the level of
district, section or higher championship's, except t

. Woman's Collegiate Championship and ,other collegia e
tournaments. -

d Onct the seeded players and the byes have been written in,
fill. m the rest of the draw by drawing the names of he
remaining players and putting fhem on the unoccupied lines
in the order in which they are drawn, starting at the top
and moving downward in sequence.

e. When the number of players is only a few over an .even
bricket example, 37 - it may be simpler, as an
alternate to the method described in the preceding pars-
graph, to -"build Up" from a 32-draw sheet than to "gild
down" from a 64-dr.aw,sheet. To do this create as many
two-line pairings as there are excess players, starting with

thiLliallorn line in the upper half, then the top line in the

rower half, then the next to the bottom Vie in the upper
half, then the next to the top line in the lower half; and lo

forth, in alternation. Obviously, if the number of excess.
players is odd there will be one more first-round match in

the upper half than ip the lower. A. seeded player is not
exempt from playing a first round match if his line in the
draw is one of those to carry a double pairing.
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hen the drawing 'prOceatire operates to bring together for
ek first_ match members of the.same family, same school,

_same (coign -country, s'ame club, or sane $,ection, the
!Refereekmay, at his diScretibri, place the second name
drawn oil` the corresponding line of °the next quarter of the
draw. If this happens ih the fourth quarter of the draw, the
second name may be exchanged with the name on the

,corresponding line in bne of the three ,preceding quarters,
the specific one of ;these -qt.farters king determined by
drawing: -,

.Substitutions in The Draw.
a When the number of entrant~ exceeds the number to which

the draw is ,limited the'Committee will prepare a list of
alternates in priority for use. the .Referee in replacing

layers- who become _unavailable for the competition,-L
Priority on this Hit will normally be cletelmined by abilitV. '
hoWevef, if priority cannot he determined using ability as a
criterion then the deteiminatiOn will be made by lot. Dates
of receipt of entries should never be used a4 a criterion
provided the entries of all those considered were received
before the deadline.
In a draw-which contains some byes the Referee, preferably
assisted by a Corrimittee member, may accept a late entry
(pr entries) and place the name in nip last slot covered by a
bye. While the taking or not taking f this action is strictly --

a prerogative of the Referee based on his estimate of the
-Situation, in general it is desirable to encourage play rather
than to discourage it. .

c, It-might be logical to reject the late entry of a player whose
ability would justify his being seeded, in that inserting his
name in ''a bye slot might upset the balanced arrangement of
the draw. On the other _hand, it would not be illogical to
insert the name of a player .of much lesser ability in a bye
slot.

d. UnleA the Referee determines that play has proceeded too
far to make changes in the draw practicable-, any player

hese entry is received on time and is otherwise acceptable'
will not he denied a -place in

rror or oversigh on the. part A
the draw because of

administrative error the
tournament officials even if it me ns remaking the draw or
having a preliminaw match.

14. Violations. Any player or official who observes a flagrant
violation of these regulations may file a written complaint with

the chairman of the grievance (or comparable) committee of the
Section where the tournament was held, or with the Chairman,
USIA Grievance Committee. In general, if the tournament included
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7.

ie.

24,'Sose 4 er '3 I

25

26.

27. By

1

29. eye
I

31. Bye

1 '

c,

N.B. The references hereon to Seeds 3,

6, 7, 8 do NOT mean that eight players
could be seeded regardless of number
of entries (i.e !els than 32). See Pre-
ceding text..
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ny niitionally ranked players it woul eferable to file such a
omplaint. with the ChairrilanV UST Grievance ,Committee. (See'
Sec. 41i USTA 'By Laws.)

I

NOTE to ToUrnament Chairmen and Referees:.

-- You may be ad ring tournaments ' tat are,_ under the
Spices of Grand PriX, wTIS, IPA `or other major Organize-
n_ se regulations' may be at variance with the foregoing in

some r cts`. In subh situations yob should reach .a firm under .
standin ith the officials of the other 'organization before the
everitstart on all points of'variation.

TIE- BREAK PROCEDURES

l'purnamenti at .6 Ganid All .

The USTA has approved the same options .aS to tie-break
methods:fdt197:5 sarictioned.tournathents as were available in:1974._.
'These include - the 9 point, ..12- point,: and 13-point.' methods far
terminating,a set After 6 pines all. Also the option' o use No-Ad.
(niakirnurri of seven points) scoring for individual games.is
ued. The,tie4areak:proceduremay be; used, at the discretion of the

, .

tournament committee either throughout a tournament event or
events, or in a 'designated round or rounds, with such matches to be
considered for ranking purpoSes as having equal merit with matches
not utilizing a tielpoak or i.No,Adi'f procedure,. k basic- reniiirement is
that reascinable'nbtice shall be afforded prior to the commencement,
f competition

This ;departure ;from conventional scoring is permissive,: not
mandatory, ,and v.,toirrnament. committee optionhas the opton of
prescribing that,:eVen in, an event -Where a tie-breaker is in use th-e.

identifiable final ..set of the thatch or matches in any ;d4sigriated
round or rounds shall be decidedby conventional scoring.

Tournaments requiring saPe4on from the Internationa Lawn
Tennis Federation (1LTF),. GtabdTrix -events, and tourname, s with
,prize money of 5I7 ,5Q0 or more may oeknly ledon":
style 7-of7i2-Poitit Method for,tiebreaks;-iiir may not U: ,NreAd.'
The, 1974 annual meeting of `that organization .$9 determined,
making an exception to allOwthe 1'3,-point- =tie break method for
tournaments being- conducted by World Cbampibnship Tennis t.
(WCT). for Sectional 'ranking purposes any scoring, method may be
utilized withthe consent of a Sectional -Associttion, and "matches-
held under such method may be..eipaidired on equal merit with
other matcheS.
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ut of 9 Pdbita (ROddei'lpegth). ..

glee irlfis .1ayeffWs-tfirn:to Serve. the =13 _ gd ...6,a

!IV serve Point .I.)nd ; right court aqd:left. court Player B t

vitip-;Points: 3 ' 4 ,(11,inc1,.L). Players then changesides4/and A

ves'fpints,..5. a :4;: B serves Point$:_7,and:8: if the score reaches 4 .'

ints,n1r:Pliye serves. Point '9 from the right 01 left court at the

ctiort'oT the:teci, r.... .,,, . ,- '' ...`.. ',

,-,
. . . . . , .

The set shalt -eeprded as 74amest6 eak Counts
..

cline-game g ball-changes w -, -:

Player Shall se' in the set aying of ;the.

43teak':(thtis,,assuring
et also goes

=

ill be
0(1,,

shall "stay
should note that, if a ball, d onthe'

a tie-break. ',

me'0,Uthe'10 oaring s , o

the second '.
rightla-4--

1" gt

hubails

.)

lijitt-iOnt14:the:s w ar as to.;t
,each- I.hler'S ii ._ err me

-break -gamejbar he has .,

!,

fote: gat thitv'di)erates 0/alter, the s-equen
tit-nets on',thesecond-servirtg team.)

I :(427P0intieVVitinbledoe,Methad -aslAp tetter b ILTF
, ; A serves first point (from, Right Court); B points Van

t. and Right-), A serves points 4 and 4.5:( d Right); It
s.poikt:: 6-:'(i..ef t) And: afteethey,change-#pdS ''s7 (Rculignh(Right_);

i.obincs:-,-8 4hd 9, (Leff Ind' Right)148-'serx
eft. -and Right) ,',and- A Serves 12, ,(Ltft),t1 resell 6-all, ,-

hiyers change ends` -and. continue, as before es point 13,-

tight), 'B sery4s points 44 a 5.- (Left and tht etc,, etc., etc.,

4tit TOL* lakifer establis a margin of two points,-Flayees change
nd (for one game to star( the next set with Player- B to serve first.

Roubles follows' the same pattern, with pill-tilers Areselving the. .

equenee o Ahem serving turns,. / ..,

C_i, D) Fla3(er'irserves first point (Righ
series 2 and .3 (Left anARight); 13, ser 4'sand`5 (Left arid/Right);

) serves ,Foint 6 (LeftNand, after-tea s change' ends, point, '7.

Right) ..`. A serves-8 and 9 (Left'_and iglu); C serves it) agd 11

Left and Right), and B serves point 12 :{Left) .. , if-points reach
i-alli,tearns change ends and- corWnue as before B serve's point 13'

Right); ;I7 serves points 14 and 15 (Leftait Right) etc.,. etc: until
)ne team. establishestit niargin,-of 0.va tiOints. Teams change ends for

me, to start the, next'Set with-team C & b to -serve first. li
,

. ,
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In Hilt), ;#,/
az ..it1th90

+In 1'97.5
exactli the the pa 1

the :13th' int de
,Whb had, v d the
left or
tiebreaker.

eael
itrd

tldrt hreakeri;serve rotatio
fOu p_ayeri may find t

f/ OPPOSIto" to /that'fr

nuiriteuse or.'. a "7-o Y nation
Wimbledon's 7 out of,12/p but with/

he Aek.,.Thet/point is.ierved, the. prayer/
and the Receiver has I optiOn'as to`

lay "stevt for one" at- the 'end of this

"No4d" Seciring

ply

A player need wirrlonlY,four points to win a game. That is, it he
goes to three7pointsfl for cieuee),,thg:neja point decides the

e -it's game point for bOthiolayers. The Receiver his' the right to
oose to which court- the service is tb beAelivered on the seventh

point. . '

If a No-Ad set reaches 6 games all; a tiebreaker shall be -used'
wfuch normally would he. the "5 out of 9 pbints"Sudden Death

Note: The store-calling terminology for a mate
M

,

.

imay be either in the conventional. terms or in si
2ero, one; two, three (game point) game."

Tote:NCautionary /.

Any [LIE tournament should get special_ authorization
ILTF before using No-Ad:

yi in No-Ad
numbers,

a

USTA JUNIOR DAVIS CUP SECTIONAL TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP

I. The event shall be known as the USTA Junior _Davis Cup
Sectional Team Championships.

2. This event be held annually."
3. The competition is open to teams representing each of the

"Sections comprising the United States Tennis Association. Each of
said sections shall be represented by one team which shall eonsist of
male players Only.

4. Membership on each Section Team shall be Eby arbitrary
selection of the section and the Junior Davis Cup Chairman in each
section shall select the sectional team- for his own section; the
president of each section shall act in case his section does not have a
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anal Chairinen. The method o electibn f ri mer b p,on'th?
ionalleenti May kie_as.each sec- n elects, either on e basis of

nking lists, Center tournaments, Tonal center play-ac , inter-city -,

:fun 104 -bnVis Cup matctiesp , tournaments, . eliminati _n try -outs,:' ;1
round-robins, character, sportsAlanshiP and availabiljty; or any

:.-combinotioriof these factors,
Players selected for memberaftif0 each Seictidnik tearn must

pertrianeril resiOent of their respective Septions: Ea. team
member shall not have reached his 21at birthclayipriot to the t day

of-Cleft:41er cif, the :y4gi.sitnmediately preceding- the year. the
tourninient aa$ each -.pla er- is required to possess current STA

membership c
: 6./ The nUmber of ' layers on a Sectional eam4slaalf be a

Ad. ... . : '

maximum .four. (Maximum two singles..players and one doubles
'_' _

7. ,The'referte of .tournament shall he the tional Cliiirrnan Mr

of the innior Davis . upiTIC:Immittee (Of the USTA or the person
=

the

designated osreferie b
.8. Alt matches sha I be laYed under th law and rules of lawn

tennis -_ sanctioned and interpreted by the STThe to _ament

in and doubt, s follbws- Wi ner5 points;

n

shall consist of both sin and doubles play. Points shall
rll

4ganed

n both
,Ants;-SemijinaliStal:- 0 . Quay - inalists 2 points ,A con-

solation4citiffilitterit fo inglei7only sh ll be conducted at the same
time and plaoo as the t urnawnt he _iirprovided an0..first-round
losers shall autornatibally be_ entered in the consolation round and
shall play in it, Points, in the nsolation round shall be at one-half .

the value of She mairtliournf- ent. The Sectional Team scoring the
:most p nts. in thin main tou- rnent plus the points earne,d, by its
players the consolVon ev t, shalrbe declarpl the winner of the

,evenL , case of list tbe two Section- Teams earniy the same

number of ;points shall be :decived co4io ders of the pla e earned by
their poipt scores.

i ° .

USTA GIRLS' NATIONA TERSECTICINAL
TEAM CHA NSHIPS

.
4

1 . The bowl hallatemajn in perpetual co)np tition.
2. Compete on shall be .limited to .p era ualified to participate

in Girls' rnamentsas set for n the Relations of I TA

for RIM Qualifying and Championship Tournaments.
3E1=41e cc r petition shall "be called the "USTA Girls National

I Intersectional Team Championships" and shall be held annually

-near the locality 'where the USIA Girls' 18 National Champion-
, ship is pl ed. A
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The compptition shan be open to one team representing each of '

the'Sectional,Atsociation of USTA, ''''.
5: -The litertel-Will" be' aWarded afiritiallOtPthe Sectional Association

repreSented by the winning team, which SectionilsASsocia. tion-s
.

shall retajfi etistody thereof until the next annual competition,
Such Association shall have its name and year of competition
eoglived therepn.

6. There shalrbe a "Natiobil Committee for `USTA "Girls'
Intersectional Team Cha 4 Rionshipa'' appointed by the Presi-
dent of USTA. Miami Committee shall make all

farrangernents , for nd shall conduct the matches. If lie
chairmen. is unable- to be present on any day orthe comp
bon; she shall appoint a member of the Comrnittee+,to serve as
acting Chairman of the Committee.' .&alai least ore- week

ore the USIA Girls' 18 National Cha pionships or following
e 18 National Championships as scheduled by the National
omrnitteei

8 The Chairman of the National Committee, for Girls' Intersec
tionak Team Championships shall be, ate Rkferee of the
Competition. If she is unable to serve, the Referee' shall be

, appointed by the corn Itee. 4.-

9. The matches shall be p yed on th same type of court sigface'
F . as teat on ,which t Girls, National .chakpionsfilps- is

played excerpt when in the judgment of the Referee conditions
Of Weather or of ts on the days of play make this
inadvisable. ,

.10. No /team will be allowed to co pete without a' chaperone in
restnce in the dormitory.-.

11. Eae Team Matchashall consist of five Singles Matches and two
Doubles Matches, The same or diffefent players maybe used in

Singles and in Doubles, Eight players may' he included on each
team but all must he included, in the line.* either in Singles or
'n bles. , .. ,e draw shall. be rpadappursuant 12 the Tournament Regula.,

ris_of USTA and teams shall be see d under the Rules for
Seeding the Draw. Notiv4: of the, time nd place for making this
draw-Shall he given hey the Committee tto the captain of each of
the competing teilins vho shall be pri leged tOattend on behalf
of her team. the norm of each team ,aptain Thal! he sent to the

, Chairman of; ilt/Natio I Committee for USIA Girls' National
Intersectional *m pionship 'Matches at least one week
before the date of [lie eve t. ,. Z,

I At tpe beginning of the aptains meeting each calpFain shall
furnish the Referee with th nu mes "of her singles players in the
order in which the)), will pla with One substitution ,if desired.
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The two doubles teams shall be sbrititted in their correct ordec r.
The order for both the singles kodAloubles.thou continue. for the
dtiratiOtt of the MatChes..lt-Oall be-considered a poillt of Itonor
tollist the players ir1 the order of their respettivgabilities at4he
tiniC In the .etent of (he disability f any pi- er previo(sly
named the aptain of, the team rriayrwitrth6 consent of the
Referee, play ,the-sabstitute,. In the event of .0 substitution the
players shall. move ,Up in order, and. the substitute shall Play in
-the l'41).: 5 plaCe. ."

4 The Referee Shall have ehagge of arrNing the time at
vihiett matches shall start and the courts upbn which they shall

d. Umpires "and Linesman should be piovided by the
where t Cgampionship hew:

-rauftshalk. n-
inning theln Alt a -c points

point 'shall be counted for each singles match and one point
try]

the qppesing team. The
shall be the winner of the

167 Acll 'matches shall be play ursuant to the Rules of Lawn
Tennis of the'Unitect,State .awn Tennis Association.

17: Thete ulations may .be nded from time to lime..,' as
'' experience dictates, by the tional mrnittee for Girls'

,'S'
National Intasectional T91m champio les. with thiaapproval

, Of the President of USTA..1..
USTA OLNT PENALTIES S STEM

..

The UST Annual Meeting' at Saraso , Fla. hear s ofi
successful r ults in tournaments where the Point Penal Syatern is

announced as being, in effect il being emphasiled that often the
announce ent itself is all that's needed to improve cond t control.

;This wa o ht. out of only in the meetings of the scoring'

Playin e ation Committee 'and the Umpires Commit-

tee, on h floor at the -open meeting of the USTA
Exe u mmittee. .

sense of that meeting thafpakticu rs and guidelines of

P._ S e given a new and wilier cirieulation, and the Executive
Crotrimittee direaed that the pfocedure be in luded in the 1976
Yedrlwo as well as in A Friend- At Court. This'was the third year in

a row tha ...the Executive Committee has given-the greerilight to use
of,this d_ deterrent to unacceptable court behavior. s

Herewith, for ur convenience, is howj woiks": -

The Chair Urn ire shall be the sole judge of any such suskosion,
yt

delay .or interference, and after gikini one warning may in his
discretion, penalize an offending player: by alOarding tht opporient
one or two points per offense, or disqualify the offend' (New

. material in Rapti.) ....
V
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(2).fhis sentence would te added:
"Similarly the air Umpire is empowered to deal with instances

of unspdrtsmar I r hehavi or condiict by" the awarding of point

Penalties ge ;crony, but n necessarily, after o ti warning This
does not rule out a competitor's Tiabjlicy.-to ary disqualifiea
tion for a single flagran unsportsmanlike act."

Obviously there aril finite degrees in instanoes.of bad behavior,
and the Chair is entitled to make, penalties oampiensurate with the
.seriduiness of th'e offense. (see Guidelines)

A competitor will not have the right to appeal to the Referee
from' tiny point or game penalty until After three penalties have been

levied by the Umpire.
Note Wellell : The. use of point penalties is the option of the

d notice. isReferee i toy'
start o a. noun
Regulations

The Point Penalties Syst
game for each fiye minutes fraction thereof of lateness from
time the. Match called and both court and opponent are ready.
This dOesynot rule out a player's liability to outright default for
unexcu!ed lateness beyond the set deadlice:

Nothing in the Point Pinalties System rules out the subsequent
levying of monetary penalties, suspensions, or otheis disciplinary
actions-by, Whatever governing body has jurisdiytion...0.S._ has the
function of helping on-the-eourt officials to fulfill their proper role
pf ensuring fair conditions of play.

In tournament. play with no chair umpire. P.P.S:Nay be invoked
by the Referee an -penalties levied by him. if on the basis of his
first-hand observation. ..44

All umpires are urged to remember: THE OBJECTIVE IS TO
DETER. NOT PUNISH. 'PO

GUIDELINES While it is recognized tftat it would' be
irrfpractical to prescribe rigidly snaffled penalties fofievery conceive
able type of degree of misconduct, the L4STA Umpires Committee
has suggested.the following as appropriate:

1. Violations of present provisions of Rule 30
First offense a warning;.Second 'offense one point; Third
and subsequent offenses one game each or disqualification:
(The following constitute such violations: Taking more than-
one minute on changeo.ver; toweling off at times other than
changeover except after a fall or eta, prolonging argument 4-
over a decision after being iiirected to resume play = this latter
Would constitute a second offense.)

2. Failure to commence' play after expiration
warmup period: one point.

USTA TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS

ven before the start of the event, the
vIdual-match(-T-ournsinent

also provides for penalties of- o

I
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3. Lateness in being ready to start a match, court and oppokent
being availabli: one game, for each five minutes or fraction-L

, L

thereof. . , 1

Lateness after an intermission: one point for each inute or
fraction thereo 'f.

4. Profane or obscene language or ges s:
A. Directed athto one in particular Fftst offense a-warning;

'Second one point; Third and subsequent offenses on
1game each . .s. .. 7

B. Directed at an official, opponent or spectator: First offense
one point; second one game; Third offense

disqualification.
S. Minor unsportsmanlike acts, such as Knocking a ball out of the

iratefYn
one paint each.

Major unsportsmanlike acts, such as hitting a ball or throwing-a
-racket at or nearcan official,. ball boy or*ectator, or intentional
racket-thoppicig to disconcert opponent; First offense' two points:
Second onearne; Third disqualification.

ES OF VASSS 'SINGLE POINT' HANDICAP PLAY
(All USIA rules apply except in scoring)

is scored as at Table Tennis I 2;3,4.
he ye changes em A to B every 5 pts, (5,10,15). This 5 pt.

sequ is calred a 'Hand'. Serve changes at the end of the set.
bu de (N-S). The receiver-or team in the fifth point...in the/
hand ma choose to receive in rifer left court

3. -The first point in each 'Hand' ( I 76, II, 16, etc.) is. served into the
Right. or Forehand Coin!.

4; Sides (N-S) are changed on the odd, 'Hand', 5 pls. (5,15,25),
-5_ The official set is fixed at 31 points. But where time is a4 a

premium. 21 points may he used,
6, If there is no umpire the Server is required to call score loud aria

clear after each point.
7. The winner of the set must lead by at least 2 points (31-29).

lkilgoximum number of points 69, playing time' 25-30 minutes,
SINGLE POINT IS THE KEY TO EFFICIENT HANDICAPPING.
Sudden death decides winner gis 30 points all in single point set,

.

HANDICAP RULES

The VASSS SINGLE POINT method is used.
Play shall proceed as if the points of the handicap had actuailL

been played.
(a) .,Handicap 2 Points: Server commenccsserving Point 3 into

10$ ,r4Aow5a -repiNisiaAnmiprrowsquAsm uulue



Right or Forehlifid -0340. Service and Side both chinge
, after 3 Points (2+3=5).
(Elk Handicap 6 Points: Server'cornmences 'Serving Potnt 7 into

the Left or Backhand Cowl. Service changes.after 4 Points
4 (6+4=1 0).,Sbles (N-5) are changed afteb? points (6+9= I 5).
The giver of the handiCap shall have the choice of Service and

Side in the opening Set, chlisice of Service on,ly in subsequenilets. At
the conclusion .of the set players do not change Sides.1N-S).-

TO ESTIMATE HANDICAP POINTS TO BE RECEIVED
41, 30-30 IN 9-POINIT-TIEBREAK

I -3 Points -NWPOINTS Handicap, 4-7 Pmts-1 Point Handicap,
4 Points -2 Point- handicap, 1501' Pokrits-3 Point Hpridicap
311 Points-4 Voint. trandicap. 3

In the 9-Point Tiebreak handieap, points shall be considered,as if
already played. Examples; I point' handicap:A shall ser0e_point 2
into Left of Backliand court. 2 point. handicap, B shall serve` point 3
into Rightor Forehand court. (See Tielaceali Diagram).

a VASSS. RULES FOR CORING_
ROUND ROBINMEDAL PLAY (RRMP)

A ROUND may be any multipleof, 20 (40 - 60 80) total points or
one '31 Point set is used the winner shall receive a 5-Point bonus for
the win, plus the unplayed Points in the set (e.g.: A wins 31 - 10, his
score will be, 31+5+20=56 Points). _

RVICE AND SIDES are changed as in 3i Point. See Rules 2, 3, 4,

I DIVHWAL HADIdAPS are stimated against-scratch for the
number of points in a round, as decided by the tournament
committee.
TOURNAMENT TEAM HANDICAP is the sum of the individual
players' handicaps.

_IN CASE_OF A TIE, follow Tiebreak Rules and Diagiam.
IN FIRST-CLASS COMPETITION, ON FAST SURFACES such

as grass, Where the 'power serve' and net rushing' tactics virtually
eliminate ground stroke 'play, IF DESIRED- the- balance- MAY be
maintained by the server serving from a line 3 feet back of the

iseline, or by allowing only p single serve.

USTA TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS 0 2
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1111todu art:
(OneVanders Why)

Badminton is a tremendously popular sport in school with all
young people. it offers a contagious challenge to all who participate
in it yet it receives little recognition and still less prothotion. It
seems our challerlige, as badminton enthusiasts, is to generate greater
interest in our sport. We nee to rind and /or deVelop more accessi-

ble areas for all interested,plaY,erS', including the handicapped, to ob-
tain Olympic stature for ,those' now competing on the international
level, and to foster outlets to!'professionals as other sports do. Per-
haps the growing trend itoward coeducational classes lend

impetus to these efforts:' Each -of us can work individually toward
these goals and maybe together we can achieve the stature badmin-
ton deseryes.

112

Sybil P. Hilton, Chairperson
-NAGWS'Badminton Guide Committee
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Badminton: on Wheels?
PAULETTE SCHUSTER

DIEDRA STARK'

Paulette Schuster received her B.S. and M.A. degrees from
California State University at N6rthridge. She is a Valley Field
Representative for the City of Los' Angeles, Department of
Recreation and Parks, with a special concern for the mentally
retarded. Since 1974 she has done the recreational program-
ming for all the handicapped through the city parks in the San
Fernando Valley.

Diedra Stark received her B.A. and M.A. degree.s from Cali-
fornia State University at Long Beach. She is an assistant pro-
fessor of physical education at Los Angeles Valley College. In
1973 she coached badminton; in 1975 she coached basketba11,4
volleyball, and since 1976 she has been the women's athletic
director at Los Angeles Vey College.

Wheelchair sports existed as early as the 1800s. However, within
the last 20 years, the handicapped players entligsiasm and courage
have made wheelchair sports highly competitive/ The adapted rules
of badminton for the physically handicapped will encourage more
disabled individuals to participate and will help maintain a high stan-
dard of competition and quality of play for the participant and the
spectator. Any individuals haying a permanent disability of the lower
extremit' will benefit throdgli participation in wheelchair badmin-
ton.

- Rules and Definitions
Player

The word player applies to all those who, because of permanent
severe leg disabilities or paralysis of the lower portion of the body,
would be denied the opportunity of playing badminton were it not
for rule modifications regarding the wheelchair and the playing
area.

Wheelchair

a. TheWheelchair shall be the standard Everest & Jennings Uni-
versal model or its equivalent.

b. The height of the seat must not exceed 21" from the floor.
c. Seat cushions in the chair are permitted only for special medical

and therapeutic reasons. Under these circumstances, a medium
foam rubber pad is permitted (4" maximum thickness).

11 [WINTON ON WHEELS? 1.1 115



d. A heel strafi of wide (minkurri ) mumust be ease
platform bars.

Flye Motikatioas
Wheelchair badminton is played in accordance 'with- the American

BadMinton Association rules with yen, few modifications. These
modifications arras follows:

it
The court shall be laid'out as in Figure 1 with only one addition;

the short service" line (Line A) becomes the front boundary line.
There shall be an additional line extending from sideline to sideline,
2% feet behind the front boundary line (Line A), which will become
the new short service line (Line B). All birds falling between the
front boundary line (Line A) and the neishall be considered out-of
.betands.

.11

1 f 4
Figure 1.
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Faults

The wheelchair considered g part of the plaYerAcherefore., the.general rules of1rdie 'contact shall apply_ Any bird striking the .player or player s wheelchair whether within or outside the bounda-
ries of _the court shall be considered,a!fault.

Wheelchair L'ocomotons (Actions)

Movement of 'the wheelchair may occur with either the pldyer s
hands or by using the racket handle to-push the wheels of the (.hair.-

All other ,rules regarding -posts,' net shuttles, scoring and faults
shall remain the saute as the current. American Badminton -Associa-tion's interpretations.

Summary

A program adapted spo such as badminton encourages and
promotes active participatio ra er than passive observation by the
physically handicapped in a cuipetitrve framework with the able-
bodied, thus providing a uniqu&outlet ehat not only strengthens the
bbdy and mind, but provides for ernotiohal release orale-buildingand positiiie reinforcement: ' _ ;
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Badminton Is for Little P6ople TOo

,GEOF,WANNA S. tOTTMAN.''
A

.

Georganna S. Cott/Tian was c airpAson of the 1976 -78
NAGWS Badminton Guide committee. She received-Mr B.S.,
from Morgan State University, Baltimore', Maryland and her
M.E. from Frostburg Slav Colley, Frostburg Maryland. She

has the maturity of two ecades af'teoching experience which
helped her formulate her principles into ¢ Guide to Contract
Teaching in Physical, Educatiotp. Her physical education ex-
pertiSe is ufilited by Eastoli Middle School in Easton,
Maryland. . . 0 ,

,
Badminton is a good game for a young child. If a child,can hold a'

racket, then the child is ready to be taught how t lay. the game.

Badminton is an inexpensive game. Many famili s have a badmin-

ton set in -their home.
..

Begin with these suggested approaches fn teaching a young child

badminton: . . V

I. Have hie child hold the racket up with the face of the ratket
toward you and slightly batik.

. 2. Toss several shuttli)cocks (birdies)' toward the face of the
racket and have the child try to hit it 4c

3. If the child can hit the birdie from a toss using Wverhand shots

'aid, sidc-arm shots, then try tossing the birdies slightly away so

the child will have to:movo toward'the toss.
' 4 Try tossing the birdie to the child's left or backhand.

5. Follow the' same progression, this time hitting the, birdie to
the youngster..Be sure to have the chil hit the birdie hard sod

it will come back to you.
6. When you are hitting the birdie to t e chil , use the under-

hand serve so the youngster will try to serve it back to you.
(Do Pilot try to teach the serve St this point.) ou way or may

not use a net in the beginning skills. 1

Serving
Do not rush the child into saving. If the c d observes you hit-

ting the birdie using the underhand serve, he/s _e7should sfart trying

to imitate you.'
After you have observed the chillti trying Co Serve underhand_then

teach the correct way to serve: Stress that the -birdie should 'be

struck below the waist using th underhand or side-arm stroke. Per-
haps you should use a net at thi stage of instruction,

Ito'
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. . 0
ay'be best to teach tsmall group of younger children so they

see prig` Another's progess. Space, the children so they have
pie f room fdr hitting and oving toward the birdie and the net
if a net is. used. . . -

i Always remember to teak e younger child to play the game forr
fun and enjoyment.,Dc4 nobbore..the child with,1"you are not hitting
it Correctly-D., r serving it correctly The ideals to get the child ..
to hit the -birdie over -the net so the bird can b rallied back- and
forth -with another *son. Correct:form. will come /later.
.. . . 2

0
, ' I . I

. Wlien the student is ready to la then introduce scoring.
Stress the idea that a point as wl on if the student or the
student's partner screed and the afar side oes not ,hit the birdie
back on court, For younger `children, use several players for the

e at 'yoil would in-',volleyball, jet themjotatetas in volleyball.
mit the game to 11 points. - .. %.
If you' are using the regular badminton court= with one or

players, follow the regular badmint9n rules for ervin i or
dourts). --' ,r, r

.

,

4
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13admintorias a Mc:dor-Skill:
An Adaptive Perspectiver

g14113L JAMES' HO FVAN

Shirl Hoffman is associate pr6fessor of education at the
University of Pittsburgh where he teaches graduate and under-
graduate courses in motor learning, pedagogical kinesiology

S
and badminton. His?B.S. degree was earned at The King's '

- College, Briarcliff, Manor, New York, and his M.f 1. and Ed.D.
degreeffrorn C luiribia University in New York.0 ty.

. i ..

The model of ski gequisition popular among contemporary re-
searchers,4,atiast in its geperic form, is the informatio processin
model. Broady defined, such models conceptuAlize skated pert-
mance as a j.enes of operations in winch the Warner identifies-arld
org-arlivs perceptuarkinput, uses the input to reach a deoision re-
gardibig. the appropriate ,response, and formulates and monitors a .

movement. ,

Given the heavy einphasis being placed on the perceptual and
analytical processes in skill learning, one notices an apparent gap in
traditionSI instructional design in badminton. Badminton textbooks
are largely books which describe ltaabadminton players should
move. Even a large 'onion of badminton, research has been devOted
to detailed descriptions and quantificotions of the moVeLments used
in stroke production. It is my strong suspicion that the Zompelling
mission of most badmintOrr teache is to tell their students how td.
move. The lcey to improved bad inton playing is through intensive

on stroke mechanics or SC) JOSt. (A-us have believed.
Yet there is ,sa,ctirfain danger inherent in reducing a notor skill

to a matter of technique, and teachers whose pedagogyS confined
largely' to teaching._ students ;how, to execute thse idea ized tech-
niques have obviously railed fo'llake into account what I refer to as l's

the adaptive natureof niotov skAis. .

By the adaptiie nature of skill,- I am. referrin* to thy funda-
mental requirement.Aof any skilled movement that it conform (or
adapt) to .spatiaLandior temporal features'of tlye immediate envi-
ronment. Skilled behavior, particularly in an activity such as bad-
minton where tile, environment is constantly changing, requires a
rather precise adaptation of the learner's renonsc loo key envirtm-

Jnentak eyents if the-okill objective is to be achieved The stroke,
however elegant, Must match the environmental demands. Thus,
the effective badminton stroke is not merely a technically sound
one but one thai= contacts the shuttle at the correct place and
time. . -
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) The teacher who views badminton from On adapti9 perspective
Understands the critical importance. ,Of attending to the flight-path
of the shuttle. The teacher also appreciates that the ultimate pres-
entation of the shuttle in the vicinity of the learneis merely one in
a rconstellation Of relevant environmental events ,th must be taken

1 events are not-always known or easily cognized by the'
into The instructor further li14azes the the relevant en-
vironment
be ildnner and that the speed with which they can change is. fre
quOntly faster than the 1 rner s abilifir to adapt to them, neces-
sitating-predb?tion and an cipation by the learner. .

Analyzing the gam ram an adaptive perspective, the instructor
preciates the -vital importance of developing proficiency in visual

_ Af, the shuttle. The peculiar non-parabolic flight-path of the
its tendency to markedly decelerate as it. approaches the
yerfrencters unique among projectiles that are com-
apted by sport participants Scores of studies balk dem-
at kseal tracking can be Impr-oved 2s a result of practice,
books mention the importance of tracking or offer sug-

e s onehdw4t can be improved. Ltkewiu, too few teachers de-
vote time in the tinitial,lessons to practice a visual obsts tion of
the shuttle as it moves ,,to the player from -various locatio on the
oppositPCourt. .

. The 1 arner must track the' shuttle to predict its ultimate destin-.ptilan an_ the.trecise time of its arrival. For years we have taught
students `keep your eye on the, sttuttleA. Yet, knowing what we
do about he inherent time lags in the ird'orretion-input to response-
output c tin, it might be more appropriate Ato emphasize where the
shuttle will be rather than where it is MoViligintposition for con-
tact with the shuttle requires at least one reaction 4ime plus the time
required to move the body to the new location. Moving to where
the shuttle is will always bo a move too late! .

How do students learn to position themselves in proper relatiA
to the shuttle to meet such exacting requirements? Most likely by
having the value of prediction called to their attention, and by pro-

4viding ample opportunities for practice. Like the basic strokes', it is
a skill learned only through practice.

The information represented by the opponent's poslien %nd .
move ents is also a consideration tha should be brought to the be-
ginner attention. The fundamental nature .of the game "hitting

4' the s ttle whale the opponent ain't" requires that the pitisition of
the opponent be taken into account by the player" the be-
ginni g (To fail to teach such a basic point to th
be ning is to hide the very goal of the skill.)

B dminton strategy involves deliberate attempts by players to
mask the pre minary cues whicli, will help the opponent anticipate ;
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the type of shot that will be executed. Most beginning texts stress
the importance of camouflaging and "holding the shuttle" as basic
deceptive skills to be mastered by begi ners. Yet little is writteg
about ths equally important task of pen rkting the opponent's cam-
ouflage tv detect subtle body movement_ that will provide vital pre-
liminary information. ,

The foregoing examples are only a few of the many implications
that can be drawn from current models of skill acquisition to in-

,strnctional design in badminton. Obviodsly the learner will only have
developed pr6ficiency when he/she has mastered hothothe strokes
(technique) as well as the ability to at end to and interptet relevant
environmental cues. 4otOare importan , but care should be taken to
avoid excessive emp asis the form r, particularly in beginning

,'classes. It has (4. way of denying the awesome importance of the
latter.
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Badminton Co petition-

PATRIplA McCARRICK

Patricia iticCarrick received her B.S. from Syracuse Uni-
versity, her N.A. at StOny Brook University in New York, and
her administrative certificate at Hofstra University Hemp-
stead, Wpw 'York. She has played competitively, coached
junior competitors, rein tournaments and coacheclet a badmin-
ton camp. She is now director of physical educatiom and ath-

.

letics'for'Miller PlacechoolDistrict InNewlYork.

Badminton attempts to provide competition for differences in
ability. Every badminton player who ista member a. club is classi-

fied as an "A" (most skilled), "B" or '`C." If a player improves and
defeats players of a, particular groupLng in tournament play,, that
player may be given-a higher rank-for the next season:It is possible
to be ranked differently in singles, doubles and mixed doubles.Fyr
example, a player. may be "A" in doubles; but be "B" in singles and
in mixed doubles. A player may always play up in the next rank but
may not play down,e.g., if a player is of a "13'2-rank, that.player
may not play in a "C" tourdment.

When desirinrto enter a tournament, one should be aware of the
type of tournament it is In an open tournament, i.e., one in which

anyone may enter, one frequently finds nationally ranked players.
A `8". player or strong "C' may wish to enter an open, tournament
for the experience. In ,a closed tournament there are restrictions to
the entry which could be and usually are, geographical. A tourna--
meet labeled "9" or "C" Means just that A tournament labeled
handicap means a lesser player will be given an advantage (points)
when playing an opponent of higher Tank. This type of tournament
is usually fun and good experience.

In addition to the above tournaments, badminton has three di-
visions in the junior classification, 13 & under, 15 & under, and 18
& under. Throughout the year there are several junior toanaments
culminating in the junior nationals around April. The results in
junior nationals are used as the prirne criteria for ranking-juruor
players in the USA.

rder for adult players in the USA to become ranked they
compete in at least three open or "A" tournaments and have

goodesults against other top players. Then at the end of the year,
after the Nationals, a ranking committee reviews the records of top
contenders and arrives, at a National yanking list. This list, along with
the Junior National rankings, is published each year in the Badmin-

ion USA magazine.
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mPortant for playgs to become involved in-badminton tour-
naments, for it will perk' up their interest and improve their skills.
The. excuse, "I'm not good enough," does not hold. true in bad-

. minton.
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tit Badmiinton
and Tension Control

MARIGOLD A. EDWARDS

Marigold Edwards did her undergraduate work in New
Zealand at the University of Otago and The University of
Canterbury.; Slit earned her eh.b. at the University of Pitts-
bOtgh., She her competed in badminton, tennis and squash,
and served as. ,a clinician for lifetime sports. At present she is

.tension control University of burgh.

Badminton perfOrtnarice is -determined largely by three compo-
nents: conditioning, practice, and desire or motivation. Fitness re-
Search and sport psychology provide guidelines for improvement; of
the three, practice is probably the most acceptable traditionally and
usually mimics what champions "do" and/or the practice regimens
of other .sports. Practice,, from a neuromuscular view, is refining
(tiblrshing)theldntus'Xiiitr7Ftring Sequence (MUFS). What does this
mean? Every Ad, kith, as hitting a' crosscourt drop from the deep
back arid corner, is a series of muscle contractions and relaxations

in Sequence, intensity and duration. These patterns of
us r contractions and relaxations which collectively are
adrn n; are all the specific MUFS s' for the component
he game. The better the player, the more often that person

can reproduce the proper-MUFS. Sometimes the MUFS breaks down
dn to .overeffort, fatigue, loss of confidence, lapse in concentration,
e and performance deteriorates resulting in a missed shot or a

es of errors. What to do?
MUFS control is the objective of tension control, a self-care skill

that has to do with everyone's everyday living. Tension control is
the voluntary self-regulation of neuromuscular tensions in muscles

----tcrmatch-the-effort demands of the task. Physiologically, tension is
that muscular state (one of two states) in the presence of neural
impulses and is called contraction. Tension can be present at very
high or low levels or army level in-berween. The opposite of the ten-
sion state (the second of two muscle states) is relaxation; this
"giving` up of contractionA-occurring likewise in greater or lesser
amounts, is reflected in rfttively fewer neural volleys. The basis
for tension control is veriffible by electromyography (EMG). Cen-
tral to the concept of tension control is the ability to distinguish
those muscle groups necessary for a task and to maintain their opti-
mum activation while muscle groups not participating are relaxed
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to lowest_ possible level& When effort matches task demands, the
result is efficient performance:

sIf an -athlete has laarned tension control, either rough. a sys-
tematic procedure of natural acquisition, the faltering of the. MUFS
and the resultant loss of netuomuscular,control can be avoided.

Tirre are additionaRnefita. Tension-control is a method of
anxiety manasernent. It `means' efficiency; by minimizing waste en-
emy, fatigue IS delayed: Tension,iontrol also means the ability to
snatcji brief periods of.-high-qualiti rest for muscles between points,
gaMes and matches which could make the difference -between win-
ning and losing.

. Because of mind - body unity, the visualizing (imagining) of an act

.`produees microscopic electrical representations A mini-MUFS as it
were! We know that it is not practice that makes perfect, but cor-
.rect practice., Mental practice is not a substitute for practice, bUt an
adjunct: It is not a means for deyeloping.the appropriate MUFS's,
but to imprint them. Mental rehearsal or visumotor behavior rehears-

. al (VMBR) is for the highly skilled performer and has been reported-
ly used with success by members of the U.S. Olympic Ski Team.

The 'tad- toconcentrate, . i.e., to focus attention on the here
. and -now, to have strategy' clearly in mind, and to see and act upon
tactical options are necessary ingredients of hie,h7level performance.

In summary, there are always alternate routes to Rome; some are
more direcr than others." Training in signal detection and.,control,
i.e., neuromuscular tension Control, 'appears to be the most direct.
It requires development of an internal resource which we all possess
but do not alWays know how to use There are shortcuts with the
intent of "keeping one's cool" and to counteract the destructiveRef-
fects of hyperarousal. Self-hypnosis and Autogenic Training are
currently popular with Soviet ,trainers and athletes to promote re-
laxed performance. Meiditating athletes report calmness and more
self-confidence. In an unpublished study of a perceptual-motor task,
Rimol compared the short and long-term effects of meditation

----versus-non-meditation. The- results were clear-cut in favor of the
meditators.

The theme is "hanging loose"! Not too loose, but not too tight
either! Trying too hard, the companion to overeffort, can upset,the
refined MUFS. Olympic sprint hopefuls instructed to relax the jaw

run with four-fifths effort were amazed to find their sprint times
creased. The advice for perSonal style is by all means to be 'corn-
itive, aggressive, perfactionistic, and loose!

nal testimonials and anecdotal records are legion, and there
it for any method that suggests abatement of stressorS. Con-
girdles are rare. Competitive' badminton presents a special
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arise blender the highest leVels of energy expenditure and fi-
iese while operating within minimal safety, margins of execution.
How about some research On practice and enhancing performance?
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QhampionphiciPerformorige:.
JuDiANN.E KELLY

Judianne.-Kelly is a badminton competitor of international
renown.` Her B.4 degree was received at the UniveVity of
Californiaat Long Beach. Her degree oficompetitive success
includes:. California State singles chaniPon 1974-76; mixed
doubles state champion 1973 and 1975-77; state ladies dou-
bles champion 1971-72; ladies. singles National Champion
1975, mixed doubles National Champion 1974-77; and mem-
ber: he- W 0 rnens -UE er.Cu r, team in .1977. She is currently

The manner in whits an athleteete is tramed,for competition is an
individualized. affair. The atlete should set up a conditioning pro-
gram to meet the special an individualized needs of that sport. The
problem is not conditioning the athlete to reach the highest skill
level; but preparing the athlete psychologically.

=In: the _put; many peoplo Wiped that women should not particim ,
pate actively in 'sports: -13ecause of the current women's movement,
this belief is rapidly changing, and females are learning how tb be-
come more aggressive, an important trait for success in-badminton.

Growing up in the badminton world has given me a closeness I
have never experienced with any other group-of people:. Perhaps this
is because we are such a Small, group and badminton is still a little
known sport. There are approximately 16 top men and 14 top wo-

,men, in the United. States. They are "A" flight tournament players.
One reason for this small number is the inaccessibility of facilities.
Because of the limited number of clubs, we see the same people, Pot
only at ,pradtice but also in tournaments. The top players spend at
least four days a week training and Kacticing with a coach or anoth-
er top player. This championship caliber is earned by commitment
to hard, work, motivation, perseverance and much suffering. Each
player must set up his/her own program of training and own,system
of motivation.

I admire the athlete who ps motivited by the sheer enjoyment of
the movement experiences which occur while playing well. By push-
ing Oneself to the highest achievement level, one becomes aware of
the body in all-16 comple ities. Continued enthusiasm and a good
mental attitude are necessar to maintain top performance.

As ne gets older, it is n rycessa to work even harder physically.
If t der athlete works di keeping in shape, there should be no
reaso by the athlete cannot-continue to compete over a long pe-
riod of time with great success. The experienced player will usually
CHAMPIONSHIP PERFORMANCE 12C
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r ig
-win .Over the 'inexperienced player because the former hes learned
ielf,discipline. What one may lack in physical ability fliore than-
c6mpensated for with craftiness and years= of experience in tourna-
ment play. =

-- Winning is an:natio-4W part of the game, especially aftel having
been a chempion. Many people never make itto championship level
because they lack persistence. They give up too soon because of Con-
tinuous-frustration and defeat. No one starts at the top! Everytineft
must climb the ladder! It is difficult when athletes get to the toP'be.
cadge their title is constantly being challenged by those who have

-4-nothing-to-lose and ev . 'n to. The champion must be sure
not to fall down in _ e areas o pers veranc-e,
ance of pain and commitment tstay on top. It is very difficult -for
'a champion to 1coepall,these things together, especially during top=
level cdtripetition. How long the player maintains championship per-
forinance depends to all the above psychological and physiological
factors.

Every athlete will, at some time, have unique psychological proh
lems to overcome in reaching the desired championship level.

.....,..-_,Throughout the athlete's career, one wilLexperience success and de.
feat in mahy of the above areas. By maintaining self-confidence and
motivation, an athlete shoidd be able to gain the desired success and
continue to defend the title of champion.

r

I
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Equipment Demands
ELIZABETH GREEN

Elizabeth Green received her B.A. degree from Whittier Col-
Whittler,, California and her M.S. degree from the Uni-

ty of Southern Califarnia in Los Angeles. She is past
chairperson of the Southern California Community Colleges.
Badminton Coaches -Committee. For many years she has
coached'. the Mt San Antonio College Badminton Team, which
to the ,state_ Awn ionshi s in 1977, Fresently Elisabeth

o p a e

Badminton is y,,,,a demanding sport that requires quickness and
stamina. It requires-an indoor facility and quality equipment,

If hadminton'is to gain status and popularity, there must be irrp.
provement in the quality and availability of equipment. Presently,
there is top equipment fol chainpion playe nd the usual Sunday

,...,.sets_ far, backyard enthusiasts. I know -vf other sport where the
ociuipment dilemma is greater. For nova players,- school players
and coaches,- the following ififorrnation on equipment may be help-
ful.

Racquets
Racquets range in price prom a $2.98 all-wood racquet to a

$30 -$60 &ratite or carbonex racquet. Generally speakin , the better
racquets are imports. In popular use the top four are Car ton, Kawa-'
saki, Vicort and Yonex, Some of these manufacturers he' xtensive
lines of durable, well balanced models that are well within the reach
of most school budgets. leafy years of teaching and coaching coed
badmintbn' have revealed that it is more economical in terms of cost
and performance to purchase good equipment. Building a supply of

--good-rac4uets_ is_' strongly -recomMended_even if it means billing only _
four or -five a .yeah If players are taught to respect and take care of
good equipment these racquets should last many years. The Yonex
4500 is an example of a good, durable metal racquet appropriate for
class use For team use, this writer recommends the 8000, the 810
or the 9100, The 9100 has a wood head and is preferfed by many -
coaches because the players seem to be more aware of the location
of the racquet head in overhead stroking. The Carlton 3.7X, is also a
superior team racquet and a favorite of many players. These suggest-
ed racquets represent only a few of the available models. It is impor-
tant that players and coaches 'experiment with a variety of racquets
until just the right feel is discovered. Because racquets are available
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in varied' *eights and kilip dans according tS model and manufac'-'
rer, be specific when ordering. Gut or nylon stringing IS a personal

preference:' but -considering cost,- a top.quality nylein seems eco-
nomically advisable. Keep- wood head racquets in greases when not
rn use and:stori metal racquets carefully to prevent damage to shaft
and head.

With the increase in popularity of racquet sports, serious consid-
eration- should be given to the purchase of p stringing machine. Al-
though Will an expensive piece of equipment, it reducecoverall re-.
pair', cost And relieves the necessity of maintaining an .extensive
inientory,of-amaquets. In time, the stringing machine will pay for

For broken strings during competition, an emergency string repair
kit should be part of every coach's equipment. Prepared kits may be
purchased or the individual' awls, clippers and pliers can serve the
same purpose. String repair is not difficult and players are Usually
delighted to learn how to fix their own racquets.

Shuttlacaelis
The choice of quality shuttless limited. There are nylon shuttles,

which are expensive; ancrfeathared shuttles,' which are even more .
.eipensive. ,As of this writing, I can truly recommend no synth
shuttle. They are too .heayy too lively and too fragile. They are
also too large or too small and Certainly too costly. With the cost
offeathered shuttles, it is unthinkable to consider them for class use
The Carlton nylon is probably the only acceptable kubstitute for
traditional shuttle and it falls short of the satisfactory mark in d r-
ability, especially, if the classes are coed. If you order this shuttle,

reify blue band for medium speed. The cost is approximately
S6.5047.06 per dozen. There is a peat deal of money to be made if
a company will develop a satisfactory synthetic shuttle; one that is
of, similar size and weight, has a true flight, 'and is long-lasting.

Since the-purists do not endorse a nylon shuttle with the ABA
approval for tournament play', feathered shuttles should be used by
all- c-empetitive- teams in high school and college. Not supplying--
ABA-approved .shuttles to school teams would be a disservice to the
better players. Again, shuttles should be selected on the premise
reasonably good quality equipment will pay dividends in per or-
mance and economy. For the ,ast several years, the California
Community Colleges have selec h HL Champitin as their tourna-
inqnt shuttle and have been p eased the results. Almost without
exception, the member colleges us the HL as the official match
bird as well The October 1977 ptice list indicates the FM Cham-
pion at $11.30 per doien.

Keeping the shtittles moist is essential to maintaining optimal'
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speed, preserve lanes,- put them in shuttle tubes, then
wrap the,- tubes in amp towel covered with plastic and store in
a refrl rotor 24 hours before use Remove shuttles from the wrap-
pings an tubes 2 hours before the match begins..

Nets

Ther ,several official nets available at reasonable prices. Diet
..particular -specifications which make a net official and long- lasting.
are:

1. % inch, 100 percent nylon or cotton mesh
2 .--Net-d1msnaont.-21! x 21/2'
3. Cotton rope through top binding
4. Heavy canvas or nylon top binding
5. Taped bottom and sides
-6. Color: netting broWn, tape white'
This type of net is available in different degrees of quality and

will cost up to approximately $22. It may be purchased from Well-
known sporting goods manufacturers or front specialized netting
companies.

kijuipriont Piiikasa
School districts that do quantity purchasing have the advantage

of NI and volume prices. This is only an advantage however if the
desired quality is bid and pur'chased. Ordering low bids does not nec-
essarily insure the meeting-of bid specifications. Thoroughly famil-
iarizing yourself with specific equipment is essential to effective pur-
chasing. Use the local sporting goods stores for this purpose and use
the Wholesale or marketing firms for your quantity buying. Some-
times as much as 30 percent can be saved if you really know your
product. Useful information on purchase and care of equipment, as
well as new eqpipthent, may often be found in the various bad-
minton publications and newsletters.
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Court. See diagram on pages 140-141.

SuMillaty-
CHAR.LofTE.CKERMAN--

Talcot Junior High School
We -Hartford, connecticut

Net. 5 feet 1 inch at.poslis, and 5 feet at center.
Start of. Play. Before starting the game, the opponents toss a coin
(or spin a racket) with the winner choosing

a) to sterve t tO reeet fast, or-
b) tge side.- --

In subsequent games, the winning-side serves first.
Scoring. A player must be serving to scord points. When the server
commits a fault, his/her turn: of service is ovgr. When the receiver
commits a fault, the server is given a point.

A game consists of 11 points...Ladies Singles
15 points. . .Mens Singles & All Doubles

If' the itame is tied at a certain score, it may be extended by the
team Or player reaching 'that score first. This is called setting If 'set,
the score becomes love-ail and play continues.as before until the set
score is reached.

Score Set At
11 point game 9 all

10 all
15 point game' 13 all

Points Needed To Win
3
2

14 all 3
A match consists of 2 out of 3 games. Players change ends after

each game. In a third game; players also change at the halfway
point (after dither 6 or 8 points).
Serving. The first serve, of the gatne is always made from th
service court.

In both singles and doubles, a player continues to serve
noting service courts) as long as the e-player scores points.

In singles, the player will serve from the right service court
the player's score is 0 or even; from the left service court whe
player's score is odd.

In doubles, partners will be in the service courts wheie they began
the game when..their score is 0 or even: in the opposite service courts
when their score is odd.

In doubles, each -partner is given a turn- of service, with the player
in the right court serving first. (Exception: The team serving first in
the game has only one partner's turn of service.)

If the server completely misses the shuttle on the serve,the serv-
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may serve again.
A serve may not be delivered until the receiver is. ready. If the re-

ceiver plays the serve; the receiver is considered ready,-
Daring the serve, i ait s If
a) the shuttle is contaclodabove the server's waist or the racket

head. is above any part dr the hand
b) the shuttle does .ft.t fall into the diagonally opposite service

twin
c) some pirt of both 'feet of the server a receiver are not in

contact with the appropriitte court (insid the bound4ry lines)
until the shuttle is Contacted by the server

General Play. A shuttle falling on the line is considered good
A Idch touches add passtes over the net is in play

serverand any tea shot).
It is conside &fault if
a) the shuttle a a pass over the net or lands outside the

boundary lines
b) the shuttle contacts the ails, ceiling, player or the player's

lothes -
the shuttle passes through or under the net 3

d) the shuttle is hit more than once or is momentarily caught and
slung

e) the player touches the net
f) the player reaches across the.net to contact the shuttle (fol-

lowing through across the net is allowed)
g) the player obstructs an opponent or invades an opponent's

court.
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Mdminton Visual Aids
.

Revised by JIIDIANNE KELLY
pall Junior High School

Garden Grove, California

Prices are subject to,shnge. Numbers in 'parentheses refer to the
film dittsfeltelors Listed- at end of article. Evaluation of films: E-
Excellent, VG-Very Good. 41,

**,
Advanced BadMinton. 19 min.. sound, color, sale $225 (1). Wynn

-Rogers explains advanced techniques and strategy (e.g. 'use 'o
deception and differences and approach in playing singles, dou-
Wes and mixed doubles) as champion players perform. Bad-
minton of international caliber is played by men and women
of different generations. E.

i

All England*World ChaMpionship Singles Finals, 1967, 60 min:,.:
soUnd..b&av,-rental: $25 (4). An exciting final -match between
Judy HashInan (USA)`-and Noriko Takagi (Japan). A brief pref-
ace describing points of special interest to anticipate in the
film. E. . ._ .

Badminton Fundamentals. 12 mm.; sound', color, sale $140'(1) Ba-
sic skills for beginners, incliidirig fogpwoik, grips, service, and
Jo d and backhand strokes.. Skills are performed by young ".'

an , feMales and males, champions and beginners and in nor-
Mal speed and slow motion. VG.

-Badminton SouncrFilins. Color, sale $190/ea, or $570/set of 3 (2).
National champions Cindy Baker, Judianne Kelly, D n Paup,
Chris Kinard and Charles Coakley demonstiate badmin on fun-
dathentals, strategy elements gnd exercises.'Filmedby_t eAtli----.--
letic Institute. Consultant.t_bf. -13reen-a-ri-d Paup. Grip foot-,

.._ Jgk-And---ser-ves 15:6 nun., BA-1R; basic strokes, 17 min., BA-
2-R; basic strategy and -drills; 17.6 min. BA-3R, E. _- *

Selected Highlights op the 1969 U.S. Open Amateur Champion-
ships 40 min., silent, 12" reel, rental $10 (5). Northwesternf
State College Nachitoches, LA, Semifinals: Ladies' Singles :»

4- Denmark vs.; Sweden; Men's ,Singles Indonesia vs. Japan.
Advanced. E._ ..

Selected Highlights of the 1973 :<1.1,S:e. Open Amateur Champion-
ships. 22 min., sound color,' frei;-(6). Swedish E.va Twedberg
and Canadian Barbara O'Brien show excellelicAstrOles and game

...strategy. American Jim. Poole and Don Paup playrdaibles-against
the English team of Tredgett and Talbot in an exiting three-.,
game upset, E.
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4.95/cartridge or 'S140.70/set. of six
ed, to color be shtpp 0,

dges1istitute -thelsitter ,"ICS'* for 1 the.
it Jariit+e_ Pdisle; I om iea State

1101:VOI-.0Verhead ,f0veItind-.8tipkes,
d strokes, -1203T?9;:4nderliendnett.l.

d-rotind the head .strOkei,-: 1205T-9;
coMplete:Set1;-0:.sIp: aaftridges,

ette
420/set of three $ e above Bpdonhlon Sound Films

_yin cassettes. Sperm -care hasbeet taken iri,fihning this pro-
uction. to show both racket: and shuttle 'clearly, These Wand-

Hated films are dramatic catheta angles, ncluld.Averbead shots
vhich dissolve into Court diagrams to clearly ifiustrite game

igy._ Grip, footwork, serves BA-IC; 4ialic :strokes BA-C;
basis strategy and drills, BA-3C; E.

oird Met.ritds
tadthintutitoniti; Scoring; Btfokes.. Displays scoring le both ou-
.. tibias and sLngles, court diffei-oricet, and the need7to r-nsta variety

of strokes. Available frohi- Easy Post, -.Bop' ,425,.t.i.farnal, IL
61761. $130;

Badminton Wall.Charts..-Diagrarns of cona, rules and playing prhici-
-pp to court position. Available .frorn7Diegrain- yisnal
_on, Ltd., 41 King St.; London, WC2E81S, (:

lee,
2T-9; :overhead b
kepi.,1204T-9; dri

120 -9
T-9, VG.

Isbibutors

s Instructiong Media ServiceS,_ Inc., O. 1010, Hollywood,
I CA-90028.

yw.
2. AARPERs Ediieat onal Media Services, 1201 .16th St,

Washington, DC
-3-Champions-on-F to Circle Ann 'Arbor, MI -48164.'

d' Frank' Devlin, RFD. ,Dolfield Rd., Owings Mills., MD 211.17...
5 .David Ogata, 3919-Alla Rd., Los. Angeles, CA 90066.
6 Travelers Insurance Comp_ anies, One Tower Square, Hartford

CT 06115.
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LAWS OF 13ADMINTON*

.(As adopted by the International Badminton Federation and the
ltryted Stares Badminton Association)

Changes ules are indicated by shading, rewording by a check
(../);
L Court (a) The court shall be laid out as in Diagram A (except in
the case provided for in paragraph b of this law) and to the measure-
ments there shown, and shall be defined preferably by white or yel-
low. lines, or if this is not possible, by other easily distinguishable
lines, 11/2 inches wide.

In marking the court, the width (11/2 inches) of the center lines
shall be equally divided between the right and left service courts; the
width (11/2 inches each) of the short service line and the long service
line shall fall within the 13-foot measurement &en as the length of
the service court; and the width (11/2 inches each) of all othet bound
ary lines shall fall within theineasurements given.

(b) Where space does not permit the marking out of a court for
doubles, a court may be marked out for singles only as shown in
Diagram B. The back boundary lines become. also the lOng service
lines, and the posts, or the strips of material 'representing them as
referred to in Law 2, shall be placed on the sidelines.

(c) The height of a court for international competition play shall
be a minimum of 26 feet or 8 metres from:the floor over the full
court. This height shall be entirely free of girders and other obstruc-
tions over the area of the court.

There shall also be at least 4 feet or 1.25 metres clear space sur-
rounding all the outer lines of the court, this sp-ace, being also a
ininimurn requirement between any two courts Marked out side by
side,
2. Posts. The posts, shall' be 5 feet 1 inch in height froiii'the surfani,
of the court. They shall be sufficiently firm to keep the net strained

a as provided in Law. 3, and shall be placed on the side boundary linta
of the court. Where this 'h not practicable, some method must'be,
employfid for indicating the positiqn of the side boundary line where'.
it-pmes under the net c g by the use of a thin post or strip of ma,

less than 11/2 inches in width, fixed to the side boundary
sing verticallY, to the net cord. Where this is in use on a

con ked for' doubles, it shall be placed on the side boundary
line of the doublei court irrespectiVe of whether singles or doubles
are beLrig.played.

*Copyrighted by the United' States Badminton Association. Reprinted by
mission. See page 151 for statement from .USBA.
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3. Net. The net shall be made of fine natural cord or artificial fibre
a dark colour and an even thickness not exceeding 5/8 inch to 3/4

rich (1.5 to 2 cm.) mesh. It shall be firmly stretched from post to
post, and shall be 2 feet 6 inches in depth. The top of the net shall
be 5 feet in height from the floor at the center, and 5 feet 1 inch at
the posts, and shall be edged with a 3-inch white tape doubled and
supported by a cord or cable run through the tape and strained over
and flush with the top of the posts.
4. Shuttle. A shuttle shall weigh from 73 to 85 grains, and shall have
from 14 to 16 feathers fixed in a pork of I. inch to 11/8 inches in
diameter: The feathers shall be from 244 to 2% inches in length from
the tip to the top of the cork base4They shall have from 2-1/8 to 2V1
inches spread at the top and shall !be. firmly fastened with thread or
other suitable material.

Subject to there being no substantial variation in the general
design, pace, weight, and flight of the shuttle, modifications irr the
above specifications may be made, subject to the approval of the
national organization concerned, (a) in places where atmospheric
conditions, due either to altitude or climate, make the standard
shuttle Unsuitable; or (b) if special circumstances exist which make it
otherwise ex edlent in the interests.of the same.

spged
uthority tci-the

Carlton Nylon Shuttles Tournament and International grades
and RSL Plastic Shuttles have been approved for all tournaments
except adult "Open" tournaments for which a $5 sanction fee is
charged; Closed and Open ABA Amateur Championships; and U.S.
National Junior Championships.)

A shuttle shh11 be deemed to be of correct pace if, when a player
of average strength strikes it With a full underhand stroke from a
spot immediately above one back boundary line in a line parallel to
the sidelines, and at an upward angle, it falls not less than 1 foot and
not more than 2 feet 6 inches short of the other back boundary line.

5. Players. (a) Th word "player" applies to all those taking part in a
game.

(b) The gam hall be played, in the case of the doubles game, by
two players on a ide, and in the case of the single game,"by one
player on a side.

(c) The side for t = time being having the right to serve shall be
called the "in" side, d the opposing side shall be called the out
side

6. e Tom. Before commencing play,-the opposite sides shall toss,
and the side winning the toss shall have the option of (a) serving
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first; or (b) not serving first, or (c) choosing ends. The side losing
the toss shall then have choice of any alternative remaining.
7. Scoring. (a) The doubles and men's singles game consists of 15 or
21 points, as may be arranged. Provided that in a game of 15 points,
when the score is 13-all, the side which has first reached 13 has the
option of "setting" the game to 5, and that when the score is 14-all,
the side which first reached 14 has the option of "setting" the game
to 3. After a game has been "set," the score is called "love-all, and
the side which first scores 5 or 3 points, according as the game has
been "set" at 13-ail or 14-all, wins the game. In either case the claim
to "set" the game must be !nide before the next.service is delivered
after the score has reached 13-all or 14-all. Provided also that in a
game of 21 points the same method of scoring be adopted, substi-
tuting 19 and 20 for 13 and 14. (In all Championship play, 15 points
is the official game, rather than 21.)

(b) The women's singles game consists of 11 points, provided that
when the score is "9-all" the player who first reached 9 has the
option of "setting" the game to 3, and when the score is "10-ally the
player Who first reached 10 has the option of "setting" the game to
2.

(c) A side rejecting the option of "setting" at the -first oppor-
tunity shall not thereby be debaired from "setting". if a second
opportunity arises.

(d) Inhandicap games, "setting" is not permitted.
8. The opposing sides shall contest the best of three games, unless
otherwise agreed. The players shall change ends at the commence-
ment of the second game and also of the third game, if any In the
third game the players shall change ends when the leading score
reaches

(a) 8 in a game of 15 points.,
(b) 6 in a game of I 1 points,
(c) 11 in a game of 21 points,

or in handicap events, when one of the sidesthas score all the to
tal number of points required to win the game (the ext highest
number being taken in the case of fractions). Whe it has been
agreed to play only one game, the players shall chan a ends as pro-
vided above for the third game.

If inadvertently, the players omit to change ends as provided in
this Law at the score indicated, the ends shall be changed imme-
diately the mistake is discovered, and the existing score shall stand.

9. Doubles Play. (a) It having been decided which side is to have the
first service, the player in the right-hand service court of that side
commences the game by serving to the player in the service court
diagonally opposite. If the latter player returns the shuttle before it
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touches the ground, g is t returned byan h in side, and
then returned by one orthe 'out" side and n, until a fault is
made or the shuffle Oaies to be -"in play" aragraph b). If a
fault is made by the "in" side, its right to-continue serving is lost, as'
only one player on the tide beginning a game is entitled to do so (see
Law 11) and the opponent in the right -hand service court then
becomes the server; but if the service is not returned or the fault is
made by the Out side, the in side scores a point. The in side
players then change from one service court to the other, the service
now being from the left-hand service court to the player in the
service court diagonally opposite. So long as a side remains "in,".
service is delivered alternately from each service court into the one
diagonally opposite, the change being made by the "in" side when,
and only when a paint is added to its score.

(b) The first service of a sidi in each inning shall be made from
the right-hand service court. A "Service" is delivered as soon as the
shuttle is struck by the server's racket. The shuttle is thereafter in
play" until it touches the ground, or until a fault or "let" occurs, or
except as provided in Law 19. After the service is de,livered the
server and the player served to may take up any positions they
choose on their side of the net, irrespective of any boundary lines.

10. The player served to may alone receive the service, but should
the shuttle touch, or be struck by his partner the in side scores.a
point. No player may receive two consecutive services in the same
game, except as provided in Law 12.

11. Only one player of the side beginning a game shall be entitled to
serve in its first innings. In all subsequent innings each partner shall
have the right, and they shall serve consecutively. The side winning a
game shall always serve first in the next game, but either of the
winners may serve and either of the losers may receive the service.

12. If a player serves out of turn, or from the wrong service court
(owing to a mistake as to the service court from which service is at
the time being in order), and his side wins- the rally, it shall be a
"let," provided that such "let" be claimed and allowed, or ordered
by the umpire, before the next succeeding service is delivered.

If a player of the out side standing in the wrong service court is
prepared to ,receive the service when it is delivered, and his side wins
the rally, it shall be a "let," provided that such "let" be claimed and
Wowed, or ordered by the umpire, before the next succeeding
service is delivered.

If in either of the above cases the side fault loses the rally-, the
mistake shall stand and the players' posi shall not be corrected.
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Should a player inadvertently change sides when he should not do
so, and the mistake not be discovered until after the next succeeding
service has been delivered, the mistake shall stand, and a "let'
cannot be claimed or allowed, and the players' position shall not be
corrected.

13. Singles Play. In singles, Laws 9 to 12 hold good except that
(a) The players shall serve from and receive service in their re-

spective right-hand service courts only when the server's score is 0
or an even number of points in the game, the service being delivered
from and received in their respective left-hand service courts when
the server's score is an odd number of points. Setting does not affect
this sequence.

(b) Both players shall change service courts after each point has
been scored.

14. fatilts. A fault made by g player of the side which is "in" puts
the server out if made by a player whose side is out counts a
point to the "in" side. It is a fault

(a) If in serving, the shuttle at the instant of being struck is
higher than the server's waist, or if at the instant of the shuttle being
struck the shaft of the racket is not pointing in a downward direc-
tion to such an extent that the whole of the head of the racket is
discernibly below the whole of the server's hand holding the racket.

lb) If in serving, the shuttle does not pass over the net falls into
the wrong service court (i.e. into the one riot diagonally opposite to
the server), or falls short of hie short service' line, or beyond the long
service line, or outside the side boundary lines of the service court
into which service is in order.

(c) If the server's feet are not in the service court from which
service is at the time being in order, or if the feet of the player re-
ceiving the service are not in the service court diagonally opposite
until the service is delivered (see Law 16).

(d) If before or during the delivery of the service any player
makes preliminary feints or otherwise intentionally balks his oppo-
nent, or if any player deliberately delays serving the shuttle or in
getting ready to receive it so as to obtain an unfair advantage.

(e) If either in service or 'play, the shuttle falls outside the
boundaries of the court, or passes through or under the net or fails
to pass the net, or touches the roof or side walls or the person or
dress of a player. (A shuttle falling on a line shall be deemed to have
fallen in the court or hrvice court of which such line is a boundary.)

(f) If the shuttle in play is struck before it crosses to the
striker's side of the net (The striker may however, follow the
shuttle over the net with his racket in the course of his stroke.)
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(g) If, when the shuttle is "in play" a player touches the net or its
upports with racket, person, or dress.

(h) If the shuttle Is held on the racket (i.e., caught or slung)
during the execution of a stroke; or if the shuttle is hit twice in
succession by the same player with two strokes; or if the shuttle is
hit by a player and his partner successively.

(i) If, in play, a player strikes the shuttles (unless he thereby
makes a good return), or is struck by it whether he is standing
within or outside the boundaries of the court.

(j) If a player obstructs an opponent.
(k) If Law 16 is transgressed.

Goasral 4If

IS. The server may not serve until his opponent is ready, but the
opponent shall be deemed to be ready if a return of the service is

"s\attempted,
pla16. The server and the yer served to must stand within the

limits of their respective service courts (as bounded by the short and
long service, the center and sidelines), and some part of both feet of
these players must remain in contact with the surface of the court in
a stationary position until the service is delivered. A foot on or
touching a line in the case of either the server or the receiver shall be
held to be outside his service court '?see iLaw 14c).

The respective partners may take up any position, provided they
do not unsight or otherwise obstruct an opponent.

17. (a) If, in the course of service or rally, the shuttle touches
and passes over the net the stroke is not invalidated thereby. It is a
good return lithe shuttle having passed outside either post, drops on
or within the boundary lines of the opposite court. A "let" may be

given by the umpire for are unforeseen or accidental hindrance,
(b),11, in service, or during a rally, a shuttle, after passing over

the net,is caught in or on the net, it is a "let."
(c) the receiver is 'faulted for moving before the service is

delivered, or for not being within the correct service court, in ac-
cordance with Laws 14c or I 6, and at the same time the server is
also faulted for a service infringement, it shall be a "let."

(d) When a "let" occurs, the play since the last service shall not
count, and the player who served shall 'serve again, except whenLaw
12 is applicable.

IS If the server, in attempting to serve, misses the shuttle, it is
not a fault; but if the shuttlevi ouched by the racket, a service is
thereby delivered..
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19. If when in play the shuttle strikes the net and remains sus-
pended there, or strikes the net and falls tow rds the surface of the
court on the striker's side of the net, or hits e surface outside the
court and an opponent then touches the or shuttle with his
racket or person, there no penalty, as the a shuttle is not then in
play.

20. If a player has a chance of striking the shuttle in a downward
direction when quite near the net his opponent must not.put up his
racket near the' net on the chance of the shuttle rebounding from it
This is obstruction within the meaning of Law 14j. A player may
however, hold up his racket to protect.his face from being hit if he
does not thereby balk his opponent.

21. It shall be the duty of the umpire t6 call "fault" or "let"
should either occur, without appeal being made by the players, and
to give his decision on any appeal regarding a point in dispute, if

I made before the next service, and also to appoint linesmen and
service judges at his discretion. The umpire's decision shall be final,
but he shall uphold the decision of a linesman or serving judge. This
does not preclude the umpire also from faulting the server or re-
ceiver. Where, however, a referee is appointed, an appeal shall lie
to him from the decision of an umpire on questions of law only

22. Continuous Play Play shall be contih -ous from the first ser
vice until the match is concluded except that

(a). In the International Badminton Cha pionships and in the
Ladies' International Badminton Championships there shall be al-
lowed an interval not exceeding five minutes between the second
and thfrd games of a match.

(b) In countries where conditions render it desirable, there shall
be allowed, subject to the previously pellished approval of the
National Organization concerned, an interval not exceeding five min-
utes between the second and third games of a match, either singles
or doubles or -both; and

(c). When necessitated by circumstances not within the control of
the players, the umpire may suspend play for such a pe_.riod as he
may consider necessary. If play is suspended, the existing score shall
stand and play be resumed from that point. Under no circumstances
shall play be suspended` to enable a player to recover his strength or
wind or to ree* instruction or advice. Except in the case of an
interval provided for above, no player shall be allowed to receive
advice during a match or leave the court until.the match is con-
chided without. the umpire's consent_ The umpire shall be the sole
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judge 'of any suspension of play and he shall have the right to dis.
qualify an offender. (In the U.S., at the request of any player, a
five-minute rest period between the 2nd and the 3rd game will be
granted, in all events. Such a rest period is mandatory for all Junior
Tournaments.)

INTERPRETATIONS

I Any movement or conduct by the .server that has the effect of
breaking the continuity of service after the server and receiver
have taken their positions to serve and to receive the service is a
preliminary feint. For example, a server who after having taken
up his position to serve, delays hitting the shuttle for so long as to
be unfair to the receiver, is guilty of such conduct. (See Law
14d.) NoteU.S, interpretation is it is a fault if the serve is not
delivered in five seconds from the time that both .server and
receiver have taken the stance.

2 It is obstruction if a player invades an opponent's court with
racket or person in any degree except as permitted in Law 14f
(se2Law 14j).

3. Where necessary on account of the structure of a building, the
local Badminton Authority may subject to the right of veto by
its National Organization, make bylaws dealing with cases in
which a shuttle touches an obstruction.

IrejSr
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CLARIFICATION 0*. ROLESNAGWS BeFlminten.
Guide Cam-nit*

Law 2, Paragraph 1. Serving orut ~of turn from the wiong:.servicc
cour may mean (a) the :correct server delivers a serve from the
wrong service court, Or b) this wrong server delivers a serve from
either the corrector incorrect` service court.
Law 12, Paragraph 2. "TaRes the serve" means receives the serve.,
Law 12, Paragraph 4. The procedure given for a player inadvertently
changing sides when he should not do so, under the conditions
noted, also applies should a player 'fail to change sides when
should do so, under the same conditions.

USBA Statement.

Although the preceding are the rules ni,of this date, these rules ,
may change from year to year to korne extent Alence, anytime after
1978 and before release of the 1980 NAGiP,S 'Guide, to assure yourself that you are dealing with the up.to-date,rules, you should securethem from:

United States Badminton Association
P.O. Box 237
Swartz Creek, MI 48473
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This 12 an, exciting' time to be involved with squash as its popu-
larity is increasing each year More women are becoming involved
af. the secondary and college level. Many new opportunities to play
Ere 901'14 up as traditionally male institutions where squash is

dy popular become coeducational. Now the new changes in the
ball add to the fun.of the sport and thelength of the pitying season.
It's a great activity, for both, fitness and enjoyment::

. Jane Millspaugh
chairperson,'NAGWS Squash Guide Cpmmittee
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or Squash
MARIANN GREENBERG
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-Mariann Greenberg received her B.S. degree from Long Is-
land University,' Brodklyn; NY and her M.A. from Teachers
College, COlumbla Unitiersity, NY. She is a full-time lecturer at

-Herbert H. Lehman College, Bronx, NY Mariann has been ac-
Rile in the USWSRA where she has served on the National
Ranking Committee- and is presently secretary of the .,organi-
ration. Mariann was a member of the 1977 Silver Jubilee team_
whlch toured Great Britain. .

A sornpetitive squash player must rely on endurance to persevere,
agilitiT and flexibility to cover the court in an efficient manner, and
body-racquet :control to strike the ball accurately and successfully.

- Defining endurance is, difficult since it has at least two meanings.
Muscular endurance usually refers to the ability to overcome moder-- ,,

ate resistance for an extended period of time Cardiovascular endur.
ante usually ,refers to heart and lung capacity and their rate of re-
covert' _from strenuous exercise. Both .muscular and cardiovascular .

endurance are minimum requirements for the competitive squash
player. The individual must have the capacity to play consecutive
points in an ill-out fashion and still be freah at 17.17 in the fifth
game. Agility and flexibility refer to the competence of the individ-
ual to switch directions efficiently and quickly. Effective court coy
erag is dependent on these qualities. To be complete squash play.

rse ust use their physiological abilities in conjunction with an
erstanding of stroke production and strategy to achieve both

body and racquet control; that is getting fo the right place effi.
ciently and then selecting and executing the proper stroke.

Becoming fit for squash involves three areas of preparation : .pre-
season conditioning, pre-practice warm-up and body-racquet con-
trol; .,

Pn-Season

The goal of pre-season conditioning is to assist in the develop .
ment of endurance and strength which will prepare the body for the
season ahead. To accomplish this it is essential that exercise routines
be established and performed with regularity_,

Cardiovascular Endurance. Wind sprints are 'favored over jogging;
however, for the wind sprints to be effective, a program that begins
with and encompasses jogging is necessary. The squash player must
jog a sufficient distance to raise the heart rate to at least 140 beats
per minute and maintain that level for a period of time One should
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by covering a distance of a mile, running as, much of the dis-
as possible and walking when necessary. This should be repeat -

d_ daily until the full mile can be run in nine minutes or les& The
ee shoulrtbe increased to a mile and A half and repeated' daily

anti one can run the distance in fifteen minutes or less. Then this
distance should be increased to two miles, until it can be accom-
plished in 21 minutes or less. One should continue to, run at least
two miles a day .

the quickness squash requires that sprints be incorporated into
the out. Recommended sprints are 40 yards with a 30-second

such to equal one_set. The goal is to perform a

ase the rest intervals, to 1 seconds, while increasing e number of

sets: Thc,Playei should be cautioned not to do too much too soon.
One's system needs an 'opportunity to adapt to the chapges in its
activity pattern.

Muscular Endurance. The abdominal area should be strengthened
squash. The recommended exercises for this area are bent knee

ups and leg raises.

P *
Warm-ups are necessary prior to entering a squash court. The

players want to gradually_ease their bodies into the activity, rais-
ing the body temperature and slowly stretching the muscles and
ligament& Conscientious warm-up will allow the player to function
at a -high.level with less likelihood of injury. The following warmip
routine is recommended. Arm circlesstanding in a straddle posi-
ticiti with the arms- extended, perpendicularly out to the side, the
player should make thret sets of fonvard circles (small, medium
and large) with eight to a set. This is to be repeated, going back-
ward. Toe touchesstanding erect with feet shoulder-width apart,
and hands at their sides, the players should reach down and try to
touch the floor between their feet without bending their knees, and
htd 'TIME action is not -s- bouncing movement. The players should
return to the starting position and extend their arms overhead,
reaching high. The entire sequence should be repeated a minimum of
eight times, Achilles tendon stretchstanding facing the wall with
arms extended and palms against the wad at lace level, the players
should take small steps back until the heels can no longer be kept
on the ground, The heels should be pressed down gently and the
position held. The distance from the wall should be increased, being
cautious not to go farther than is comlortable at first. Hurdle
stretchthe player should,assume a hurdler% position on the floor;
the right .leg is extended in front and the left leg is bent and drawn
up at the side as far as possible. The right arm is extended behind
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the bod -and-to the with the palm on -the floor for sup-
port. Cl is should lean trunk and 'head. back .and .to the right,
pulling gondly.away from the bent kmee until some discomfort
is ex diced . This position 'should be held; then the entire. se-
quoin be-444itid. -Returning to the starting position, the'
player ouldreach toward the;right foot with both hands and low-
er the h ad and trunk toward the knee until some die-comfort is
felt. Th position should be held for five seconik Leg positions
should b restored (left ektended, right bent and left arm support-
ing) and, both exercises should be repeated. Bouncing and jarring
the body ahould be avoided .

The author has tried to give exercises that will prepate t player
for the season ahead. In many cases the number of repetitions and
sets necessary to complete the routine have been omitted purposely.
Each person begins at idifferent level and has individual needs; time
may also be a factor in the - extent of_,pre-game warm-ups. However,
one should work to increase the nikinher of repetitions while de-
creasing or maintaining the tilde riquired to complete the routine.
The important thing is 'to have a routine that involves major m_ os:

and.is performed conscientiously before a match.

dyRaequet Control
Improving movement patterns 'as well as working on ability, en-

durance and flexibility is the next task. If the player can become
familiar with the dimensions of the sqvash co r, then excess move-
rnent will be reduced. The first routine is ailed a "star" (Figure 1).
With a racquet, the player starts at the "T," takes no more than
three steps-, stretches and swings at-an' imaginary 'drop shot on the
left-front wall. Return to the moving backward with the legs
bent and repeat, going for a drop shot on the right front, wall. From
the '7," lake no more than two stepi.and'inOve to the left side wall;
swing at a rail and return to the Repeat to the right side wall.

'The player should be able to see the front wall, since that is
-----where-the ball comes from,- while-stepping and swinging at the imag-

inary -balL The player should go to-the left back wall with no more
than two steps and either swing at a high lob or attempt a boast.
The player should return to the "T" and repeat to the right-back
corner. It is important in the performance of this and other related
exercises to gradually lower or raise one's body, not wasting pre-
cious moments arriving, bending, extending and hitting. It is also
necessary to actually imagine a ball in each designated area because
position matters. The 'goal/of this drill would be to start with one
"star," rest for 30 seconds, and repeat, trying to increase the number
of consecutive "stars." Three "stars" equal one set. The player
should rest one minute and then repeat. Thy number of sets should
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inter/ale reduced to 45 seconds. "Stars" have
en equated to ts; if one can do 10 hard "stars,"one should be

able to play 10 consecutive points in an all-out manner. Do not sacri-
'flee movement to increase the number 9f "stars"efficiency is
sought. The court has .been reduced to strips in specific directions
and racguet control' combined with court coverage and the ability
to endure long points.,

Figure 1. Star drill

The f011ownig- duels may b_ e done alone I?* ut are easier with a
partner.

#L The rail stroke (down the line) is fundamental to a-
sqtlish Pia 's,ganle; A good rail must bodnce between the red line
`and4 e b rah Player A hits a rail drive and attempts to ieturn to
the returns with another rail drive and tries to move to

.

rs4alicrnate_rails and return to the `'T." Only one
he; court is tsed. This should be done on both the forehand

a -a sideil: -If ollAe. player is running.around the opponent(
06ded an tail shots.

Thi should be alternated with .crosscourts.
Player A hit ranr the forehancl.side and returns to the "T"
While Maker .B ansW6( with kimhan4crosecourt. Player A returns
that crosscourt (which shottld lari.d.1?0,1ad the red line) with a back-
hand rail and the drill continues. Players switch positions. If players
do not stop at the "1" it is best to modify the drill and hit a ran-
dam number of rails or crosscourts and then s e how many they can
do, not knowing if the stroke is to be'a rail or a rosscoud.
leo i NAQINS TENNIS-SA[1M! ASQUSH otnor,--r
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Drill #.7. One player hits ffi player
boasts the forehand return. riun 0 'impor-
tant. Players alternate rails op. , d., ickhand.
sides.,.:
.- Drill. #4. Player hitS-a: f rel a t P et a reh nd
boast. Player A runs up an' r sir it , p, hen
Player W hits a backhand rail, 'e rldn
PleXete should concentrate in d h ' i ,Ititt'ng--an

therkii; led The

effective stroke. . ,

To summarize, fitness for.* fives' gram:
..._prelegason conditionin act a d - y-rScquet

. of
feting wide and Varied respo' s but if the player is
fit, can move the ball efficiently, ' t sthe, tope# stroke at
the proper thne, the player is oni , road to' bee ccessful
squash player. : , ,.
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ANN BATCHELOER

Ann Batchelder reCeiv M.Ed. at Framingham-StaA
College in .Massachusetts and he Ed D. at Boston University.
She was ranked nationally for fou years in the top la She has
run numerous clinks for national and state squash organiza-
tions. $he is Currently doing research in both squash and edu-
cation in the field of interaction analysis. Ann is an assistant

t Welksle Co Massa-
here she ha een coach!

seven years.

It is ften difficult for coaches to make concise, objective obser-
vations about a player's effort during competitive matches. To help
make these judgments, several winner-error charts have been de-
veloped in tennis, with one from the University of Redlands (Cali-
fornia) notable for its attempt to observe play systematically during
tract As a aquash cock it seemed a valu-
able exercise to devise a similar winner-error chart for Squash.

This system is similar to many educational _observation systems
since it uses numerical and letter symbols to code various behaviors.
These symbols can be readily learned, written down quickly, and
adapted to any situation. The key to this particular winner-error
chart is t'ven below.

Key

Strokes
1. Serve
2. Return of Serve
3. Forehand
4. Back,han
5. Voliey.
6. Orde.Strot
7. Corner Shot

SubscriptiOn
t tin
c crosscouat
s straight shot
L lob
h hard (serve) -
X winner (before catego

number)
The categories can be mastered while recording a practice mate

and are. not as complicated as they might appear. An "V is place
before any winning shot, so "X24" is a backhand return of sem'
winner, whili an "Xlh" is a hard serve winner. Any numerical cate-
gory without an X preceding it indicates that an error has occurred,
so a "zle.' 'is_ a backhand drive into the tin, while a "63t" is a fore-

. hand drop shot into the tin.
These categOries are placed in squares as the game develops, in

anner. .
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A }(lh 22 X 41 a .,,. ,,aliimn 2 Ls

XI CS IIE2riliel .

. _ ItIR 414
R mno

9 13.109 39 X47 71s

natl. 1. DataShost

Paint ay serves a hard sent whichB cannot reac
Point 2: Player A serves, B returns a backhand into the tin.
Point 3: A serves again, B returns, A hits a crosscourt forehand win-

ner, and so on
At the end of the match (or game), a summary.chart can be used

to show common patterns of winners (W) or errors (E).

Player Serve Return of Se
23 24

Forehand
3

Backhand
4

Veil_
yu

-op
6

Corner
7

ra la r W E W E W E W E 1 '' w k w E._.

;0 4 3t et 6 q 0 o 0 0

t , (+5) u. On , (+3) (0 (0)

W E WEW:EW E EWEWEWE
'1L' 0 2 i 3 3 5 1 6 4 5 1 5 5 ; 4

(+I) (+I). (0) (+4 ) ( +2) (+4) (+2) (-2)

Table 2. Suirrnuryj

This hypothetical summary chart gives several dist° in
cations of the strengths and weaknesses of tioth IplaYerS. A
likes to serve har4, has a stronger forehand than backJ3anc toes
not use volleys or Okra shots to end points. Player B shOuld,,:k re-
fore, expect the hard serve, play to, A's backhand, and stay:, reaS0
ably deep in the court ..

Any particular areas of interest, such as faults (perhaps an "r1 in
the corner of the square} or forced errors (an "E" before the cate-
gory number), can .be subscripted easily to handle the specific. tr
terests or needs of any player or coach.
A WINNER-ER RQR CHART FOR SQUASH



From put experiehce,Ilitz system can be learned by any person
conversant with aquuh in the period of a game or two. It can then
be used during a p etice for several purposes. It points out strengths
and weaknesses eh player's strokes, giving a clear indication of
areas in which further dry would be helpful. It also gives the in-
dividual who. Is using the chart an exercise in analyzing
pdtterns strokes and strategy . g a match, it provides coaches
with a ay temetic tool which will clp them in the coaching role,
This chart is therefore, an instrument which help both .ti
coach and the player, and will help improve th el of play in



The Doubles Gme
MARY 070 Lf

teary O'Toole received her B.a degree from the Univers
of assachusetts and her MS. degree from the Univeiii
Illinois. She is present research assistant at Temple nu-
versity working on: he h.D. in physical eddcation and sports
medicine. She IS nationally at No 8 in singles atid
2'in doubles with ti rtner Irma Brogan (1977).

. . .
The game of of techmq e allied

(or often) the younger, faster and stronger team. Surprisingly, it ca
.)leave excellent singles players completely befuddled. For this reaso

doubles can be very exciting to all o play it

EquipMent -

Court. The equipment used for doubles differs slightly f
used in singles The court is a rectangle 45 feet long by 25 :le
with the front and-aide walls 20 fent-high and the back w
high. The service late is 8 feet.; inches above the flodt and i,
of 17 inches is at the bottom 'of the front walb;Elah set-glee'
15 feet by 121/2 feet. .

apauet and Ball. The racquet and ball are the' o -e
pie s of equipmenti The racquet must meet the same spe ifications
as a singles racquet: .However, most players will opt for doubles
racquet which is one-half .to'oneNunce heavier than a es rac-

.
quet. The ball is the standard doubles ball as specified in t e Court,
Racquet and Ball 8picifications''of the U.S. Squash Rae As-
sociation.

General Description qf Double's

' ourt Coverage. In doublei a side by Side forrn,of oust coverage
is-used the court,is divided Hem the center of the front wall to the
center of the back wall. One partner plays' the left wall while the
other plays the right, If both players a ; e right-handed or both are-
left-handed, the balls coming, to the center of the court should be
played by -the :playeiiwiloSe- forehand is in the center. Otherwise,
the team ;must decide who ise take the center balls. Balls which hit
the right,side wall close to t e back wall, then the back wall before
the- floor, should be let 4po by the right wall player and taken by the
paitner and vice versa (Figure 1). During a rally, teams rather than
individual players- must alternate hits. As in any game of doubles,
if ones partner is out of position, a player may run into the part-
ner's territory to hit a shot.'.
THE DCPUELE5.GAME 1 6 C)
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Figure

RutaSian. To allow_opemiless and safety in play, most good play=.
era uSea rotation liystern during a rally. When a player is striking the
ball, the partner should be on the inside (i.e., close to the `7") and
the Opposing player who is on the- same side of*the court as the
partner should:be on the outside or close to the wall (Figure 2).. This
rotatie serves a double funetion. For theltriking team, it allows the
striker to hit a hard crosscourt (shot without fear of a "let" on the
partner spoiling a good shot. For the receiving team, it allows the

receiver to .play the ball cleanly without interferepce from the op-

ponent. i

1.6+ NA

'Figure 2.
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.The flitce'df; the shots varies more widely in doubles than in
. The mosteffective shots may be soft, high lobs since a bard
at passes dna opponent may be atkialy shot forjhe other.

this:reason,. good singles players rnay4ind some of theb best
WAS- coming back at them

:Scaling. and Seridie' AQmticm. The Scoring of a doubles game is
same, as for a singles-game: A point is scored by one of the teams

orf each:tally during the 15,point game. For details on scoring and
iering:rotation; please see Doubles Rules #1; #2, and #4.

serpicei Although many techniques may be employed within, the
ineworiCat the rules, the underhand lob serve is the most eft-et-

-.- done- properly, the 130.1 should strike the,front wall `v,,erY
tekoiind.t6 tliC_sooposite serVicibox,- glance off the side wall

d drop :in. the. back corner. Since it is an advantage to sere, the
rrn Winning the racquet toss should elect to serve. On a serve from

the tight,.both menihers of the serving team and the right wall play,
5! orr the receiving team stand in the right. service' box. The server

Clit-ifiefhiii'cihi toot ie the qu'arter circle. The receiving train's
left wall player stands in the left service box (Figure 3), The same,
positioning is used wben serving from the left with the receiving

, team's right wall player Wone in the ri box.



Gob_ The importance of a good lob in doubles cannot tle over
emphasized. This shot may be used as either r-an offensive shot or a
defensive shot. It may be hit either back clbwn the same wall or
crosscourt. The lob should be executed with the face of the racquet
open and hit- as softly as possible, yo hit high enough to rebound
close to the back wall.

Drive. The drive is an offensive shot used to crack` the ball past
one's opponent for a winner. The drive may be hit back down the
same will (as close to the wail as possible) crosse urt or straight
down the middle of the court. The driVe straight' o n the middle
should be used only rarelyeither when the oppone are out of
position or anticipating another shot.

Drop Shot. A drop shot is an offensive shdt used to try to win the
point outright_ As the name implies, the_ball is hit to the front wall
close above the tel'tale so that it will drbto the floor close to the
front wall and out of the opponents' reach. The drorLshot may 6e
hit straight and close to the near side wall or it may be hit crosscourt
(Figure 4). This shot will be most effective if the Striker is in front
of the red line when hitting and the ball is dropped to a side where
the opponent is behind the red line.

Figure 4.

NAGWS TENNIS-BADMINT0N-SQUASH GUIDE



Corner Shot. ,A corner shot may be defined as any shot which
hits, he side wall close to the front wall, rebounds to the front wall,
then rebounds back into play. In common usage, a corner shot is
one that.:hits the near side wall first (Figure 5), A re,verse corner

4. Figure 5.

is one that is hircrosseouit to.the opposite side wall before thefrontthat
will

. .

wall (Figur#6). A corner shot will rebound tur the opposite side -of
the court from where it is hit while a reverse corner will re¢purico

1 I

the striker's side.
I

.

Figure 6.



Stntedy
Creating Opportunities for Shots. As in the oilier racquet:sports,

the strategy of doubt F may be simply stated 0 "hit.it where they
ain't." 'treating tiit opportunity to hit a certain shdt is as important
m the game of doltibles as being able to execute that particular shot
for appoint, There are two ways of creating,these opportunities.The
first is to force your ()ppm --int,to make a weak shot. In most cases,
a weak shot will be one that boynces halfway back to the.red
lute or one that .ts. away from the siOewall easesand eases volleyed by a,'

,player atlithe rest line. A player may be forced into a weak return by
k an opponent's shot which forces a hit frog very deep in the court

(e g' In offensive ld'b), a hit from very close to the wall'(e.g., a drive
r drop shot), or I hit on The run (e.g., a drop shot or corner shot).

The second method ofrocreating ap opportunity is to force your op-
Patient out of position. Va g combinations of drops, lobs cor-
ners and drives by one team force one or both of the opponents

S.

wit ocithe -tve4ilositions in front of the red line on their re-
spectivesICI. e the court.

.
h rt Making. Once an oppostunify has been treated a shot must

be made t t the ball away for the poist. If a weak shot has been
made, the p aye -going to striketlie ball rtilist choose a shot that will
be difficult for opposing prayers to return: Knowledge of the.
whereabouts of the two opponents is essential to making that deci-.
stun. If the opposing orer on the striker's side of the court is in
front al' fhe red line, t striker, should hit to the other side of the
court of hit a drive or labiback down his/her own wall.-If the oppos- -
ing player on the striker's side 8 back behLnd the red line, a gond

' choice of shot would be* straight drop or a reverse.- corner. The
striker must List) consider the position of the opponent on the oppo-
site side of the court if that opponent is up front, a hard driv cross-
sourt will -13.e good. If the opponent is back, a corner or cr
drop will pNabably win the point.

If one or both of the players on the" opposing team have been
forted out of position, the striker has a far easier trine choosing a
shot. There wile, be an obvirs gap in the court coverage.ghe striker

' needs only to put the ball to the open, unprotected spot.
Doubles squash is a game that can tie fun and a challenge to all

who clay,. Because orthe compjexity of knoviing where three
her people are in the court at all times, very few!' doubles players -

me out of ourt with6ut having learned 6omething new.
. , .

a o
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Squash Bibliography
Revised by CARYL M. NEWHOF

Smith Colle
NorthamOton, Massachuset s

Chapman, Claire. Teaelqpg Squash. New Rochelle, NY: Sportphelf,
1977.

Dardir anavGarth Gilmour. Dardir an Squash. Aucjcland New Zea-
land: Holly Press Ltd., 1971. 118 pp.

Ftancis, Austin. Smart Squash: Using Your Head To Win. Philadel-
J.B. Lippincott, 1977. 192 pp.

Kahn, Hashim and Randall, Richard E. Squash Racquets: The Kahn
Game. Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1967, 176 pp.

Sports Illustrated Book of Squash.- Philadelphia: J.P. Lippincott,
1963. 90 pp.

Truby, John cf., Jr. The Science and Strategy of Squash. New
York:. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1975. 252 pp.

Varner, Margaret and Bramall, Norman B. Squash Racquets. Du-
buque, IA: William Cf-Trown Co., 1967 67 PP,

Wood, Peter. The Book of Squash. New York: Van Nostrand Rein-
hold, 1972. 127 pp.

-Artictes
Tennis-Badminton-Squash Guide, 1,972-74. Washington, DC:

AAHPER, 197'2.
Tennis-Badminton-Squash Guide, 1974 -76. Washington, DC: ,

AAHPER? 1974.
Tennis-Badmintqn-Squash Guide,-d 976-78_ Washington, DC:

'AAHPER, 1§76.

Magazines

Racquet, Reflex Sports, Inc. 342 Madison Ave., New York, NY
10017.

Free Materials

Falk Sport. Facts, No. 74, Squash Racquets. The Falk Corporation,
Box 492, Milwaukee, WI 53291_

Other Source Materials

ar,aby, John M. Squash Racquets in Brief 1961. 19 pp. Available
the author by mail:, South Lincoln, MA. ,
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USWSRA Squash Instruction Portfolio. USW RA, 741 Mustin e

Villanoya, PA 19085.

Audiovisual Material
Films.

Squash: Everybody's Racquet and Champiorzihip Squash. 16frun,
121/2 min., color. An instructional and exhibition film produced
by the National Squash Racquets Educational ku,kgc4Ization, Inc.
and Squalhcon, Inc. Instructiop: Al Molloy; exhibi I_ n: Nieder-
hoffer and Kahn. Member club $10, nonmember club $15, plus
postage. Films may be purchased from USSRA, 3111 Ford Rd., 4,

Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004.
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UNITED STATES SQUASH RACQUETS ASSOCIATION
OFFICIAL SINGLES RULES

Changes in 'rules have been shaded; wording changes are indicated
by a check IV).
1. SER VER At the start of a match the choice to serve or receive
shall be decided by the spin of a racquet. The server retains the
serve until he loses a point, in which event he loses the serve.
2. SER VICE -(a) The server, until the ball has left the racquet from
the service, must stand with at least one foot on the floor within and
not touching the tine surrounding the service box and serve the ball
onto the front wall above the service line and below the 16' line be-
fore it touches any other part of the court, so that on its rebound
(return) it first strikes the floor within, but not touching, the lines of
the opposite service court, either before or after touching any other
wall of -walls within the court. A ball so served 0 a good service,
otherwise it is a Fault.

(b) If the first service is a Fault, the servehhall serve again from
the same side. If the server makes two consecutive Faults, he loses

,the point. A service called a Fault may not be played, but the re-
ceiver may volley any service which has struck the front wall in ac-
cordance with this rule.

(e) At the beginning of each game, and each time there is a new
server, the ball shall be served,"
from whichever service box the server elects and thereafter alter-
nately until the service is lost or until the end of the game. If the
server serves from the wrong box there shall be no penalty and the
service shall count as if served from the correct box, provided, how-
every that f the receiver does not attempt to return the service, he
may dema d That it be served from the other box, or if before the
receiver at empts to return the service, the Referee calls a Bet (See
Rule 9), the service shall be made from the other box.

= (d) A ball is in play from the moment at which it is delivere
service until (1) the point is decided; (2) a Fault, as defined in
is made; or (3) a Let or Let Point occurs (See Rules 9 and 10).
3.- RETURN OF SERVICE AND SUBSEQUENT PLA Y(a) A re-
turn is deemed to, be made at the instant the ball touches the rac-
quet klf the player making- the return. To make a good return of a
service or of a subsequent return the ball must be struck on the vol'
ley or before it has touched the floor twice, and reach the front wall
on the fly above the tell-tale

, and it may

SQUASH RACQUETS ASSOCIATION OFFICIAL IIaLE5 RULES 173
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touch any wall or walls within the court before or after reaching the
front wall. On any return the ball may be struck only once. It may
not be "carried" or "doubled-hie'.

(b) If the receiver fails to make a good return of a good service,
the server wins the point, If the receiver makes a food return of ser-
vice, the players shall alternate making returns until one player fails
to maker a good return. The player failing to make a good return los-
es the Voint,

c).1.1ntd the ball has been touched or has hit the floor twice, it
may be struck at any number of times.

(d) If at any time litlifejetagl the ball hits outside the playing
suilaces of the court (the ceiling and/or lights; or on a line
marking the perimeters of the playing surfaces of the court), the
player so hitting the ball loses thp point,

INEMII(See Rules 9 and 103
4. SCOREEach point won by a player shall add one to his score.

5. GAME The player who'first scores fifteeft points wins the game-
excepting that: .

(a) At "thirteen all the prayer who has firstreached.the score of-
.

thirteen must elect bite of the following before the next serve:
(1) Set to five pointsmaking the game eighteen points.
(2) Set to three pointsmaking the game. sixteen /loans.
(3) No set, in which event the game remains fifteen points:
(b) At "fourteen all provided the score= has not been "thirteen

all the piLayer who has first reached the store. of fourteen must erect.
one he following beforpsthe next strVe:

o three pointsmaking the game seventeen points,
o set, in which event the game remains fifteen points.

6. MA flThe player who first wins three Barnes wins the match,
except that a player may be awardell the match at any time upon
the retirement, default tar disq,ualification of an opponent.

'7. RIGHT TO PLAY BALL 21itimediately after strikin g the -hall a;
player must get out of an opponent's way and must:

(a) Give an opponent a fair view of the ball;.provided, hoWever,
interference purely with an oppqnent's viion in, following 'the' flight
of the ball is not a Let (See Rule 9).

(b) Give an opponent a fair opportunity to get to and /or strike it
the ball in and from any position ou the court elected by the'oppb-
nent; and

I

..
(c) Allow an .opponent to play the ball to any part of the Cropt

wall or to either side wall near the front wall.
8. BALL IN PLAY TOUCHING PLAYER

(a) If a ball in play, after hitting the front wall, but before being
174 NAGWS TENNIS -BADMINTON-St4UASH GVIDf



rettvned again, shall touch either player, or anything he wears or car-
ries (other than the racquet of the player who-makes the return) the
player so touched loses the point, except as provided in Rule 9(a):or
9(b).

(b) If a ball in play touches the player-who last returned it or any
thing he wears or carries before it hits th font wall, the player 'so
touched loses the point.

(c) in play, after being still by a player on a return,
hits t player's pponent or anything the opponent wears or car-
rie' efore reachin the front wall:

(1) The player ho made the return shall lose the point if the re-
turn would not have been good.

(2) ,The player, who made the return shall win the point-if the
ball, except for such interference, would have hit the front wall fair-
ly; provided,. however,- the point shall be a Let (see Rule 9) if

(i) The ball would have touched some other wall before so hit-
ting the front-

(ii) The ball has hit some other wall before hitting the player's:._4-
opponent or anything,he.wears or carries.

(iii) The player Who made the return shall have turned follow-,
ing the ball around prior to playing the ball.

(d) If a player strikes at and misses the ball; he may make further
attempts to return it: If, after -being missed, the ball touches his op-
ponent or anything he wears or carries:

(1) If the player might ottierwise have made a good return;
Dint shall be a Let.

(2) lithe player could nal have made a good return, he shall 1
he point. If any further attempt is successful but the ball, bet`cfl
reaching the front wall, touches his opponent or anything tie w
or carries and Rule 8(c)(2) applies, the pdint shall In a Let.

(e) When there is no referee, if the player who made the, r
does not cancede that the return would not have been good, or

--lernatively, the player's opponent does. not concede that the.b
him (orokanything he wears or carries) and would have g

ectly to the front wall withdut first touching any other w
point shall be a Let..

-(f) When there is no referee if the plaxers are -.ungble to
hether 8(d)(15'or 8(d)(2) applies, the pqp shall be a Let.
LETA- La is the playing over of a point.
On the 'replay of the point the servd (1) is entitled to two serves

egvep if a Fault was called on the original point.; (2) must serve from
the correct bok eiverathe served from the wrong box On the original
point, and Y:)roviAd he is a new server, may serve from a.sarviee

4.'boxi4ttar thifiOhe one selected on the original point.,
addItion'Io th Lets described Iii..Rules 2(c) and 8(c)

SQU.54,514 Ro:tcQuET SOelATION OFFICIAL SINGLES RULE{
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following are Lets if the player whose turn it is to strike the ball
could otherwise have made a good return:

(a) When such player's opponent violates Rule 7.
(b) When owingto the -position of such player, his opponent is

unable to avoid being touched by the ball.
(c) When such player refrains from striking at the ball because of

a reasonable fear of injuring his opponent.
(d) When such player before or during the act of striking or strik-

ing at the bail is touched by his opponent, his racquet or anything he
wears or carries.

(e) When on the first bounce from the floor the ball hits on or
above the six and one half foot line on the back wall; and

(1) When a ball in play. .breaks. If a player thinks the ball has bro-
ken while play is in progress he must nevertheless complete the point
and then immediately request a Let, giving the ball to the Referee
for inspection. The Referee shall allow a Let only upon such imme-
diate request if the ball in fact proves to be broken (See Rule 13(c).)

A player may request a Let or a Let' Point (See Rule 10). A re-
quest by a player for a Let shall automatically include a request for
a Let Point. Upon such request, the Refe4ee shall allow a Let, Let
Point or no Let.

No Let shall be allowed on any stroke a player makes unless he
requests such before or.during the act of striking or striking at the
Ball. I

The Referee may not call or allow a Let as defined in'this Rule 9
unless such Let is requested by a player; provided, however, the Ref-
eree may call a Let at any time (1) when there is interference with
play caused by any factor beyond the control of the players, or (2)
when he fears that a player is about to suffer severe physical injury.
10. LET POINTA Let Point is th'e awarding of a point to a player
when an opponent unnecessarily violates Rule 7(b) or 7(c).

An unnecessary violation occurs (1) when the player fails to make
the necessary effort within the scope of his normal ability to avoid
the violation, thereby depriving his opponent of a clear opportunity
to attempt a winning shot, or (2) when the player has repeatedly'
failed to make the necessary effort within the scope of his normal
ability to avoid such violations.

The Referee may not award a Let Point as defined in this Rule 10
unless such Let Point or a Let (see Rule 9) is requested by a player.

When there is no referee, if a player does not concede that he has
unnecessarily violated Rule 7(b) or 7(c), the point shall be a Let.

11. CONTINUITY OF PLAY Play shall be continuous from the
-first service of each game until the game is,concluded. Play shall nev-
er be suspended solely to allow a player to recover his strength obe
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wind. The provisions of this Rule 11 shall be strictly construed. The
referee shall be the sole judge of intentional delay, and after giving
due warning, he must default the offender.

Between each game play may be suspended by either player for a
period not to exceed two minutes. Between the third and fourth
games play may be suspended by either player for a period not to
exceed five minutes. Except during the five min e period at the end

no player may leave the co without permission
of the referee.

Except as otherwise specified in this , the Referee may
suspend play for such reason and for such p riod of time as he may
consider necessary.

If play is suspended by the Referee because of an injury to one of
the-players, such player must resume play within one hour from the
pOint and game score existing at the time play was suspended or de-
fault the match, provided, however, if a player suffers cramps or
pulled muscles, play may be suspended by the Refer once during

match for such player for a period not to exceed five minutes after
which time,such player must resume play or default the match.

Is the event the Referee suspends play other than for injury to a
player, play shall be resumed when the Referee determines the cause
'of such suspension of play has been eliminated, provided, however,
if such cause of delay cannot be rectified within one hour, the match
shall be postponed to such time as the Tournament Committee de-
termines. Any such suspended match shall be resumed from the
point and game score existing at the time the match was stopped un
less the Referee and both players unanimously agree to play the en-
tire match or any part of it over.
12. ATTIRE AND EQUIPMENT (a) The color of a players shirt or
trousers may be either white or a solid pastel. The Referee decision
as to a player's attire shall be final.

(b) A standard singles ball as specified in the Court, Racqiiet and
Ball Specifications of this Association shall be used.
13. CONDITION OF BALL (a) No ball, before or during a match,
may be artificially treated, that is,..heated or chilled.

(b) At an time, when not in the actual play of a point, another
ball may be'substituted by the mutual consent of the players or by
decision of the Referee.

(c) A ball shall be dietermined broken when it has a crack which
extends through both its inner and outer surfaces. The ball may be
squeezed only enough to determine the extent of the crack. A bro-
ken ball shall be repliced and the preceding point shall be a Let (See
Rule 9(f)).

(d) A cracked (but not broken) ball may be replaced by the mu-
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tual consent of players or by decision of the referee, and the
preceding,point sh stand.
14. COURT (a) The singles court shall be specified in the Court,
Racquet and Ball Specifications of this Association.

(b) No equipment of any sort shall be permitted to remain in the
`court during a match other than the ball used in, play, the racquets
being used by the players and the clothes worn by them. All other
equipment, such as extra balls, extra racquets, sweaters when not be-
ing worn, towels, bathrobes, etc., must be left outside the court. A
dyer who requires a towel or cloth to wipe himself or anythingne
wears or carries should keep same in his pocket or securely fastened
ro his belt or waist.
15, REFEREE -(a) A .Referee shall control the game. This control
shall be exercised from e the players enter the court. The Ref-
eree may limit the time the arm up period to five minutes, or
shall terminate a longer period so that the match corn-
merices at the scheduled ti e.

(b) The Referee's decision uestions of play shal be final
exce s provided in Rule 15(c

(c a judges may be appo ed act on any appe by a play-
er to a d sion .cif the Referee. When =uch judges are acting in a
match, a player may appeal any decision of the Referee to the,judg-
es, except a 'decision under Rules 11, 12 a), 13, 15(a) and 15(0. If
one judge agrees with the Referee, the Referee's decision stands; if
both judges dip-agree with the Referee, the, judges' -decision is final.
The judges shall make no ruling unless an appeal has been made. The
decision of the judges shall be announced promptly by the Referee.

(d) A player may not request the removal or replacement of the
Referee or a judge during a match.

(e) A' player shall not 'state his reason for his request e

9 for a Let or Let Point or for his appeal from any decision the
Refeiee provided, however, that the Referee may request the player
to state his reasons.
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(f) A Referee serving without judges, after giving due warning of
the penalty of this Rule 15(f), in his discretion may disqualify a
player for speech or conduct unbecoming to the game of squash rac-
quets, provided that a player may be disqUalified without warning if
in the opinion of such Referee, he has deliberately caused physical
injury to his opponent.

When two judges are acting in a match, the Referee in his discre-
tion, upon the agreement of both judges, may disqualify a player
with or without prior warning for speech or conduct unbecoming to
the game of squash racquets.

I
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NAGWS AFFILIATEZGOAROS OF 'OFFICIALS

The Affiliated Boards of Officials (A130) is one of 9 structures of
the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS).

The following official statement pf.goals was approved by the
ABO Executive Council (Fall, 1973) in an effort to clarify the -
tune directions of ABO:

1. To improve the quality of :officiating for girls and women's
sports contests, regardless ofatOeleve4 of skill/maturity of play-
ers, or the _rules governing the contest.

2. To increase the number of competeht women officials, not to
the exclusion of men, but as needed affirmative aetion.

3. To promote the involvement of women in the 'governing bod-
ies of other sports`officiating groups.

The purpose of the ABO is to promote quality officiating for girls
-and womeniport programs by:

(1 Developing officiating techniques
2 Providing materials for training and faking officials
3) Disseminating information about officiating

(4) Promoting the use.of ABO-rated officials
(5) Developing standards of conduct for officials. compatible

with the philosophy of the NAGWS
(6) Providing the organizational and administrative structure for

the coordinatiorrof Affiliated Boards;
(7) Promoting standard, with respect to fees, ratings and uni-

forms.
Approximately 190 Board of Officials throughout the United.

States are affiliated with ABO/NAGWS. These boards provide
opportunities for interested individuals to learn about officiating,or
judging and are authOrized to give NAGWS ratings.

The Principles and Techniques of Officiating'(PTO) committees,
for each of the 11 sports in which ABO,grants ratings are Specific
concerned with enumerating the mechanics used by referees,
pires and judges in'officiating games, meets or matches.

The Examinations and Ratings Committees for each `of the 11
sports in which ABO grants ratings are responsjble for preparing,
revising and analyzing the officiating theoretical (written) examina-
tions.

If you have questions concerning the techniques of officiating
tennis, write to

NAGWS AFFILIATED

ROSEMARY FRI
University .of Northern Ctiorado
Greeley, CO 80639-
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nformatibn rcording study questions in this Tennis Guide o
theoretical 4Sarnination on tennis should be addressed to

-DEAN SUMMERS
HPER Bldg, '112G
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401

If you have questions concerning the techniques of officiating
badmintor!, write to:

MYRNA STEPHENS
Illinois State University
Normal, H. 61761

Information regarding study miestions in this Badminton Guide
or on the theoretical examination' on badminton should be addressed
to:

DIANE HALE_ S
1421 Niagra
Clarkthont, CA 91711

g- 0-offteiating-i.3

NAGWS Executive Secretary
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.4
WAshington, DC 20036
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A MENt OF PHILOSOPH
THE AFFIOATED:BOAR IMAM

Educel
fatidirship rol
leadership roles:
th -Wiles end. with,

titian of th of
for all.

rtaa that are w

cern to_all who have
one of five-fulfilling

mu rued witfilirompting
fare rticipant. The unique

sl .13 assuri qual opportunity and faifair
entially_acts as aq arbitrator providing

he spirit and intent-4)f the rules. Decision3
d on objective evidence; free from;;Inas and +from -N

n that often pervades the cqmpetitive eralionment.
Art.official- enters the competitive situation with a thorough
derail eg of the letter, as we as e in en o e ru e

`skins of the sport to be played, and correct a non ,4,-,4
chniques to view the contest accurately. Thelfifficial .-

a friendly yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the
tt xperience. The official is fLexible,'operating within officiating

standards appropriate to the age of the performers, the level of skill,
and the facilities available. Biases by playErs, spectatdrs and coaches
will be evaluated with an understanding not only of the multiplicity 4I:
of ways in which individuals may react to a competitive 4perience
but alio: of the behavior appropriate to such an educational
experience. Duties will be performed fairly, efficiently and without
drawing undue attention to the official. In order to strengthen the
official's effectiveness, personal evaluation of performance will be
made and solicitation of constructive criticism from coaches, player',
and administrators will be sought. Though receiving .a fee, thE
ultimate reward to the official will be that of having rendered a
valuable service to girls and women who have found personal
meaning in expressing themselves through the medium of sport.

.-
I.
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R OFFICIALS. RATINGS
NO 'BADMINTON'

No Changes from ou. Guide have hien indicated by
sh

e surratings for officials, five of which qualify the holder
to officiate sports contests. Each is designed to meet the needs of
various sports events apd to stimulate interest 01 individuals who
desire to officiate.

The Examiners rating signifies the holder is qualified to rate
officials.

The intramural rating qualifies the holder to officiate contests in
the school in which the holder enrolled or corlitestOf comparable
level, . - *

The Apprentice rating qualifies the holdei to officiate contests
- which 'mity be adequatelrcontrolled by a competent, bill inexperi-

enced dfficiai .

he Local. rating that the holder is qualified to officiate
e c o a ontestsrequiring-aaorripetent

and experienced official,
Thy State rating signifies that the hdtiier is capable of officiating

any contest within the state or region wire a rating is awarded.
The National rating signifies that the 1 is capable of officiat-

ing any, contest anywhere in the United States. This ratingis for the
most highly-skilled official. ?,

Specific requirement's for all ratings are outlined below.

amine
1. Prerequisitemust have held a state or; national rating fo

minimum period -of six years. (The oix yeas need not be conse u-
- "tive but must be Igithin the previous eight year period.)
2: Theoretical exams ationnational examination, minimum 82.
3 Durationtwo years from next lune 1.
4. Renewal:

a. In order to be eligible for renewal, the candidate must have

b volved in the rating or training of officials.
b. To ren , the candidate must pass the national theoretical

examin o with a minimum score of 82.
c._ Should the ating lapse for one year or less, the candidate

remains eligible for renewal.
d. Should the ratings lapse for mote than one year the =dicta

h..
must quatify-tftrough earning a Staterating.

5. This-raping is transferable to other Boards.

Vote the current NAGWS Basketball Guide for information regarding ratings
in all sports and for, the most updated information about the standards and*
practices of the Affiliated Boards of Officials.
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urn standordsoct by. Affiliated Board.
OntwO years front next June

Apprentice Off

Minimum standards can be, set by the affiliated board, or these-0
standards may be followed:
a Theoreti6alexaminadonnational a ination, minimum=
b. Practlial_examtination2, 3 minim minimum number of

raters:
2. Duration years from next

Lofol Ofpcioll

1. Theoketical examinationnation amination, minimum 76 _s
2. Practical examination2, 3 --mfin 8th, minimum number of

three
on wo years Tom next ne

4. rating is transferable to other Boards.

Stoic efficlol A

Theoretical examinationnational examination, minimum 82.
Practical examination2, 3 minimum 85; minimum, number of
Fathers: three.
Durationtwo years from next June 1.

.nifing is transferable to other Boa

and Officio'

. Theoretical examinationnational exaMination, minimum 88.
Practical examination2, 3 minimum, 88; minimum number of
raters: three, one of whom must hold a National rating. ,

. Dm-ationtwo years from next June 1.
4. This rating is transferable to other Boards.

a

3N

a state rating. Ao, rating team may matt& no /nor than one
a

commentary on
on e 186.
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The following alternative practical rating methods were approved
by the -7ABO ExectitiVe Council (fall, 1976) for an-experimental
period of two years (1916- 1978).- These methods may be used for
all sPorta eXcept Oymnastics and. Synchronieed Swimming. The
rationale for this experiment is to:

1. absorb officials trained by other groupti in an 'easier manner.'
2: attract pailtrain new official&
3 open nolreitematives to local boards.

' 4. give Weil boards autonomy to determine local needs and pet
their own -standards based on those needs.
cut down on the person hours involved in rating and re-rating.

. attempt to answer the frequent voiced concerns of many local
.boards about the present practical ratingtystem.

,...,,Auth9rify, is extended to all boards to establishietheir ow
fry-Localnd-:-A-1

in each sport, in prder to meet their own specific nee
Local ratings earned by these experimental alternative

shall be designated as Local B and shall be non-transferable, wept
as approved by the Board to which the article! moves.

The following guldelines. for practical e'saminatians are re pm-
-mended for earning and-renewing ratings.'
1.; New Candidates (inexperienced or unregistered officials)

A.The candidate should meet one of the following criteria:
1. attend a series of structured clinics set up by the Board, the

number to be specified by Boardar
2, secure a passing grade and the recommendation of the in-.

structor in an officiating course at the college level
course must be approved by the Board)ar

3, attend officiating _courses offered by another organiza, on
such as the recreation department or 0044 adult educa-
tion. Candidate must secure al recommeNation from said
course. Such a course must be approved by the-Board.

B. The Board should differentiate carefully between the criteria
for Local and Apprentice ratings. Criteria in addition to thci
above might well be required for the Local Rating."`

C. New officials shall work with more experierked offidials for a
designated number of contests. P

it-Renew-al caftdidates I 110

A. A committee of 3 examiners, shall be necessan.to upg 4e a
rating to the State or National level. In the case of b k
and volleyball the tional rating may be earned
NRJ rating se ion.
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'.esindida 4clivishis to renew at the count level (Ap Oren- .9 ,A

Ce throe h Nat final) may: ;

uffiOite, a iinimum of 3 corttOial during which a
Mum of 5 ayllutitors are .inVOIVed '(present alternative
method with-reduction iltnaiiitiarlraluators) or

2. officiate a designated 'nurni,er'et testa per session; the
number to he determined -bpi the-BoL .`,

C. If written :complaints are received ab an official renewing
as in BI or B2, a more format rating method might be de-
sirable. .

. Registered officials (other than probationary)
A. Experiericed'Officials, regiaterect,by other officiating organiia-

Lions, should be -awarded a tott:b1 rating upon. takineand re-
ceiving a pasaingsgrade .(as specified by the 'Board) on the'
NAGWS/ABO Theoretical Test (Form A at B) and by dern
strating ability. to use ABO officiating chniques. The me
f d natrat = --shall be s ecified b = the Board, hut sl

recognize the off ci sex erience an. e as
possible. , '

B. Rgistered..officials desiring a rating. higher than Loc
meet the criteria speCified,,by ABO on page

Emblem std Uniform

The emblem for National officials in all sports consists of a shield, .
Other emblems' are available for State, Loc Apptentice, and Intra-
mural officials. 4...

-,The off' -*al shirt for tennis and had blue and
white strip.tailored shirt or a navy blue ped jerse A
navy Vlue_skirt, shorts or slacks, appiup ation. should
be worn with the shirt; white may be sin
Officials who receive, fees for Officiating are n a vIar thee.

official shirt. '
The official shirts and emblems are available

Cornpany, .gebago Lake, Maine 04075. The company
vide blazers: When ordering, send dress size and
order for ,_eorrect amount. Anyone may order the
current rating card mutt accompany an,individu
emblem; h necessarycovever, it is not necessa tit; send a ra
ordering a thitt.

An affiliated board may wish to have a skipplx
hlems foi;,.dtatribnfion to newly rated offcialS..4,4-qu?
be placed.on/y by the affiliated board c aii-persoe. hti
sary that chairperson's rating card be tio'sed, but
must accompany elle order.
-a* Wish-end-wear dull, nnit
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or negotdate fees , that reflect the
as Well as the type and level of emit

s are encouraged to establish fees
ear governhig groups The fee schedule ay
based upon rating levels.

n of Officials

who officiate boys or,
tered With the State Hi

trative bod All NLI _1

o erite fully wit
oT c oo
ate regulatory body.:

ial who wishes to maintain amateur ktaius"as a Patticipant'-
rt Must be ,aware. of the ruling(s) on amateur status estab

d by tbe,goierning body for that spoft. 4'

Agnate *tants Is defitteir by high school and college ewe
bOclits' well as by'the 1,1SOC`lecognized national governingato

4,-fgrieueti,specific sport'.
Tie official who -wishes ;to maintain amateur status as aeartit4-.
t respontilile"..for inv.estigating the specific regulations ofkther

orningbpdy!With jurisdiction over

AOstiutitioadiai in
The United States TOMS Association tras jurisdiction for arnateuf

teunis.Information regarding the USTA's restrictionernav
cured-by USIA, 51 E. 42nd St.; New York, NY 10 17.

'ans in Bid
. .

IrAtjicci: States BadMinton Association has- jurisdiction for
ur badminton Infoirination riiiidirig the tJS$A's

strietions.May be secured by 'writing USDA. P.O.-Box 237, Swattl
b-eck; MI 44473:1

r err
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V.4

III TO BEZOME A RAtED-OFO.

thi- article on the techniques of 'offidia
rilf;e8 AIL
interPtitatiOris Meetings and ciffioiatirig clinics di training
condottedinin'

Item To some, officiating. cornea ,,eastly; to others it
only as the result-of hard work and --concentration. Wel-

me criticism and, work hard to improve.
Find out' from the :Chairperson-- of the nearest affiliated. board. . .*Seri examinations for 'ratings-. are to ba held,:{Consuit list of

ids in ItIAGWS- Directory . available .from NAGWS/AAFIPER-,,
01 Staten:nth, Sq/..11W.,. Washington, DC 20O Cost;''$3,00,) ,

ke,,Your rating ernbering that it is the aim of the Affiliated
.,:ids of Officialstp maintain high tandards for officials, .
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INFORMATION FO BOARDS

.Estekilalt a bard if Oilleiels.
Establish the need for an affiliated bOard by contacting Mcli-

uab in the area who have current ratings or Who are inter-
ed bi titerartardizhIg and-raising the level or officiating bad-
iton, basketball, competitive swimming and -diving, fencing,,
nodes, softball, (fast- iiiteh and slow pitch), soccer, $yrr.;.

chronized swimming,: tennis, track and field, or volleyball in
that Ikea,

2. Write to Edith Cobane, ABO Past Chairperson, PE 244,
Univeraity of New York, 1400 Wa gton Ave., Alban
12222, for a sample copy 'of an au orized constitu
officials' lapards_.and. toot Policies d Procedures Ha ok
and application for becbniing an affiliated board.

di ated meeting of interested individuals .presen plans
or 0 .

L.Choose. which will permit expansion of function as
-, need may arise; do not limit title to one sport.

b. From the group, elect a chairperson, chairperson-elect,
secretary, and treasurer. w"

g. FOVT1- Oki examining fornmittee of at least three members
for eacW. sport in which you would like to give ratings. If
any member has been rated elsewhere, such experience
should' be helpful; such n rating is not necessary, however.
It is suggested that members 'of the examining committee
be examined and'Obtain ratings from other, affiliated boards
whenever possible.

d Make plans for -drawing up a constitution according to the
sample copy received from the Past Chairperson of the
NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials. Plpn to devote some
time to the study of!the rules and to practice officiating. If
possible, secure the assistance of some rated official in each
sport for which the Board anticipates giving ratings. ,

4. Send the completed application form, two copies of the local
constitution, and check for $10 annual dues (made payable
to the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials) to the ABO Past
Chairperson. Indicate the sports in which you wish to grant
ratings by listing the names and qualifications of 3 interested
individuals Approval of the application will come from the
Past Chairperson of the Affiliated Boards of Officials who will
request that examination packets he sent to your Affiliated

N Board Chairpersbn for all sports in which your Board is au-
thorized to give ratings. The process of accepting an applica-
tion for -affiliation of a'new Board and of requesting that the

SO .NA OVN TENNIS-OADMINTON-SQUASH 6WOE
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:' packets be Cent or y e
ctive Boardstherefore, sho d file for Willa--

tion at east 2 monthli before they wish to hold rating seqsicinS.-
5 Administer Form -A Of the: National Theoretical Examination.

Foriri-41:. of .the'-NatiOnal Theofetical Examination ;may be ad-
ministered to those , did not pass Form A. The ntra-
mural Examination may be livew as 'a practice test to those
candidates pursuing ratings.

6. To cover evenses involved.in the construction. and evaluation
of written examinations, boards should charge a fee each time

individual takes 5.a Written examination. The Affiliated
Boards. of Officials 'Treasurer must receive 50 cents for each
written examination given by a board. Board fees can exceed
50'eents per test in order to cover operating expenses.

7. Ccinduct practice sessions in rating officials. All persons on the
examining- committee who Ave not proviouslY rated officials

a Tai rimer nf t_gre!_rirattice_sessionisprio
act-daily rating. Secure the assistance of a rated official in these
practice sessions if at all -possible.

8. Give practical examinations to individuals who pats the written
examination. (Note minimum numtr of raters required to give
various ratings on page 185.)

9.. Request appropriate. rating cards
who

the NAGWS National
Office for distribution to those w o pass the theoretical and
practical examination.
Send:lista of approved officials to schools and ether organiza-
tions in the area This notice should indicate the fees for aft-

ing and should give the name, address, ratingvand telephone
mber of each official.

Keep accurate lists of all persOns receiving ratings. Forward
v. these lists to the chairpersons of the Examinations and Ratings

Committees in thosesports in which your Board was authorized
to give ratings. An appropriate form is included in each exami-
nation packet/Due :-..date for submitting all forms to appro-
priate E&R personnel: June 1.

Adding Sport; Expansion of Services

'Should a Board wish to add ratings in other sports, the. Chair-
person of the Board should write the Examinations and Ratings ti

Chairperson (E and R) in that respective sport. (Note -current-
NAGWS Guide for that sport to klentify the name of the indi-
vidual.).1The Board should indicate the names of a minirlium of 3
persona,t,Tualified to act as examiners in that sport for the next 2

Jears :-.7Qualifications and experience in the sport should be listed
for each4iotential examiner. Should your Board qualify, you will be
INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED BOARDS 191



noted directly by the
picket tor administering e

Wag Affillatsittetus
To maintain affiliated statue in each sport in which it v

tinge, a Board must:-
Pay dues each year to the ABO Treasurer. (Notification 'will be
sent each fall.)

2. Submit a yearly port to each respective E and R Chairperson
regarding the curie Status of rated officials. (Reports for each
sport must be sub ted by June 1 Appropriate forms are
included in ez ination ts.)

3. Submit perlo Veountings y o the ABO Treasurer as to
how-many examinations have been administered. (50 cents per

ion administered is due ABO.)
is are mailed Yearly to qualified boards on

u o ybill and Basketball

Septemhez 15 Competitive Swimming and Diving, Badminton,
Tennis

' October 1 Fencing
'October 15 -- Synchronized Swimming, Gymnastics
February 1 Fast Pitch Softball & Slow Pitch Softball

-If-you do not receive :your packet(s) within two weeks of the
above 'dates, contact The designated E & R Chairperson for all
sports Exception: contact the National Office for Volleyball and
Basketball packets.
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T HNIQU I F FICIAT O TENNIS"

d by the AB PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIOUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

Sections hi a been reworded or clarified are .des-
ed by a check ( ages in techniques have been indicated-

.

. In the case of each t
the referee.
The referee shall,-

1., Know and apply :IS the rules, being able to decide quickly
and to take full responsibility for actions.

vieiRitv-alpperit-a-substitute-and-may-not-um
a match unless a sOstitute referee has been appqinted.

3. Have the power to, appoint and remove umpires, net umpires
and linesmen, to assign courts and to start matches.

4. Decide any point of law whieh an umpire may be "unable to
decide, or which may be referred to the referee on app_ eal
from the decision of an umpird7-,.5uch a decision is final un-
less reversed by USTA Executive Committee..

5. Have the sole power to excuse a competitor from playing
for a definite period.

6. Default a competitor who has not been excused and refuses
to pliy when 'called upon to do so.

,.7..Postponev_the match because of darkness or conditions of
the ground or weather.

B. Give approval to postponement of a match by the umpire or
order immediate continuation of the match.

9. Decide if an unfinished match is to bd entirely replayed if
the contestants are so agreed. (Rule 29)

10. Be present or arrange for a substitute during all play.
11. Sit beside the court alongside the Umpire's chair duringplay

of the finals and other important matches'.
12. Give approval to the umpire's decision that new balls are

necessary.

OF THE REFEREE.
ent the tournament committee eiects

*Combination and digest of "(UST/) Tournament Regulations- and -Instruc-
tions for Tournament Officials" reprinted by permission from the Umpires'
Manual. published by U.S. Tennis motion, 51 E. 42nd St., New York,
NY 10017.

4
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n Ore .

h Have an exact lotoWled the PlaYirig Rules, Tournament
RegulatiOni, d pr, onforcerrfent'and be responsi-
bla.-for the p conductorf the match.

-Be On hand, ready when,the match is Called.:
. Concentra match. and follow it keenly.

Be sure th cou%t ii,carect, measure the net at the center
and at t oats, and adjust the net during playlfnecessary.

there ie a full com ment, of chairs for linesmen
Placed the line, nd hot fating.the sun (see
diagram ).
NOTE: chair Should -be ceutere on ,the net about 5

feet from it th notless than 5 fe rbrn gidund (Pref.-
erably 7 feet).
`6. Arrange for toss for. choice of court' and: service.

'Scoee the match and record palls on a scorecard,

ct the players to change _Darts in accordance Rule
26 and 30b allowing them no rest or .delay during the tie-
break changeovEr. '

10. Watch for and call any inflection of rules and stay with a
decision when felt correct,

L

CSL

S

SERE ERI,. BL.

Dias am of Official;

BL Base Linesman
-SERI. Service Linesman
SL Side Linesman

154. NA

5L

CSL

SL

CSL Center Service Linesman
U-- Umpire seated on elevatedstand
NU Net Umpire seated by net post
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771,-

. Eneute:tliat reriservcfrom the proper court.
13iistirerkhn la 011;0;4001y0.:flonitto prOpnfcourt.
011--Serr ts, lets, outs indloot'faults only if there e-are -

41O 141010
; Ca} let 0 pointsin-accordance witheR.ule 23.

'If appealed by :player during a rally, say nothing.
6.- r cide,= all doubtful or disputed strokes subject to decision

coo Ihelinetrrien, and all points of law subject to ab appearto
.--th_ referee-. - . ,..._

1:7 Decide when new balls*re required,' subject to approval cif
referee,f-

lg... Uphold'the deciiions of linesmen, and net urnpire.
I.9; Order a point replayed when a 'linesman or net -umpire cor

reds a decision if the call has affected ,the play of either side.- .
20,, Decide, at -times when a°; linesman or net umpire is unable to

er a decision, or-call a let and replay the point .

ounce the.101ninute intermission, notin time and name
' 'fiutes--bifoi '

time is up. See that play is promptly resurn= with all -offi-
cials ace.in place. .

22. Suspend play due to circumstances not within the control of
' the players. ,- .
23. Postpane t d match because'of or conditions of

ground 'or either, subject to approval of the referee. .-

24. Remove linesman or rfet umpire for jut ,esuse, subject to
:final dec' on of the referee: . - i

25. Do not -_ t the gallery diaturb the players. If it does, stop
pl and ask for cooperation of the spectators.

26. S the scorecard and deliver it to the proper auth9rities
at e end of thernatch.

6

0 Calling 'the Mate!)
era Suggestions

ave a scorecard, two soft with erasers; and a cop_ y o
the NAGWS Teithis-Badminton-Squash Guide. !

2. Write the names of the competitors on the seorecard-and'be
. i ;sure of their correct pronunciation.

3. Be able. to project your voice -so it can be heard easily: by
the gallery. , ,

- ,4:. Allow the players Warm-U , time , to be :specific to the tour-
ninierit being played. -- :. -:%

5. hates the warmup-,- anno nce: "This match is between Miss
fones and Miss Smith Miss .fuMiss Linesmen ready?
Play " ) !-, , -

.
6: .Call the natrie'of each player as tf a ball is et.ved for the first

time.
TDOHNIQuEs OF OFFICIATING TENNIS i



8 When the on the serve

call a Unit. s
9 Net as the connecting link between the .match and gallery;

keep your eyes on the ball in play and concentrate attention

on the correctcalling,of score and conduct of the match.

10. After a ,point. is finished, first mark the scorecard and then

raise vow head,and announce the score loudly and distinctly.

11. Hold the scorecard with the:thumb of your left -and touch-

irig the line of the.,game being played. '

Call the,,seiver's
T

ore first.

4. Call as fella s- "Game, Smith; she wins the fii
ghrne. or '`Game, Jones; she leads, three games to .two,
fist eat;" '`or Garaeones3-1tre-e- games to- two, Smith
leads, first set." ... "Game, Jones; games are three-all, firit
set."
Call set as follows: "Game and second set, Smith; seven-
five; sets are one-all."

16. After the first set, announce the set score every three or four

games. 4.
17. In making announcements, the words to be emphasized are

the names and the score.
18. At the finish of a match, announce: "Game set, and match

Smith; score 3-6, 12-10, 6-3." Always give the winner's score

first.
NAG TENNIS- ADMINTON-SQUASH GUIDE



Correct the sc
Call "Correctio

20. Wait until the a
al. Call "not Up" it

Call this immedi
mg to see whethe

Call any instance

whenever you hive called. it incorrectly.
he score is 15-all." -

lause subsides before calling the score.
,player fails to reach ball on, first bounce.

tely to PreVent confation rather than wait-
or no the ball is returned.
n which a player or anything she wears or

carries touches- th net While the.- ball is in play, or volleys the
ball in play before it has corrie to her court, or in which the
ball in play touche or is touched by a player or anything she
wears or carries (ot er than _her racket in making a stroke), or
in ry ch the a la toxis an overhead fixture or goes .
through the e

24. Call all lets f there
on-situations where
he rules.

prusk0,itt girt

az/vireboth on services anti
to be replayed, according to

to, say Mist ier-
Oryiee. Ttie age-

it by- Willi Net,

-25: there is not,a full c mplement of mesmen, call faults and
outs on lines'you have Greed before the match to judge.
NOTE: The further sid lines and two baselines are Hardest

for an umpire to judge, so w en possible, linesmen should be as-
signed to these lines. The se ice lines are the next most difficult
to judge. If there are no line n players may agree to judge fur
ther sidelines and baselines inheir own court.
26. If there are no iiase jines en call foot faults which may be

judged from the chair.
27. Never announce "match p nt- or "set point."

Players Change. Sid After
1st garlic, 3rd gam -, etc_

Players'
tni ials

ers Poin Set No. I
Initials

A.B. C.D.

A.B. I Games

ill Ill 1 0

2-
C.D. I 111 ,x 1

r

1

nuninmi
ninnimirmin3 A.B. ''' 2
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The scorebpard shows that in the first game the score ran and
iould have been called Otis; "15-Idve 30-love, 40-15, 40-15, 40-30
rime, (A.B.)..! In the game: "love-15, 15-all, 19-30, 30-all,
4)-30, deuce, advantagb'(C.D.), deuce," and so Qh. The-score of the
erver shduld be-called first.

TECHNIQUE OF SCORING

cord' names of playms in the proper sp on the score-

ard.
After the order of service, is determined, initial the spaces'
Iternately on the scoreboard for the entire set. In case of a
on hieh there-art-znot-C410114111_squaresin

-which to record the score, it is advisable to ,go into the next
page on the-fight oroit the back of'tte card, but never down
the card where the next game gee's.-
Put players' initials at atop of the extreme right-hand-col-

Points are recorded by means of pencil marks in the spaces
beneath the word Points, putting the, server's Points. on the
top line and the receiver's on the second line, as illustrat
in the scorecard.

111311111:MIMMININNIMIIIMIUMITIimimumimmiaminsatm
11111MIRMINIMINIMIIIMMI
WHIMAIIIIIMINIElliemws
immomiumimmialm

iimiosmummoommuumit
MIN 111111011111=11111.

INI
1111 Id NMI 1- I
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-
isA linesMan

by the referee.

The linesman shell
1. 'Re=on hand and ready when the match is called.
T. Not wear white or light clothes.
3 J 'Be seated facing -'the line designated to watch

and concentrate every instant the ball is in, play.'
Sit quietly during -the play and not leave without the per 's
sign of he urn 'rear until replaced by another linesman
Try to get out 0 e p ayer s way o avers i terra-int-Wit
stroke.

0, Watch .the line, tiot the ball. Sense where the bait will bounce
and; if necessary, change position to see it.

7. RemeMher that "a ball falling on a line is regarded as falling
in`the court bounded by the line" (Rule 20Y:

8. Call decisions loudly, sharply and with conviction, If -ap-
plause will drown out the call, accompany the call with a
motion of an arm in the direction that the ball lands out of
the court.

9 Call decisions as quickly as is consistent with accuracy.
o Never call ',"out" untilethe ball has actually struck the ground-

or fixture outside the court.
_Call only "out"'or "fault," neVer,"good."

12, Change a decision when it is realized an error has been made.
The umpire must be told inimediat6lyand the umpire de
cides whether the point shall be replayed)
Call it to the attention of the umpire if a score is at Variance
with the linesman's decision. .

14, Make a decision as the ball is seen and stick to it The play-
ers, umpire .and referee may never ovetrule the: decision of a

.,,..linesman on a question of fact.
15, Put hands over ey.4s k the player obstructs tile view of the

ball or. Line. The -ii nFire makel the decisibn, asks another
linesman or orders the pint replayed.

The center service linesman shallr
1. Judge whether the server is standing on the -proper s

the center setvice mark'..lf the server errs, call a foot
2. Call a fault. if the serve lands on the wrong side of cent

vice line..

ES OF LINESMEN

ppointed byte referee and pi ay b removed only

and be

The service linesman shall=
1. Call a fault if the serve. lands behind the se ice,

TECHNIQUES OF OFFICATING TE



de linesman shall. . _
,

Judge Whether' the server, nding. on the Proper side of

the sideline: If the server errs, call a foot fault, , i 1

2. ,Stgnd` kip when theservice is. to the court being watched.
I Call a fault if the serve lands outside the singles sideline..

hese Iiiie,sman as foot faultjudge shall
I. Thoroughly under fodt fault rule. ,

2. Call a lot fault sithre the rule has been h

ken, 4
The ne_'t:urc shat

1:-' Sit neat
balls' that go et, call being "fault"
"duet'

21 Place fingers cord s unng, the STrilde-

. ,detect-serric I be seen easily. , ,

6 a chip sc eh s,

not u he NurnPrie.- 1
r

./

Note %viten b ged apd see 111hit h bal

are changed F t the prop N
-4

o>fie
A IONS
to hniques n tennis shoUld

itOSEMARY..F
UniverSityierN rthern Colors

reeleySO 80 39



NIS STUDY DUEST1.0NS'l
:.;1978;.1980-

Revised by the ABO-TENNIS-,
EXAMINATIONS AND RATINGS COMMITTEE

PART I
.'Direcoons:Indioate the ,iimpire's deciSion, for each of the follOw-

ing situations, _by selecting the .one best answer- from the five '.te-
,5130.11ses below. There is only one answer for each and only the

/stated ,condition. should be aslutned.A refers. to the serer, and B
prefers to the receiver. =

SP =. Server's point
RP -1: Receiver's point
F Fault
L . Let )0
BCP Ball continues to play

1. As Player A tosses .a ball for the serve, a second ball ...slips from
her 'hand= The served ball lands' in the correct court and is re-'
turned by B...

.Players A and @ are competing -against B and C: Piayer.A-1s the
first 'server for the team Arid assumes a positiong between the`
singles and doubles sidelfffillt and behind the baseline. The first
serve lands in the right service court.

3. The Served ball strikes B on the foot before touching the groundi
4 Player A returns a ball with a volley. The racket slips out off

her hand and follows the ball into 13's court.
5. A lobbed ball, clearly traveling past the baseline, is a

Player. A, who ,calls "put."
6. Player B volleys the ball from outside die sideline.
7. Player B's partner is struck by the served ball. =

8. Player B returns the erve.and the ball hits the net post before
bouncing into A's court.

9. During play, the ball is hit deep to the receiver's backharta, The
ball breaks as it rebounds from the court: The rese4ter, in an
attempt to return the ball, hits it out of .the court. The re
ceiver then requests'a let.
Players A and D are playing B and C. Player D volleys the ball
and in following through across the net strikes 13's racket as
return is attempted. The ball lands in Player B's court.

11= Player A steps on a .ball' lying bfhind the baseline as she at:s.-
tempts her second 'serve..She swings and misses the ball.

12 The second serve bounces in the proper service gourt and strikes,
Player B's shoulder. The ball lands inbounds on Player tVs-'.
court.

TENNIS STUDY QUESTIONi "201.
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Player 13 stands in the allt reeeiie the serve. Tlie aeived ball
lands in the carreet_ court,

14. At the beginning of the game, the first ball served stri a thetinet

strap and then Pliirtria's arm.. ' .

15. On the first serve, .flayer A fosses h 1611 forward and st6ps
across the b line to catch it

PART 11
. -....

IDirec ns: For each question below, sele the one item which
the best answer. , ( 4

_ -

167-Forwhich-oftthe-folloyiing-is4he-urnpire
_respo sible?

A. Mikes decision about when new balls a required.
B. Postp4nes the mitch because of darkness or bad weather.

- C. Removes a linesrban
D. Sign the scoreeard_apsthe d of the match.

'r
17. When, ay a doubles teaffi alter its receiving drder?

A. Wh n the teams exchange ends of tire eourt.
B. At h

tieginn
beginni the new game. p.

C. At t the set. R.
-

.=.

D. At no time dur g the match.
18. The decision to till e tie-break piocedures during a tourna7

ment rests kith ich individual(s)?
ABI.:TThhee

ce.
C. The u pire.

. The tournament commit e. '
hich of the folloving officials- 4 ultimately responsible for

deciding verether a balrlands out-oftbounds?
feree.
pile. .,

C. Linesman.
D. Any of the

Cl2. 'With a game sore love the- server con-aas a fault while
/ Serying to the left' court, then the ertWin the service

court is discovers h is the umpire's decision?
A. 30-love, the e vrtia be delivered to the right service

court. d.

B. 30 -live, the next serve will be delivered tp the left service
court.

C. 30-15, the next point will be delivered to the right service

D. 30:15, the next point will be delivered to the left service

court. i.
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21. It is the responsibility of the unimire to do wh c- f the'fol.
lomiing? .

A. Allow the -players, a maximum of five minutes. for warmup.
B. Call the name of each player at tte beginning of each game,

nC. Call a fault when a serve falls into the o. ,

D. Repeat linesmen's calls only when they need reinforeing.
'22i Player -A served first. et the beginning of the set. Th. -tore is

determine the winner the set. Which of th following is true?
tied at 6-ap. A 5-out-of-9 tie-brealter proceg-

in
c will be used to

A. Player trwill serve the first pOinrsin the tie breaker ,

Be. Players exctrange courts after each point.
C. rf the game goes to 9 points, Player A will elect the court

l rorn wilt% she wffhjs to ret.Vve.
D. Players shall' exchange courts at the completio of the. tie-

break game, .

2 Which. of the following is no] true conce'rning doubles play?,
A. The serving order may be alteoed atthe beginning of a set. '

. B. isehte, receiving order may be .alterjd at the beginning of the
sets
Par ners shall receive service in the right -hand court alter-

.

n ly for their team. °.. 'i -

D. The first serveri for the te may ay also be tfiv recelver in th
and court.

24 WI does the umpire call ``not up"? f
A. When the wrong server of at clout-Iles team prepares to serve .

_B: When a player tails to reach the.ball on the first boil!
C. When a player fails to resume play quickly.
D. All of the above! . ,

The score is love-30. What does the umpire call
er reaches across the net:to hit a volley? .

A. "Errorlove40."
B. "11414elbve-40."
C. Reaching overc netlove-40." .
D. "gtrpke 15-40."

26. Player repeatedly punces a ball ;efore each 'serve. Player.

..., is clearly annoyed.W at is the Qinpire"s decision?
4 A. Direct Player A t serve without the preliminary bounces.

B. Declare that Player A has defaulted the match.
C. Commit the keferee Kho will hake the final decision.
D. Any of the aM3ve.. . - .7

I Which of the following is,not a foot,fajift?'
A. The server,shifts her foot across an-imaginary extension of

the center Mark before she hits the ball. __.4,

. The server steps on the baseline immediately, after she hits
the ball. 2

-*FWD!! NSTUDY QUESTiOS



C. The server mikes a pobr toss and must fake several steps to
hit the hall. She stays behind thtorrect half of the haielitie:

D. The server steps on thiliaselineditst as she hits the ball,
28 Players A and t) are eonTeting against B arid C. Player A is the

first server for the team. With a set score o1 1-3 and a game

score .6f. 30-0, t is. aiscoverea. that D is serving out of order.
What is the correct decision?
A., Set score 1-3; Player A sene,s from the right court
B. Set score 1-3, 30-0; Player it serves from the right court.
C. Set score 1-3, 30-0; Player B serves from the right Court.
D. Set'score 1-3, 30-15; Player B serves from the -left court.

29', Which of the following is-true of official court measureme ts?
poste -in-doubles-shople_be_31eetoutside the ifbles

court.
B. The net shall bp 31/2 feet high throughout its length(
C. The service lips shall be parallel to and 18 feet from then

.}.. D. The center mark shall be drawn outside the court and at right

angles to-the biseline.
30. Which of the following is true ottfie VASSS sing le point scoring

system? 6
,

A. Players see four consecutive points be_ fore the serve changi
B. Players charge courtiafter every d -hand."
C. Players change courts at the end f the 'et.

D. All of 't:ite above are true.

lXAIviI TION 1N AMPS,
tries concerning. t se- Study Questions or Theoretical
ination questions hould be directed to:

DE N MMERS
HP R B1 g. 1120
lido rain ton, IN 47401

4
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RSAND RULE REFERENCES

PART

Answer Rule Rg creme
6, Case

2, BCP 32
3. SP 16a
4. 1112 18e
.5. RP 18g, Expinition
6. B_ 15, 18c

S. BCP'
9. L

10. L
11. RP
12. SP
13. BCP
14. L
15. F

22a, Case 1
2, Case 2
9, 23

9 ,

18g
4, Case 2
13a t
7

PART H

. 16. D P & T of Umpire
17. C 34
18. D Tie-Break
19. C P & T of 0, Dut. Line, 14
20. A. 8a

'21. D ' P & T of 0, Call Match, #4, 6, 7, 8
22. C Tie-Break .1

23. C , 34
24. B & T of 0, Call Match #21
25. C P & T of 0, Call Match #22
26. A .39, Explanation
27-. B 7a, 7b
28. B 35
29. A 1

30. B VASSS Single-Point

ANSWER AND RULE REFERENCES 205



TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING BADMINTON

Revised by the A_ BO BADMINTON PRINCIPLES
AND TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

Changes in techniques have been indiea.ted by shad ng.

DUTIES OF THE REFEREE
In 'cult tournament the chairman or committee in charge shall'

appoint a referee to act" for them in-regards to rules, scoring and
regulating play.
The referee

I. Be in complete charge of match play except for the scheduling
of the time and place of matches. r

2.- Be .tharoug,hly familiar with and rigidly enforce the official
laws of badminton, and the intOpretations which ate a part of
the laves.

3. Have the authority and responsibility to appoint and femove
umpires, linesmen and service judges.

- 4. See that the playing area nets, posts, shuttles, etc., meet the
requirenierits of the caws of badminton.

5. Be the final authority on appeal from the decision of the
umpire, with authority to reverse the umpire's decBion involv-
ing a point of law only The scoring of a matchsao be affected
only if the appals made to the referee before The next service
is delivered.

6. Be present or available at thesplaying area-at all times during
match play, or shall be specifi,cally represented by a deputy
appOinted by the referee.

DUTIE OF THE UMPIRE
The umpire has three main responsibilities:- To ojfitlutte the

match for the player, to link the match with the spectators and to
scare thatch:
Thi; umpire shall-

1. Thoroughly know the laws of badminton.
2.. Have the fi3lil decision on all points of fact. A player may,

owever, appeal to the referee on a point of law only
ecognize the linesman's decision 'as final on all points of fact

on that linesman's designated line_ The umpire cannot overrule
the linesman. If a linesman is Unsighted, the umpire may then
give a decision if possible; otherwise, a let should be played.

4. Recognize a service judge's deciSion fin311 on all points of fact
in connection with the delivery of the -service as set out in
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Service Court Judge, 2. The umpire is Cusp_6nsible for calling the
re:eefver's faults.

5. Cal' t -like score distinctly plidioudly enough to be heard clearly
by plffers.arid spectators. Call -promptry and with authority: Jf
alnistake is made, admit it apologize, and correct it

6 Sare the match and record points on a score pad. When a point
is finished, first mark the score, then see that the server changel,
courts and announce. score before the next service. (If the,
umpire possesses less than a NAGWS National rating,, the umpire
may ask the service court judge to keep a duplicate score:)

7. Never ask spectators about a decision or be inflVencedty their
relitalksIf a deeisian_eannot_be real d,-a -let, should =b
awarded. - 1

8.. Be kesponsible for all line's not covere by lines?nen. (If at A
potsIble, -.one. person should be assigned to lines which the
umpire is'notin a favorable position toesee.)

9. Firmly control the match without being officious. Keep play
flowing without' unnecessary interruptions while ensuring that
the laws are observed. The game is for the players.

10. Allow the game to proceed, and do not call a -fault" wl
dbubt arises in the mind-serf- the umpire or service judge as
whether an infringement of the laws has occurred. (The play_ er
has benefit of the decision.)

11. Be sole judge of any suspension of play and have the right to
disqualify an offender for leaving the court or delaying the game
(Law 22).

12. In the absence of a referee, appoint linesmen and service judges.

Worn the Match-.
o. 13: Obtain the score pad from the referee. Enter playe position

and receive c and server on the scorecard.
14. Check the bet for height. See that the posts are on the lines add

that tapes are'correctly placed (Laws 2 and 3). '
15. Ensure that the linesmen and_service judges arc correctly, placed

and know their jobs (see Linesmen and Service Court judge).
16. Ensure that a. sufficient quantity of tested shuttles (according to

Law 4) is readily available for the match in order to avoid delays
dufing play. If the players cannot atree, the umpire-saould have
the shuttles tested; in a tournament, the umpire shoulii refer to

-the referee; in a match, the captains or referee. Once shuttles
have been found to be acceptable, ensure that they are used
unless circumstances alter.

Starting the Match-
17. Ensure that tossing is c rrcctly carried out and that the winners

and losers correctly exercise their options udder Law 6.
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING BADMINTON
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18, Maark on the score pad for doubles the names of the players r=

starting in the, right -hand service courts. This enables a check to
be made at any time to see whether the players are in their
correct service courts. During the game, if the players get iu
their wrong service courts unnoticed, so-that they have to stay
there (Law 12), change the score pad accordingly.

During the Metvh- .

19. See that no tuinecessary delay occurs, or that the players do nbt

leave the court without the permission of the umpire (Law 22).
The umpire or, the service court judge must determines if a delay
of game is matte by the server, by taking more than five seconds

to deliver the serve after bdth the server and receiver have taken

their stance. A waiving must-be. given for the first infraction of\

this rule in any, match. .
.'

20, Fecprd the score, server and the correct service courts of the
players on the score pad if an unavoidable holdup occurs in a
mateh (Law 22c).
Call a let iD a shuttle or other object not con ected with the
match m progress invades the court or its env ons, or a spec-
tator interferes with the players.

22. Watch for faulty serving if there is no service judge. It is cult-

to detect from the chair "serving above the warm" racket
head above the hand.- If there, is any doubt, caution the player

And ask fur a service judge. .

If no service judge is available, see that the server has -both feet
on the floor in a stationary ,position inside the service court
when the shuttle is struck, ant that there is no feint (Law I 4d

and Interpretation 1).
:24. See that the receiver has both feet on the flour in a staftnary

position inside the service court until the service is delivered,
and that the receiver does not move before the shuttle is sttuck

(Laws 14c and 16).
25. Watch for double hit or faulty stroke under Law 1411. These

should be immediately called by the umpire as "fault."
26. Watch for obstruction - for instance, sliding under the net

I.
throwing the racket into the opponent's court; balking or
unsigiting an opponent during services (see Laws 14d, 14j, 16,
20, and Interpretation 5). Immediately call -fault, obstruction;'

of27. Watch for serving and receiving out of t rn or from the wrong
court.,law 12 should be thoroughly un erstood. When the rally
has:6Am completed, call "fault, sery -e" or "faiilt, receiver,"
whicheiver the case may be.

28. Watch:, for striking of the shuttle before it crosses the net, and

hating' the net with racket, person, or dress while the shuttle is
in play (Laws-14f and l4g). Call "fault" immediately.
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29. See that the option of "setting" is correctly exercised (Law 7').
30. See that the players change ends following each game and at the

correct score in the third game -(Law 8).
31. See that the winning side serves first.
32. Watch for a player interfering with the correct speed of the

shuttle. The player should be warned and the shuttle discarded
if necessary.

33. Do not allow players to call "no shot," "fault," "carry," etc,;
warn them if.they do, as it maykstract their opponents. On no
occasion should the umpire usellic terms no shot," "foul," or
"no:" Always use the term ',`fault."

34, Provide for the correct interval between the second and the
third games where allowed.

35. Allow a maximum of five .minutes during' a match for equip-
ment repair.

36, Allow only one injury time out per person per match. A maxi-
mum atm minutes.shall be allowed for injury, and if injured a

.
second time and unable to immediately continue playing, a
player must default the match.

At"the End of the Match-
37, Announce winners and scores. Sign and turn in scorecard,

40 Calling the Match

1, When the players have finished warming up, announce
In a tournament:
II' "final of semifinal of .." If neithe'r, say nothing:
In a tournament or match
1) Names of players with country, county or club whprc

applicable.
2) Name of the tirst server, and in the case -4 dot

the receiver.
3) To start the match. call -love all, second service, play_

in doubles; but 'love all, play" in singles.
2. 1ltd umpire shall call the score immediately after marking the

card upon completion ot play. Always call the server
score first.

3. Singles when a =player loses service, call "side out" followed
by the score in favor of the new server.

4. Doubles whenever the tirst server is serving, only the score
will be called, When the second server is serving, call the score
and -second server" for each point.

5. When a side reaches 14, or'in the case ot ladies singles, 10,call
on the first occasion only "game point" or "match point," If a
further game or match point occurs after setting, call it again on
the first occasion, Game point or match point should always
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immediately follow the server's score where applicable, lind
piecede the receiver's score.

6. When a linesman calls "out," or the Shuttle falls outside a line
for which the umpire is'responsible, call out before calling the
score.

7. When the option to set occurs, ask the player's or players'
decisiti. Announce the decision loudly so th4 spectators can
hear, ailing "set 2 points," or 3 or 5 as,appropriate, folloWed

At the End of the Game-
8. Announce "game to .d.." (the nameisl of the playerisl in a

tournament or the name of the team represented = in the case
of a meeting of representative teams) followed by the score
winner's score first and if appropriate, by "one game all In

the case of a match in a meeting between two team, always
define the contestants by the names of the actual players.

9. In the event of set games, announce the total game points,
12-9, 18-13.

10. At the end of the match announce "game and match to .
(the nametsi of the winner[s] and all scores).

Scoring the Match
The contestants' name should be entered on the horiZonral lines

of the scorecard.
A vertical line drawn through both scoring columns indicates
ice over.

the beginning.of ,a side's term of service, their existing score
should be carried over and noted. Note: the -0 ,and the second "5"
in part 4 in the singles scoring given below.

In regard to setting, the decision not to set is indicated by writing
"no set" on the scoresheet at the Nint where the setting possibility
Occurs (see In setting, I).

On a decision to set, draw a vertical line through the scoring col-
uinn of the serving team and write the option on the scoresheet
where the setting possibility occurs.

A double vertical line is drawn through both scorkii'g columns and
the final score entered to the right of the scorecard when the game is
ended (see In setting; 2).

In singles:

Jones serves and makes

Sriiithl
5 points;_ then
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2.
Tones/ 0 1 2 3 4

Smith/

3.
Jones/ 1 2 3 4 5

Smith/ 1 0_ 1 2

Jones loses the serve;

Smith scores points;
then

Smith loses the serve.

In doubles:
The initial server for each team shall be listed first.
To indicate the completion of one service, draw a circle around

the last point (number), made by the First server. This will clearly
designate the point at which the second server begins the term of
service.

Smith- Jones/ 0 1

Reed-Brown/

Smith -Jones
Reed-Brown

In setting:

o

Smith-Jones com-
mence serving,
win 3 points, and
lose the serve;

Reed-Brown win
2 points after ob-
taining the serve.

Reed-Brown lose
the point, second
serve.

Reed -Brown win
ore/ points

and then, lose the
serve.

s
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Smith-Jbries hav option to set all 13-all, decide not to set', no set is

written at the
lose the serve.

server's score of 13, They score a point, then,

Smith-Jones win a point and score is 14-all. Reed-Brown have option

to set and, set 3, This is written above the server's current score (14)

and a line is drawn through the serving team's (Smith-Jones) scoring

column. Further scoring starts at 1, etc.
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D I ES OF THE SER ''ICE COURT fUHGES

The seevit-E-reskrt judges shall-
1. Sit on a lbw chair on tho side of the court opposite thv umpire,

One service judge will sit on one side of the net while the other
judge sits on the other side of the,net., The service uourt judge
should observe Ole legaility of the serve by the server., on the
opposite side of net.

2. Be responsible for seeing that the server, at the moment of
striking the shuttle:
a. Does not have any part of the head of the racket above any

part of the hand holding the racket (Law 14a).
b. Does not have the shuttle above the waist (Law 144
c.,Ilas both feet in a statibnary position on the floor inside

the service court ("Law r6). .,
d.- Does not feint (Law 14d arid 'Interpretation l).

(Non': To enable the service court - judge to determine if the shuttle
was legally contacted below the waist, the, following technique is
reeomniended. A piece of paper, cardboard, or like material can be
held in such a way that the server's body from the waist up is
completely blocked from vision. If the bird is contacted below the
waist, the judge will sec the bird. If the bird is not visible, an illegal
serve was made.) -'

3. If the serverdoes-hor-conp-r5 with all the points in item 2
above,-theService judge shouldImmediately call "fault" loudly,
and ensttrethat the unwire has heaid the call. Note, The umpire
watches/the receiver. .. .

4: , Determine whether the server delays the game by taking more
.

than five seconds to deliver the serve after the server and re-
ceiver have taken their% positions. A warning must be ,given for
the Ilkst violation of this rule in any match ,(Law 14d; Inter,
pretation #1). .4- .

-,..51 Assist in keeping score

DUTIES OFT E ROVING SERVICE JUDGE
The roving service judge sha-

I
1. Wear an arm band recogni-dble badge.
2. Move among -the courts observing the that arc being

executed in each latch,
3, Take a poSition b: the.net post of any match in which service

I4.
faults may be occurring. ' .-v

I 4. Upon observing a service_ fault call .a "let" and then warn the
server and explain the nature of the fault.

5. If the server in question fails tea comply with a legal serve
(Duties of Service Court Judie, item 2), the roving service judge
shall calla "fault."
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DUTIES OF THE LINESMEN

The linesmen shall
I Sit on chairs in ptolongation of their lines, at the ends of the

court and at the side.OrpplaOte the umpire.
-2. Be entirely responsible for their designhteid lines. If the shuttle

falls out no matter how, call out promptly in a clear, loud
voice. The linesman should reinforce the .Call by,extending both
arms horizontally at shoulder level with the right arm pointing
to the right and the left arm to the left..lf the stiattle falls in
say 'nothing but point in the direetioin' of the court with a
one-hand motion. The signal will assure the,umpire that the

:saran has .seen the shuttle, If Unsighted; the linesmen shall
immediately place their hand's over theireyes. Note..-Notice
where the cork of the shuttlecock lands in making a decision. A
flat-angled shuttlecock may be out although the feathers are
well inside the, court line. Also watch the line, not the shuttle.
In watching a moving /abject, a stationary one may be lost_ At
the first indication th 'at the shuttle. -nay strike near your line,
switch your gaze froM the shuttletan the area where you expect
it to land. _ '4'

ver make a- call until the' shuttle has actually struck the
ground outside the giourt.

4. If the cork toitehel any part-of the tine, it is in..,,Change a de-
eision whenever necessaryby- voicing it before the next service,
If three.linesirnen are available4 two should take aback boundary
line and (in doubles)Llong4seKice ling,eaCh.; the third; the side
lines farthest from- the umpire. If addiIio_1'ial linesmen are
available, they should.be used according to the umpire's pref-
erence.

t.

INTERPkETATIONS
When officiating, the umpire shall enforce the laws of badmin-
ton. In the absence of an umpire the players concerned shall
carry out the laws, artd if a violation be claimed by one side and
not acknowledged by .the other, a let shall be allowed. Umpires
are tecOmmended for all semifinal or final matches in any
championship tournament.

2. In order to eliminate service faults in the early rounds prior to
the semifinals or quaiter7finals, a qualified service judge may be
provided to act as a Yovirig service judge who should be provided --

With an arm band or recognizable badge. The players should be
informed of this judge. The roving service judge shall assume a
position by the net post of a match in question, and on ob-
serving a service fault call a let. This judge will ihen warn the
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server and explain the nature of the fault. If the server continues
to commit an illegal service'-the roving ,judge shall call a fault on
the server. -) . t,i_,_

- r3. If the receiver Iv fatiked for moving before the.. service is de-
livered of for not being in the correct service douft see Laws.
16 or 14e), and at the-same,time the server is also faulted for a.
service ififringereal (see Laws 14a, c, h, or 16) it shall be a let.

sIf playerany playtlf or intentionally balks an opponent, even
before the delive of. the .service (see Law 24d), the fault shall,
be recopied agaist the player concerned.

4. Service foot fau0 Clarification of Law 16.
a. Anx, forward Step Of., either 'foot, or any other foot move-,

me-nt, -must b'e coMPleted and both feet must ',leach a sta-
tionary position on the ,floor prior to the start of racket
motion to serve. '`Starts of racket motion": includes theracket

. . :
b. Part of Law 16 reads "some part ot . both feet of these

players ,must remain in contact with the ground in' a sta-A
tionary piositiOn until, the servoi4 is delivered_- 4The fol-
lowing three questions were asked and it has been ruled

-3 that points ra4ed do nbt constitute a breach of the law.,
Accordingly, players should not be faulted to thtse ,ac-

alions. Cr

( 1 ) Does this mean the same part of a foot (must re-
,, main in contact wlth the ground, -ii- could it be a viii-.terent part of the same toot?

If the back foot of a server starts with the' toe and heel
in contact with the ground and rises onto t5le toe as The
service is struck, with the heel rising straight, is this in
order? .

On the other hand, if the heel comes off. the groluil
and swivels through an angle of 90 degrees, as is fre-
quently done, which means that the part of the toe
remaining in contact with the grotInd swivels Ind poves,
is this-correct?

Service terminology: Law 14 states `Alf before or during the
deliveryrof the service any p ayes makes a preliminary feint .m
otherwise balks an opponent, 1 is a fault': WebsTer'sSecond
International Dictionary defines The terms -feint- and "balk- as
-a feint is an assumed or false appearance .. ,/anmock blow ir
attack," and "a balk is a failure of 3 competitor to jurapaault,
or4he lac, after taking a preliminary run . :. ...- The servik .may.
be regarded as started when both players haye taken stationary
positions in -readiness to serve and to receivp. From that point
until the shuttle is struck by the server, Law 14d applies. A
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motion to ?Ye considered 4 hint or balk must have some element

of deception, itapust not be some characteristic motion tlfat has

no purpose andoesnot deceive,the receiver.

6 Calling faulty hits: Slow motion' films have shown t prac-

_ tically all shhiply.hit shuttles strike the,racket twice.- he cork

hits the 'racket, then theshuttle, quickly reverses ensl , and the

fealhers brush the yt as the shuttle leaves the r act, T

motion is Sp fast t tit see s to e a single, hits It is importan

for the yrnpire to r `ze tha legal hits are a matter of

. degee and judenent give be hitter the beliefit 0 the

douErt. c
P

INTEIIPECETASIONS
Questions concerning officiatingi;tesliniques
should be directed toi ,

MilANA(STEPHEre
Illinois State University .
Normal 6176r

by'
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Revised b' the ABO BtidP inton
,Examinations and Ratings Committee

PART

- Directions
Select the one item which befit -answers each question. Assume no

conditions exist other than those stated. Team A is-always serving.
Team B is always receiving. aIrWhich of the following constitutes a fault on the serve?

The slinittliais contacted below thdtserver's waist.
B: The served shuttle passes over the net and lapels in the

diagonally opposite service court.
C. The server slides the rear foot forward during the service

delivery_
D. The shuttle= is struck en the frame of the server's racket.
In which of the following situations would only one player of
doubles man have the right to :serve?
A. In ladies --doubles, when the score is tied at 13-all
B. At the start of each game
C. ''After changing ends. at 8-all in the,third game
D. At the start of the first game only

3. When can the umpire overrule the call o 1 sman?
A. At.a time-Aften The linesman makes an errqr
13. At no time during a match
C. At match-ppint in the third game
D. ..At the first sign of.'the linesman's inattention

14. Team A was the first to reach the score o 13; team B tre/clIhe
score iit6 13411: team A elected not to set. The score is now

Which of the following is correct?
A. The game must beplayed to 15 as the game wa

.

s not
I13-all. -

B. The game may be set at 5 or may be.played out to 15,
C. The game may be set at 3 or may be played out to 15.
D. The game maybe set..and the teams continuo o play until

one team is ahead by pbmts, ,
When should players cha e ends in the third game?,
A. ter the leading sc e has reachid 7 in a game of 15
B. fter both sides rea h a score of 6 or better in a game of 11

fter both sides rea h a score of 10 or better in a game of
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D. Immediately after it is discovered that the players erred
failed to change ends at-the proper time

6. Which of the following statements re ted to scoring is correct?,la

A. A 'set' ladies singles game is alw ysatilayea to 12 points.

B Both men's and women's singles games are, played to I I

unless a 'set' situation,occurs,r-
C. In a 'set' situation, the server has the'choice whether to set.

(D. In championship play, a match is Beterminid by 3

out of 5 games.
Which statement describes the correct ?peed of the shuttle

A. The shuttle is from a newly-opened tube..
B. The shuttle is mutually acceptable to both teams.

4 C._ A, playa of averagerstrength stands on one back boundary

line and hits the shuttle with a normal underhand stroke to

a point not more than _2'6- short of'and not less than 1'

{ from the other back boundary line..

The same as C, except 'that the player uses in overhead

stroke.
8, The team winning the toss at-Che start of a ,riatch chooses not to

serve first. What option is available to the other team?

' A. Must serve ,first and must choose ends
13, May only serve first .
C. May request a,ret3eat otthe toss
D. Must serve first andtriay choose ends

9. Which of the Wowing is a ?-tquirement for a legal serve?

ft. All parts of the racket lieid ,Aust be below all parts of he

racker hand. e

. All parts of the racket must be below the server's s

C. The server's feet must be kept,on or within the lines of the

respective service court.
i

D. Tile shuttle must be held by the feathers before delivery.

10 Which of he following constitutes a foult during play?

A. A player contacts the shuttle outside the boundaries of the

court.
* r

B. A- player's racket passes over the net after striking the

shuttle.
C. A player's clothing touches the net during a rally.

D. A player completely misses the shuttle before that player's

partner returns the shuttle safely.
II, 'At which point should a 'let' be called on the serve?

A. The shuttle touches the net` on passing over and lands

within the diagonally.opposite service court.

B. The shuttle,passes over and then gets caught in the net.

Q. Following an attempt to return the serve, the .receiver

claims not to be ready.
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D. The server serves from the wrong court and loses the rally.
12. The shuttle, struck by team A hits the net and faps back; team

B then strikes-0e net with the racket. What is the decision?
A. A 'let! is called.
B. A fault on team B is called.
C. Team A loses the. rally.
D. A point is a warded to each snit.

13. In the United States, for -1-12,,w long and at what time play
suspended?
A. For 5 minutes between the second and thlid games, only if

both teams request the suspension.
B. For 5 Minutes between the second and third games, if one

orboth teams request the suspension.
C. For 5 minutes between the second and third games,

regardless of the wishes of the players.
D. For an indefinite period if one of the players-is too fatigut_ad

to continue immediately.'
14. If a spectator supporting team A throws an object on the court

disrupting a rally, what is the duty of the umpire?
.

A. To disqualify team A
B. To award the rally to team B
C. To warn team A of possible disqualification and to award

the rally to team B
D. To call a 'let'

15. !ha player hits the shuttle twice in succession, who is entitled to
. call the fault?

A. The offending player
B. The referee
C. Either the offending player or the referee
D. The umpire

16. After a point is scored, which Tequence' of procedures_ should
the umpire immediately follow?
A. Mark the score, see tharlall players are ready, then call the

score.
B. Call the score, see that all players a re ready, then mark the

score.
C. Mark the ore, see' that the receivers charige courts, then

call the score.
D Mark the score. see that the servers change courts, then call

the score.
17. Team A strikes the shuttle at the net and the referee is not sure

whether or not team A reached over the net in so doing. What is
the correct course of actlkon for the referee?
A. Ask team A to admit the fault.
B. Abide by the umpire's decision,
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C. Call a 'let.'
D., Call a fault on team A.

18, When is a shuttle considered to have landed in the court ,

A. The cork hits the line and the feather outside' the line.

B. The feathers hit the line and the cork lands outside the line.

C. The shuttle lands outside the line but immediately bounces

within the line, . -

D. The shuttle's point of contact could not be determined.

19. What should a roving service judge do on seeing a service fault?

A. *It all the fault.
B. Report the fault to the referee.
C. Report the fault to the umpire.
D. Warn the offender, after calling a ret.

20, Which of the following is not a duty. of a linesman?

A: Calling "good" if,a player questions an obviously good shot

B... Covering thi eyes if the shuttle was unsighted

C: Pointing toward the court if the shuttle lands in the court

D. Extending both arms horizontally while calling out if the

shuttle lands optsibe the court'
When a team loses its first service at 10-all, what mark should

the scorer make on the scoresheet?
A. A vertical line through both scoring columns

B. The next higher score fa'r the server

C. A circle around the serving team's score

D. A. line through the receiving team's score

22. During service, which one of -tie following motions of the

server's toe is allowable?
A. Sliding forward
B. Swiveling in place
C. Sliding backward
D. Lifting.off the floor

23. What is the correct height of the net at the posts?

A. 5'2V
B.. 5'1-,
C. 5'0"
D. 4'11"
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PART II

Directions /t
Each of the following preseyits a situation which would retjuire

one o( the decisions listed below. Assume no conditions exist other
than those stated. Team A is always serving. Team B is always
receiving. .

r A. P9int C. Second service
B. Let D. Side out

24.earn A scores a.`point to, reach 7. in the middle of the next
rally, team B stops play to point out correctly, that team A had
served from the wrong court on the preceding rally. What is the
decision? -

25. The server is faulted for balking while., simultaneously, the
receiver is faulted for leaving early. What is the decision?

26. Team A, in first service,, returns a smash into the net,
whereupon team B is called for double hit on the smash. What is
the decision?

'27. Player A scores to reach 7 and wins the next rally als6.
' Immediately, player B appeals to the referee, who saw the play,

that player A had ta.ulted on service to reach 7. What is the
decision?

28: Team B co mplains to the umpire after losing a rally that team A
feinted on service. The service iudg,e.rules that the motion was
characteristic and 'undeceiving to the receiver. It was first

,,service. What is the decision?
29: 'In a singles gani, player B wins a rally with a shot which is

clearly neither caught nor slung nor hit, twice, but about which
the umpire has doubt. What is the'de.cision?

30. Ina single's game, player A smashes so that the shuttle lands
with only the cork in, the court. What is the decision?

31. On first service team A is called by the service judge for high
serve, but the umpire feels that the serve was legal. What is the
decision?

32. Inn singles'game, player A's smash strikes the net and falls back,
but player B catches it bet-ore it hits the ground. Player A claims
the point, saying.that player B interfered with the shot during
play. What is the decision''

Jheserver, in attempting to serve, strikes the shuttle with the
elbow. What is the decision?

34. On second service, team A's smash hits a player ont;am B Who
has fallen entirely out of the court. Team B argues that ,the shot
was clearly out. What is the decision?

35. In rushing a low singles serve, player B's racket, contacts the
shuttle, then passes over the net and narrowly misses the face of
plher A, obstructing player A's vision. What is the decision?
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I
PART III,

Directions
The following.are.duties that need to be performed by one of the

officials of the game. Select the official who is responsible .for that
particular' duty. Each official may be used many times, or not at all
Only one answer is correct for each question.

A. Referee C. Linesinan
B Urn D. Service judge

36. Sees t e s a es ar eked:
37. Has the .final decision as to whether a player did or did not

reach over the net.,
Has .the final authority on the interpretation of the rules of

service.
39. Sees that the net is of the proper height.
40. If possible, gives a decision if a linesman was unsighted.
41. Sees that the Court is of the proper dimensions.
42:- Keeps the score.
43. Sees that the receiver does not move before the serve. _

'44. Sees that the shuttle is not above the server's` waist on the serve_
45. Has the right to default a player for delaying the game.

INQUIRIES

Inquiries concerning these study questions
examination questions should be directed to:

DIANE HALES
1421 Niagra
Claremont, CA 9 711

or theoretical
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'ANS M AND RULE:REFER6CES

Answer Rule Reference
1. C
2. B
3. fl
4.

t 5. D
6. A
7. C
8. A
9: A

10. C
11. B
12. -C
13..B
J4. D
15. D
16. D
17. B
18. A
19. D
20. A
21. C
22. B
23.

PART 1

Law 14k,16
Law 11
Tech. Off ._Duties_ of Ump.#3
Law 7a,c
L.aw 8
Laws 7,8
Law 4'
Law 6
Laws 14,16
Law 14
Laws 12,17a,b
Law 19-
Law 22
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Duties
Tech. Off., Scorin
Tech. Off., Interp.
Law 3

of limp. #21
of limp. #33
of Urrtp. #6
of limp. #2
of Linesm. #2,4
of Roving S..1,
of Linesm. #2

g the Match
#4

Answer Rule Reference

24..z...A Law 12
25. B Law 17c
267 Law 14h
27. -A' Tech. Off., Duties of R 5 Duties of limp., #2
28. A Tech. Off., Interp. #5

'29. D LaW 14h. Interp. #6
30. A Tech. Off., Duties of Linesm. #2
31. C Tech. Off., Duties of Limp. #4
32. D Law 19
33. B Law 18

ANSWERS ANVRULE REFERENCES
'41

PART
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34. A" Uw 141
35. A Law, 14j

Answer Rule Reference

Te

PART III

37. B Tech. of Off.
38. A Tech. of Off.
39. A Tech. of Off.
40. B Tech. of Off.
41...A Tech. of Off.
42. B Tech. of Off.
43. B Tech. of Off.
44. Tech. of Off.
45. B Tech. of Off.
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NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY. A

SPORTS GUIDES, RULEBOOKS, TIPS & TECHNIQUES BOOKS

See listing inside front cover.

SCOREBOOKS
Available for basketball, field hockey, softball and volleyball

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES
Available for archery, basketball: field hockey, gymnastics, lacrosse,
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NAGWS AND AIAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
AIAW HANDBOOK and DIRECTORY
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUB-
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.EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR WOMEN
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR WOMEN
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RIDING STANDARDS (Revised 1978)
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COMPLYING WITH TITL-E IX. IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND

SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN VALUES THROUGH SPORTS
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THE WINNING EDGE (sports psychology)
NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES
PROGRAMS THAT WORK TITLE IX
RULES FOR COEDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS
SPORTS SKILLS TEST MANUALS (for archery, basketball, soft-

ball, volleyball)
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INTRAMURAL PORTFOLIO
SAFETY IN TEAM SPORTS
SAFETY IN INDIVIDUAL 'AND DUAL SPORTS
SAFETY IN AQUATIC ACTIVITIES

For current prices and order information, write AAHPER Promotion
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